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NOTICE TO READER

This National Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive Waste Reposi
tories describes the process the Department of Energy (DOE) is using to find
sites suitable for disposal of commercially generated high-level radioactive
waste. This plan is one element of the National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS)
Program being conducted by DOE to develop the necessary technology and to
qualify sites to establish mined geologic repositories for these wastes.

This siting plan describes existLng and planned activities for
screening successively smaller portions of land within the United States to
identify suitable candidate sites, and for subsequently selecting one or mo~e

of these sites for permanent waste disposal. In response to newly adopted
procedural rules of 10 CFR 60 (Federal Register, February 25, 1981), the DOE
siting activities have been modified from those described in DOE's April, 1980
Statement of Position in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Waste Confidence
Rulemaki ng •

An Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared as input to the
decision to adopt or modify this Plan. Environmental effects of the antici
pated range of field studies to characterize various land areas and reasonable
alternative siting strategies are assessed. The EA provides the basis for a
finding of whether or not implementation of this Plan will result in signifi
cant environmental impacts. This finding will be made by DOE after public
review of the Plan. DOE has prepared this EA in compliance with Council on
Environmental Quali ty regulations, and has published it in the same volume as
the Plan. Site specific environmental impacts of constructing exploratory
shafts, test facilities, and repositories will be assessed in later documents.

DOE will consider comments received on the Plan and the Environmental
Assessment prior to its decision with respect to adoption or modification of
the Plan for the NWTS Program. It is expected that the Plan will continue to
evolve as details of the siting process are further developed. Consequently,
DOE anticipates that this Plan will be revised as necessary to reflect the
results of the ongoing program.

Written comments on the Plan and Environmental Assessment are due on
or before April 30, 1982. Comments should be addressed to Mr. Critz H.
George, Office of Waste Isolation, NE-330, U.S. Department of Energy,
Washington, D.C. 20545.

Fra~~
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Nuclear Waste Management
and Fuel Cycle Programs

Office of Nuclear Energy
U.S. Department of Energy





ABSTRACT

The National Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive tJaste Reposi

tories descrihes the process the Departnent of Energy (DOE) is using to find

sHes suitahle for disposal of high-level radioactive waste. Potential

environnental inpacts of implenenting the Plan are included in an attached

Environnental Assessment.

The Plan is one element of the National Waste Terninal Storage (NWTS)

Program being conducted hy DOE to develop the necessary technology and to

qualify sites to estahlish mined geologic repositories for these wastes.

The Plan describes existing and planned activities for screening

sllccessively smaller portions of land within the United States to identify

suitahle candidate sites, and for suhsequently selecting one or more of these

sites, for permanent disposal of radioactive wastes.

Environnental effects of the proposed action, including the antici

pated range of field studies to characterize various land areas and reasonahle

alternative siting strategies, are assessed. The Environmental Assessnent

provides the basis for a finding of whether or not implementation of this plan

will result in significant environmental impacts.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Through its National Waste Terninal Storage (NWTS) Program, the De

partment of Energy (DOE) will provide facilities to permanently dispose of

high-level nuclear waste (HLW) in a manner that will ensure public health and

safety and that will be environmentally acceptahle. The program has placed

principal emphasis on developing deep, underground repositories, with efforts

targeted toward having the first facility operational hetween 1998 and 2006.

To reach this ohjective, an extensive program has been developed to

find sites that would he suitable for a repository. This National Plan for

Siting High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories describes the ongoing and

planned program activities that comprise the process DOE uses to find sites.

This siting process involves a stepwise screening of large portions of the

United States, identification and detailed study of potential sites, and se

lection of one or more of these sites for permanent HLW disposal, all with

state and puhlic involvement.

DOE recognizes that "perfect" or "flawless" sites for repositories do

not exist in nature. Further, innumerahle sites may exist which could he

shown to be suitable. Through a comprehensive siting process, DOE seeks a

reasonahle number of sites which, on halance, exhihit characteristics favor

able for waste isolation. Decisions DOE will make in the search for sites

will be primarily investment decisions which allow resources to be concen

trated on places judged the more likely, after full site characterization, to

he demonstrahle as safe and acceptahle under regulatory review. Full study of

all but the more favorable sites is unnecessary and would he prohihitively

expensive. Only those sites shown to he suitahle will be considered for

selection as repository sites.

The siting process will involve intensive field work including the

construction of exploratory shafts at several potential sites beginning in

1983. At one of these sites, a Test and Evaluation (T&E) Facility will be con

structed to evaluate waste handling and emplacement techniques, to provide for

training of persons who would operate a repository, and to allow for resolu

tion of generic repository engineering issues. The T&E Facility is related
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to, but is not part of, the repository site selection process. The location

of such a facility at a potential repository site does not represent a commit

ment to that location as a repository site.

By implementation of this process, DOE plans to recommend a site for

the initial repository late in 1987 from several alternatives. The se1 ection

would be confirmed only after extensive puhlic review. Studies may be con

tinued to identify sites even after the first is recommended, so a system of

geographically dispersed repositories eventually can he provided.

An Environmental Assessment of the potential environmental impacts of

implementing the siting plan and alternative siting strategies is attached.

Potential site-specific impacts of exploratory shafts, a T&E Facility, and

repository activities will be assessed in subsequent environmental documents

supporting decisions to proceed with those activities ••

Site Suitability

Criteria have been estahlished against which the suitability of par

ticular sites can he assessed. The broadly stated criteria encompass all

factors potentially important to containing and isolating the waste (e.g.,

site geometry, geohydrology, geochemistry, tectonic environment, human

intrusion, topography) as well as- the environmental and social acceptability

of candidate sites. The criteria are directed toward the key objectives in

site selection: assuring public health and safety while protecting the envi

ronment. The N\ITS site performance criteria are consistent with the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission's (NRC) technical criteria in proposed rulemaking for 10

CFR 60, published in the Federal Register July 8, 1981.(1) Following a

public comment period, 10 CFR 60 sections pertaining to technical criteria

will be finalized and will, thereafter, provide the regulatory criteria for

judging site suitahility.

Siting Principles

The siting process descrihed in this Plan is guided hy the need for:

• Public involvement, which is provided through (1) close consul

tation with officials of state, local, and tribal governments,
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(2) puhlic information prograns, and (3) prograns to encourage

direct puhlic participation.

• Assurance that information used to support siting decisions is

sound.

• Compliance with Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensing

procedures(2) and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

standards through interaction with those agencies.

• Compliance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of

1969,(3) as amended, through appropriate environmental reviews

for the various steps in the siting process.

Siting Process

DOE has planned a three-phase siting process. The phases are site

screening, detailed site studies, and site selection.

"Site screening" descrihes a decision process. The site screening

phase consists of a set of decisions made sequentially to identify sites

favorahle for waste disposal from vast land areas. Several approaches to site

screening are heing used. All approaches use a stepwise method that may pro

ceed through National, Region, Area, and Location Surveys. These surveys

narrow the land areas considered from region, to area, to location, and to

site (these terms heing defined in relatively decreasing sizes of land area).

National, region, area, or location surveys may be either a starting

point or one of several steps in the screening phase. Decisions to continue

or discontinue study of each alternative land area can he made after any of

the survey steps.

Each of these surveys itself and site selection consists of a common

set of steps, as follows:

Step 1. Important factors and information needed to make screening

or selection decisions are identified

Step 2. Required information is gathered in accord with applicahle

federal and state consultation procedures

Step 3. Possihle alternative land areas are identified

Step 4. Alternatives are evaluated
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Step 5. Candidate alternatives are compared and preferred choices

are recommended

Step 6. Decisions are reviewed in consultation with involved states.

A great many variables must be measured and evaluated hefore a site

can be identified and shown to be suitable through detailed study. For eco

nomic reasons site screening usually begins by considering a limited nunber of

variables over broad land areas to identify places which exhibit characteris

tics favorable for waste isolation. Further study of all but the Qore favor

able places is deferred indefinitely or until such time as intractable uncer

tainties arise at places undergoing further study. Additional variables are

considered and the screening process hecoQes more rigorous as smaller areas,

such a~ a few potential sites, are identified.

Multiple approaches to site screening result from the choice of vari

ahles to use for initial screening. For example, early consideration of prior

land-use has resulted in screening the DOE lands at the Nevada Test Site and

at the Hanford Site in \Jashington State for potential repository sites.

The detailed site study phase consists of scientifically collecting

and evaluating information about the physical, chemical, geologic, and human

environment necessary to judge site suitability. Detailed surface and subsur

face studies will he performed at a small number of sites. The studies will

include the construction of an exploratory shaft and testing of rock at repos

itory depth as required by the procedural rules (10 CFR 60) of the NRC.(2)

"Site selection" is the decision to choose a site for a repository.

The site selection phase will include those events, after detailed site

studies, that precede the final selection decision. In this phase alterna

tive sites will be compared, and one or more will be recommended for a reposi

tory. Public review of the recommended site will occur before DOE makes the

final selection and prepares a license application.

Methods to resolve potential conflicts with state or tribal govern

ments are still evolving. However, the process will involve preparation of a

draft environmental impact statement and site recommendation report, followed

by agency and public review. On the hasis of that process, a final environ

mental impact statement and site selection report will be issued. Sites not

initially selected may remain candidates for future selection as repository

sites.
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After public review of the reports which reconoend a site be se

lected, a license application will be prepared and filed with NRC. If the DOE

selected site is accepted by NRC, the selection decision is confi med. The

siting process, however, will continue to identify additional sites which

later nay be selected for repositories subsequent to the first.

Protection of some land against possible uses not compatihle with de

tailed site study or possible repository siting may be needed. Land protec

tion neasures taken after DOE deems a site as suitable for a repository are to

reserve the site for possible repository selection. Possible land protection

measures include fee-simple purchase, leases of land or rights, and withdraw

als. Such action will be taken where it is needed to preserve the investment

of public monies in exploration work. The DOE action which protected the land

could be reversed if the suitability of the site is not confirmed by NRC.

Progran Implementation

To inplement the program, DOE has estahlished an organization of

field offices and contractors, established coordination with other federal

agencies, and defined work tasks, budgets, and schedules. The schedules in

clude constructing exploratory shafts at three sites, heginning in 1983, and

continuing detailed site studies and technology developnent efforts to support

a repository site recommendation, planned for late 1987. One potential repos

itory site nay be selected in 1985 for construction of the T&E Facility,

though other independent sites night also be considered.

Environmental Assessment

The attached Environmental Assessment was prepared to evaluate the

potential environmental impacts resulting from ioplementing the strategy and

screening phase field activities described in the Plan and its alternatives.

The ongoing and planned field activities may affect the environnents of geo

graphically dispersed drilling or survey sites. Potential impacts of Plan

implementation up to the decision to select a site for detailed site studies

have been assessed and are expected to be minimal. Implementation impacts of

constructing exploratory shafts, the T&E Facility, and repositories at
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specific sites will he considered in suhsequent environoental reviews. DOE

plans to avoid impacts hy careful siting and mitigate the impacts that do

occur to the extent feasihle.
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ACRONYMS

ADM Action Description Memorandum

BLM Bureau of Land Management

BWIP Basalt Waste Isolation Project

CEQ Council on Environmental Quality

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

C\-JM Commercial vvaste Management

DOE U.S. Department of Energy

DOl U.S. Department of Interior

DOT U.S. Department of Transportation

EA Environmental Assessment

EE Environmental Evaluation

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ESTP Earth Science Technical Plan

FEIS Final Environmental Impact Statement

FPAS Federal Property and Administrative Services Act

GSA General Services Administration

HLW High-Level Radioactive \-laste

IRG Interagency Review Group

NEPA National Environmental Policy Act

NMSS Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

NNWSI - Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations

NPO ffilTS Program Office (DOE)
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NRC

NSP

NTS

NWTS

OMB

ONI

ONWI

O~M

SCR

SPC

T&E

TRU

USDA

USGS

WBS

u.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comoission

National Siting Plan (short title for National Plan for Siting
High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories)

Nevada Test Site

National Waste Terminal Storage (program)

Office of Management and Budget

Office of National ~Jaste Terminal Storage Program Integration

Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation

Office of Nuclear ~Jaste Management and Fuel Cycle Programs

Site Characterization Report

State Planning Council

Test and Evaluation (Facility)

Transuranic Waste

u.S. Department of Agriculture

u.S. Geological Survey

Work Breakdown Structure
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1

NATIONAL PLAN FOR SITING HIGH-LEVEL
RADIOACTIVE WASTE REPOSITORIES

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This draft National Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive Waste Re

positories (referred to as the National Siting Plan or Plan) is one of the

guiding documents for the Department of Energy's (DOE) National tJaste Terminal

Storage (NtJTS) program. The document describes plans for identifying candi

date repository sites that will isolate radioactive waste in a manner that

assures the public health and safety and is environmentally acceptable. The

plans include searching federal and nonfederal lands for sites that will meet

federal requirements for safe, long-term, and environmentally acceptahle iso

lation of high-level radioactive waste.

Chapter 1 descrihes the purpose and scope of the Plan and provides

background information on the NWTS program. Chapter 2 describes the evolving

criteria for use in assessing site suitability, and Chapter 3 describes prin

ciples DOE will use in executing the process for identifying candidate sites

and selecting one or more for licensing. On the basis of these perspectives,

Chapter 4 descrihes the planned siting process itself, and Chapter 5 describes

the program organization to implement this process.

The Plan provides a context within which many decisions will be made

for years to come. The Plan is a framework, not a roadmap, because the actual

path to choosing repository sites will unfold with the discoveries of the ex

ploration or sir~screening process, as affected by consultations among the

participants in the process.

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE PLAN

The purpose of the National Siting Plan is to describe DOE's existing

and planned activities for (1) screening successively smaller portions of land

within the United States to identify suitable candidate sites and (2) select

ing one or more of those sites for permanent disposal of high-level
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radioactive waste in mined repositories. By doing so, the Plan will provide a

vehicle for state, regulatory, and public review and comment on the DOE

approach.

The Plan addresses:

• Establishment of requirements and criteria placed on the isolation

system and the site

• Identification of the principles guiding the process used to find

and select repository sites

• Delineation of the major elements of the siting process -- screen

ing land areas, performing detailed site studies and selecting

sites for repository development

• Development and application of scientific techniques for both

locating and evaluating sites

• Development and application of the institutional processes needed

for siting

• Compliance with National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) require-

ments

• Involvement of state and local government and the public

• Coordination with other federal and state agencies

• Relationships with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Environ-

mental Protection Agency

• Organization and management of the program activities

• The anticipated schedule for repository siting

• The status of the siting program.

The Plan will continue to evolve as details of the siting process de

velop. The process will require continual, effective public participation.

An Environmental Assessment (EA) has been prepared and is attached.

The EA considers environmental effects of implementing the Plan overall. How

ever, impacts of implementing site-specific plans for exploratory shaft, re

pository, and T&E Facility construction and operation will be assessed in fu

ture environmental documents. The EA also discusses the potential impacts of

reasonable alternatives to the proposed siting strategy.
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1.2 BACKGROUND

The National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) program was established in

1976 by DOE's predecessor agency~ the Energy Research and Development Adninis

tration. DOE is developing this technical program to meet applicable regula

tory requirements and to ensure that nuclear waste management problems will

not be deferred to future generations.

NWTS activities include providing the technology and facilities for

the terminal isolation of high-level nuclear waste (HLW) and transuranic nu

clear waste (TRU) generated by commercial power reactors, unreprocessed spent

fuel (if disposal is deened appropriate), and HLW from the DOE programs.

The program emphasizes disposal in mined repositories deep under

ground in stable geologic formations. Rock types being studied include bedded

salt and salt domes, basalt, welded tuff, and "crystalline"* rocks. Studies

of disposal in the subseabed or in very deep holes are being continued as

long-range options to the geologic program. Space disposal is being studied

for possible application to disposal of specific isotopes.

The NWTS program is undertaking the identification of potential re

pository sites and development of technologies and methods necessary to de

sign, license, construct, operate, and decommission repositories. Engineering

design and construction will be initiated once a specific site or sites have

been selected.

This work is being accomplished by four projects: (1) the Office of

Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI), (2) the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP),

(3) the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NNWSI), and (4) the Sub

seabed Disposal Program. The work of these projects is being coordinated by

DOE's Office of Waste Isolation with the assistance of the Office of National

Ivaste Terminal Storage Program Integration (ONI) at Battelle Memorial

Institute.

The BWIP, ONWI, and NNWSI projects are concerned with geologic dis

posal. The subseabed program is evaluating the feasibility of disposing of

HLW within sediments of the deep ocean floor. This Plan discusses the siting

*"Crystalline" is a general term for igneous and metamorphic rocks (e.g.,
granite), not including sedimentary rocks.
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activities of ONWI, B~JIP, and NNWSI, the projects implementing the geologic

disposal option.

vJithin the NVJTS program, ONlH is responsihle for developing the tech

nology common to the design, construction, operation, and decommissioning of

geologic repositories, and for exploration of non-DOE lands. BWIP is investi

gating basalt foroations underlying DOE's Hanford Site. NNWSI is investigat

ing several different rock types (principally tuff, a volcanic ash) underlying

DOE's Nevada Test Site (NTS). OmH is evaluating other geologic formations

within the United States including domed and hedded salt and granite. The

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is assisting hy providing technical expertise in

all of these program elements and by screening geohydrologic provinces on a

prototypical basis.

Many documents have influenced planning of the NWTS program and sit

ing process. Among them, the Final Environmental Impact Statement:

Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive Waste (FEIS)(4) provided a

detailed evaluation of alternative methods for waste disposal and concluded

that the technology for emplacement of radioactive wastes in geologic.forma

tions can he developed and applied with minimal environmental consequences.

This evaluation resulted in the DOE decision that research and development

should focus on development of geologic repositories (46 Federal Register

26677).(5) DOE's Statement of Position(6) and Cross-Statement,(7) pre-

pared as DOE's contribution to a rulemaking of the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion (Waste Confidence Rulemaking), explained how the NWTS program derived

from the recommended policy and technical guidance provided in the report of

an Interagency Review Group on Nuclear Waste Management (IRG Report)(8), the

Earth Science Technical Plan (ESTP)(9), and the draft EIS on Management of

Commercially Generated Radioactive Wastes(10).

The ESTP(9), a product of cooperative effort by DOE and the USGS,

identified research and development needs and specific earth-science issues.

Definition, integration, and scheduling of specific program activities are

detailed in the NWTS Program Plan which is currently in draft.

Since DOE issued its Statement of Position in the NRC's Waste Confi

dence Rulemaking, the procedural rule (10 CFR 60) governing disposal of high

level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories has heen adopted (46 Federal

Register 13971, Fehruary 25, 1981).(2) Although the rule provides for
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exemption under certain circumstances, it generally requires an exploratory

shaft be constructed and in situ testing be performed as part of site

characterization. This requirement was considered as an option in the siting

process described in DOE's Statement of Position(6). This requirement re

sults in the following modifications to the program described in the DOE

Position Statement.

• Because in situ testing is required, DOE will not judge site suit

ahility until data from this testing are ohtained

• As was anticipated in the DOE Statement of Position, if

exploratory shafts hecame necessary, the earliest date that a

repository may be availahle is projected as 1998

• The location studies have been reduced in scope and the EA at

tached to this plan replaces the Environmental Assessment con

templated for location studies

• DOE will reserve the option of choosing its first site from among

three alternatives, not the four to five alternatives previously

planned.

An additional change attrihutahle to changed policy is the plan for

construction of a Test and Evaluation facility in a potential repository envi

ronment, as explained in Section 1.5.

These developments are reflected in this Plan and add conservatism to

an already conservative process. More in situ testing than planneu~n the--DOE

Statement of Position will be done before the suitability of a site is judged.

1.3 WASTE ISOLATION PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

The overall goals of the NWTS program are expressed in terms of

general performance objectives. These ohjectives are structured to allow

flexibility to meet regulatory requirements. The objectives do not negate the

need for NRC and EPA regulations, but provide interim guidance until final

regulations are issued. Further, DOE imposes its own requirements where NRC

and EPA do not have jurisdiction.

The performance objectives for the waste-isolation system established

in the Waste Confidence Rulemaking Statement(6) apply to any method of waste

disposal (i.e., they are not restricted to geologic disposal). The objectives

are:
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(1) Waste containment within the immediate vicinity of initial
placement should be virtually complete during the period when
radiation and thermal output are dominated hy fission-product
decay. Any loss of containment should he a gradual process
which results in very snaIl fractional waste-inventory release
rates extending over very long release times, Le., catastrophic
losses of containnent should not occur. "Containnent" means
confining the radioactive wastes within prescribed boundaries
(e.g., within a waste package).

(2) Disposal systens should provide reasonable assurance that waste
will be isolated from the accessible environment for a period of
at least 10,000 years, with no prediction of significant de
creases in isolation beyond that time. "Reasonahle assurance"
means that the preponderance of technical evidence, as inter
preted by ohjective experts in the field, supports the conclu
sions drawn. wastes will be considered to be "isolated" if
long-term radiological consequences to the puhlic due to the
effects of any reasonably foreseeahle events or processes are
predicted to be within the range of variations experienced in
background radiation.

(3) Risks during the operational phase of waste-disposal systems
should not be greater than those allowed for other nuclear fuel
cycle facilities. Appropriate regulatory requirements estab
lished for other fuel-cycle facilities of a like nature should
be met. "Operational Phase" risks refer to radiological risks
either to members of the public or to facility personnel. "Ap
propriate regulatory requirements" refer to safety standards
which are derived for similar quantities of radioactive materi
als and/or systems subject to similar potential modes of failure
and which can, with little or no modification, be applied to a
high-level waste disposal facility.

(4) The environmental impacts associated with waste-disposal systems
should be mitigated to the extent reasonably achievable. "To
the extent reasonably achievable" means that which is shown to
he reasonable considering the costs and benefits associated with
potential mitigative measures and reasonable alternative courses
of action in accordance with requirements set forth by the Na
tional Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969 and the Council
on Environmental Quality (CEQ).

(5) The waste-disposal system design and the analytical methods used
to develop and demonstrate system effectiveness should be suffi
ciently conservative to compensate for residual design, opera
tional, and long-term predictive uncertainties of potential im
portance to system effectiveness, and should provide reasonable
assurance that regulatory standards will be met. "Conservatism"
means taking a course of action in design, analysis, or opera
tion which would tend to overestimate adverse consequences, un
derestimate mitigating factors, or otherwise provide large mar
gins of safety against undesirable outcomes. Conservative mea
sures might include:
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• A careful stepwise approach to design and operation

• Multiple containnent and isolation barriers with sufficient
independence and residual effectiveness to assure conpliance
with appropriate radiation standards over the range of credi
ble failures

• Design and operating margins which compensate for the effects
of system uncertainties.

(6) Waste-disposal systems selected for implenentation should he
hased upon a level of technology that can he implemented within
a reasonahle period of time~ should not depend upon scientific
breakthroughs~ should be able to be assessed with current cap
ahilities~ and should not require active maintenance or surveil
lance for unreasonahle times into the future.

(7) vJaste-disposal concepts selected for implementation should be
independent of the size of the nuclear industry and of the re
solution of specific fuel-cycle or reactor-design issues and
should be compatible with national policies.

1.4 GEOLOGIC ISOLATION SYSTEM

Geologic isolation is the primary method of waste disposal heing pur

sued by the N\ITS program to meet the above objectives. Conceptually~ the geo

logic repository as a waste-isolation system consists of three parts that

together provide multiple barriers to the release of the waste into the access

ible environnent. These parts~ or subsystems~ are the waste package~ the

repository~ and the site (Figure 1-1).

The waste package includes the waste forn itself and a system of en

gineered barriers consisting of a filler naterial (in the case of spent fuel)~

a high-integrity canister~ and one or more layers of protective materials se

lected to minimize interactions among the waste~ host rock~ and ground water.

During the repository operational phase~ the waste package provides safe con

tainment of the waste material during handling and emplacement operations and

helps ensure that the waste can be safely retrieved~ if necessary~ from the

repository. During the time that fission product decay is dominant and radia

tion and thermal output are high (i.e.~ the thermal period)~ the waste package

and repository will contain the waste. The site provides long-term waste

isolation and an added harrier against failure of the waste package or

repository.
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THE SYSTEM

OVERl YING
STRATA

SHAFT FOR WASTELEMPLACEMENT

THE SITE

GROUND SURFACE

THE REPOSIToJi~~,ff~~f'l~?lt~~\\~i:'~~f:'!~~i~:;~:~:~~ TUFF)
~~~!~~~~~!~~!~~ UNDERLYING STRATA

FIGURE 1-1. SCHEMATIC CROSS SECTION OF A CONCEPTUAL GEOLOGIC
WASTE ISOLATION SYSTEM
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The repository (Figure 1-2) is, in some ways, similar to a conven

tional mine. Surface structures are huilt to create access through shafts to

the underground rock. Corridors and the rooms are excavated, hut for waste

emplacement. Unlike a mine, man-made barriers are emplaced to contain and

isolate wastes. Site activities are performed to preserve the containment and

isolation capahilities of the rock and overburden of the sites.

The repository site will contain a host rock, suitahle for construc

tion of the repository, and natural barriers (the host and surrounding rock

formations) to contain and isolate the wastes. These barriers will "act" to

(1) maintain the waste in its emplaced location; (2) limit radionuclide mohil

ity through the geohydrologic environment; and (3) assist in preventing human

intrusion.

1.5 TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

DOE is developing technology for waste isolation in parallel with the

site exploration process. The work is designed to provide information which

generally is applicahle to any site and which can be performed independently

from the site exploration process.

A major element in the technology development program descrihed here

is the construction of a Test and Evaluation (T&E) Facility.

The T&E Facility is planned to:

• Test waste handling, emplacement, and retrieval techniques

• Provide a data base to evaluate occupational exposures underground

• Provide a data base on equipment reliability

• Train personnel in safe waste handling operations underground and

• Allow for resolution of repository engineering issues not specific

to one rock type.

As such, the T&E Facility will be a developmental facility, the results of

which will be used to improve waste handling designs and procedures for

repositories.
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FIGURE 1-2. CONCEPTUAL LAYOUT OF A GEOLOGIC REPOSITORY
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Design of the facility will allow for handling and emplacement of a

few hundred canisters of a variety of wastes, including solidified high-level

waste, in multibarrier packages. Emplacement would be designed for continuous

monitoring and retrieval of waste packages. Information developed at this fa

cility generally will be adaptable for use in repository designs in different

rock types.

DOE does not plan to license this facility, but will maintain the

site in a licensable condition. The information, developed from actual

(rather than simulated) underground tests, should provide stronger technical

bases for evaluating designs and design trade-offs. Having such hases can

serve to shorten the regulatory reviews for a repository and improve eventual

designs.

DOE has chosen to construct the $100 to $200 million T&E Facility at

one of the first three potential repository sites that are identified using

the siting process descrihed herein. While repository siting is independent

of and could proceed without a T&E Facility, its presence at a potential

repository site prior to a site selection decision makes it necessary to

consider how its presence may affect the repository siting process.

First, technology development lead times extend over several years,

making it necessary for the engineering testing to be started before the suit

ahility of any site for a repository is estahlished. The site for a T&E Fa

cility could be recommended prior to a DOE determination of the suitability of

up to three sites undergoing detailed study, and prior to NRC acceptance of

the DOE site. This will enahle several years of operating experience to he

factored into repository design.

Second, DOE will continue evaluation of alternate repository sites in

parallel (or nearly so) with development of the T&E Facility. In situ testing

to satisfy 10 CFR 60 will be separate from, but occur at the same time as, T&E

Facility engineering tests. The repository site selection decision will not

be made until requisite in situ studies at three sites have been concluded.

Thus, the suitahility of each alternative site will be determined whether or

not a T&E Facility is present. Further, the environmental comparisons of

alternatives will be made pursuant to NEPA requirements.
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Third, the decision to site a T&E Facility at one of three potential

repository sites or at an independent site will be independent fro~ the

decision to site a repository. Developing information which is transferable

to many potential sites, not providing site-specific infor~ation, is a primary

ohjective of the T&E Facility. The costs expended for the T&E Facility will

not he considered in the decision for repository selection unless the T&E

Facility site is judged geologically and environ~entally comparahle to the

other alternatives. Only in such a case would the investnent in machines and

excavation, that could he applied later to a repository, he factored into the

decision for repository selection. Furthermore, it is possible that

technology develop~ent associated with the T&E Facility ~ay render the site

unsuitable for a repository.

Finally, the states and the puhlic will have the opportunity to par

ticipate in the decision as to where DOE constructs the T&E Facility. DOE

will issue a T&E Facility site reconmendation report, which will be accom

panied by a draft environmental inpact statenent (EIS) for review and com~ent

by the involved state(s) and the puhlic. This reco~~endation report will be

in addition to otheLsiting documents (discussed in Chapter 4) which describe

how sites were initially selected for detailed study. As part of the input to

the T&E Facility site selection decision, an EIS will consider the implica

tions of suhsequent repository siting at the candidate T&E Facility site.

DOE will address state and public concerns prior to making the T&E Facility

site selection decision and issuing the final EIS. The T&E Facility site

selection, design, construction, and operations schedule are presented in

Chapter 5.
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2.0 SITE SUITABILITY

A first step in developing a plan for siting radioactive waste re

positories is to estahlish criteria for sites heing sought. Sites should pro

vide safe, permanent isolation of waste in a manner that is environmentally

and institutionally acceptable.(ll) Criteria have heen established for de

termining suitahility of sites. (12) The tern "criterion" is used to mean a

standard rule or test hy which something can be judged. These criteria are

used to judge how the characteristics of any site either enhance or diminish

its capahility to meet the waste isolation performance ohjectives discussed in

Chapter 1. Suitahle sites will he selected for repository development on the

basis of these criteria, as well as on other waste-management system consid-

erations.

2.1 USE OF CRITERIA AND CONSIDERATIONS

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) will define the requirements

against which site suitability ultimately will be judged.(l) The Environ

mental Protection Agency (EPA) will provide the standards upon which NRC

requirements will he based. Because the regulatory agency criteria are in the

process of being developed and will not comprehensively address all waste

management concerns DOE is responsihle for addressing, DOE has formulated

criteria to guide the NWTS program siting and technology development efforts.

Both functional requirements and performance criteria have heen formulated.

Functional requirements establish the capahilities that the mined geologic

disposal system must provide to achieve the performance ohjectives discussed

in Chapter 1.0. Performance criteria designate how the disposal system and

its components must perform to ensure that the functional requirements are

met. The site performance criteria are written in general terms to provide

for analysis of the total consequence of the many interacting characteristics

of the natural and human environment which may affect a repository site (see

Appendix A).

The suitahility of a location cannot be determined on the basis of

only one or two characteristics, such as tectonics or geochemistry; nor can it
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be expected that perfect locations will he found, where every characteristic

is ideal. Geologic systems are found as they are, not engineered, so each

~andidate location will have advantages and disadvantages which will be COQ

pared in narrowing the range of alternatives or, ultimately, in selecting

sites. Whereas one geographic area might be considered less favorable On the

basis of an evaluation of tectonic factors alone, other characteristics such

as land use or geohydrology may be so favorable as to counterbalance the low

degree of compliance with the criteria for tectonic environment.

In searching for suitable sites criteria are used to narrow the range

of candidates as follows:

• Land areas, be they large regions or smaller areas, that may sat

isfy siting criteria become candidates. The significant and dis

tinguishing characteristics of these candidates are compared to

identify those well suited for continued study.

• Land areas that appear less favorable than the recommended candi

dates On the basis of early comparison of reconnaissance level

data are deferred from additional detailed study. Deferred can

didates remain available for later consideration should the reCOQ

mended candidates prove unsuitable after acquiring additional in

formation.

• Land areas also nay be deferred or eliminated because of signifi

cant technical uncertainties which do not necessarily establish a

safety inadequacy, but may foretell either inordinately expensive

testing requirements or intractable questions.

The range of candidates thus is narrowed as some portions survive a screening.

The screening decision involves suppositions in regard to some undetermined

characteristics, and these suppositions remain to be proved in subsequent

phases of study. Before a site can be determined to be suitable, information

on the full range of characteristics will be needed to allow evaluation of the

site against the siting criteria.
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2.2 SITE FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Functional require~ents covering the waste-isolation syste~, site,

waste package, and repository have been established.(ll) The functional

require~ents that apply to sites are:

• Operations. A site shall provide a setting co~patible with the

type and magnitude of operations expected at the waste reposi

tory. The feasibility of constructing a repository oust be

considered in~electing a site. In particular, the site must

provide (1) an adequate volume of host rock for the underground

portion of the repository, (2) a host rock in which the under

ground areas can be excavated safely, (3) features suitable for

the construction of the surface facilities, (4) a hydrologic

environment compatible with the construction and sealing of

shafts, and (5) a location at which environ~ental and socioeco

nomic impacts from repository construction and operation would

not render the site unacceptahle.

• Containment and Isolation. The site shall provide natural harri

ers that will effectively contain and isolate radionuclides.

Thus, the site must provide capabilities to (1) contain the waste,

(2) isolate the waste from ~an, and (3) assist in keeping man away

from the waste.

Protection of the public health and safety is the key objective in

the selection of candidate sites. The site must, therefore, provide natural

barriers for waste containment and isolation. These barriers should keep

radionuclides from reaching man in unacceptahle quantities hy (1) maintaining

the waste in its emplaced location for a given period of time (providing waste

containment), (2) limiting radionuclide mobility through the geohydrologic en

vironment to the biosphere (providing isolation), and (3) making human intru

sion difficult, principally by locating the repository deep in a host rock

(assisting in keeping man away from the waste). The site must contain a host

rock suitable for constructing the repository and containing the waste, and

surrounding rock formations that can provide adequate isolation. Desirable

hydrologic features include low ground-water flow rates, long flow paths to
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the biosphere, and long-term stability. The important natural attributes of

the host rock include low hydraulic conductivity, chemical characteristics

that would impede radionuclide migration by sorption, and high thermal

conductivity.

2.3 SITE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Site performance criteria encompass all factors considered important

to ensure long-term public health and safety and environmental acceptability.

These criteria, pro~ided in Appendix A, are applied during the narrowing

search for sites and when determining site suitability.

The site performance criteria address site characteristics that

influence system performance during three periods:

• Operational period--TIle time when the repository is open, and

waste is being emplaced or retrieved. This period includes

construction of the repository.

• Thermal period--The time after closure of the repository when

radioactivity levels and heat production are dominated by fission

product decay.

• Post-thermal period--The time following predominant decay of fis

sion products, during which the radiological hazard is dominated

by the decay of actinides and their daughters.

During the operational period, site characteristics important to safety are

those that affect excavation and maintenance of underground openings, con

struction and operation of surface facilities, and surface conditions. Site

characteristics that determine system response to thermal, chemical, and mech

anical stresses imposed by the waste are important to system performance dur

ing the thermal period. During the post-thermal period, the site's ability to

retaFa and limit radionuclide mobility and release to the biosphere is of

principal concern. Natural phenomena (such as climatic changes and earth

quakes), and human-induced phenomena (such as mining and pumping water from

wells), which have potential to affect a site must be considered.

Table 2-1 provides an expanded list of the factors and considerations

that need to be addressed throughout the siting process. Concerns raised over



TABLE 2-1. TYPICAL SITE SUITABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Criterion(a)

1.0 Site geometry

Sub-Criterion

1.1 Minimum depth

1.2 Thickness and lateral
extent of host rock

Factors

Surface erosion

Depth to host rock

Uplift rates

Location of aquiclude

Aquifer flow rates

Location of aquifers

Available space in acres

Shape of host rock
formation

Nature of contact with
surrounding rocks?

Temperature differences

Presence of boreholes
Number into overburden
Number into host rock

Time to remove "X" feet
by dissolution

Considerations

What is the maximum credible depth of erosion? Is this a potential hazard?

What is the shallowest host rock?

Can uplift expose the repository?

What is relation of aquiclude depth to repository depth?

What is direction and rate of ground-water flow?

What is relation of aquifer depth to repository depth?

What is area available at repository depth? Is area adequate?

What is the shape of the host rock formation at repository depth?

What is the configuration of the contacts between host and
surrounding rocks? Is it acceptable?

What is AT between the host and surrounding rock?

How many boreholes presently exist? What is their location and depth?
Do these pose a problem?

Given ground-water flow rate, what is dissolution rate?

~
.......

(a) For a full statement of each criterion and sub-criterion see Appendix A. Site Performance Criteria.



Criterion

2.0 Geohydrology

3.0 Geochemistry

4.0 Geological
characteristics

Sub-Criterion

2.1 Geohydrological
regime

2.2 Hydrological regime/
shaft construction

2.3 Subsurface rock
dissolution

3.1 Geochemical
interactions

4.1 Subsurface setting

TABLE 2....,1.

Factors

Travel time of water
from host rock at
repository depth

Travel time of radio
nuclides from host rock
to biosphere

Minimum path length

Path orientation

Head differential

Shaft sealing

Dissolution rate

Redox potentials,
pH, solution
equilibria

Retardation coefficients

Hydrological modeling

Model complexity

(Continued)

Considerations

WMt is the calculated travel time of water from the host rock to the
biosphere? Is the rate of concern?

What is the calculated travel time of radionuclides from the host rock
to the biosphere? Is the rate of concern?

What is the minimal ground-water path from the repository horizon to
biosphere?

What is the orientation of this path? Is the path of concern?

What is the head differential? What is the significance?

Does shaft construction (dewatering techniques) impact performance
predictions? Can reliable shaft sealing be accomplished?

What is the calculated dissolution rate, if any? Would this expose the
repository?

What is the chemistry. that may affect waste packages or that may
interact with the waste form?

What are the sorptive properties of the material in potential flow paths?
Are these sufficient to slow predicted radionuclide travel times?

Is subsurface setting sufficiently known to allow modeling? Is complexity
such as to cast doubt on the credibility of the model?

I-'
co



Criterion Sub-Criterion

4.2 Host rock
characteristics

TABLE 2-1.

Factors

Chemical and physical
characteristics

Impurities

Water content

Texture

Fracture zones

Gas content

Permeability/porosity

(Continued)

Considerations

Are chemical/physical characteristics compatible with waste containment,
isolation, and retrieval?

5.0 Tectonic
Environment

4.2.1 Induced stresses
and host rock
response

4.3 Engineering
feasibility

5.1 Tectonic
elements

5.2 Major regional
faults

Host rock/formation }
contacts
Heat, radiation, stability
Closure rates
Yield strengths

Development,
operation, closure

Faulting, volcanism,
geothermal gradients

Distance

Orientation

Age of fault activity

Rate of motion

Basement connection

Seismicity of fault

Existence of Quaternary
overburden

What is the predicted response of the repository opening and the isola
tion system to natural and man-made loads imposed during operational
and isolational phases?

What is the feasibility of repository development, operation, and closure
in a safe manner, given the geologic characteristics present?

Are there tectonic elements present that might affect repository
performance?

What is the distance to the nearest major regional fault or fault system?

What is the orientation of the fault(s)?

What is the age of the most recent fault activity?

What was the rate of motion?

Does the fault extend to the basement?

What is the present seismicity related to the fault?

Is Quaternary material present to demonstrate lack of Quaternary
movement?

f--'
\0



Criterion

6.0 Human
intrusion

7.0 Surface
characteristics

Sub-Criterion

5.2.1 Near faults

5.3 Quaternary igneous
activity

5.4 Uplift or subsidence
rates

5.5 Ground motion

6.1 Resources

6.2 Exploration history

6.3 Ownership control

7.1 Surficial hydro
logic system

TABLE 2-1.

Factors

Distance

Orientation

Age of fault activity

Rate of movement

Associated anomalies

Regional uplift/
subsidence

Tectonic environment
Tectonic -history

Hydrocarbons

Minerals

Thermal energy

Potable water

Exploitable features

Other subsurface uses

Boreholes and wells

Mining

Current ownership

State laws/regulations

Fluvial cycle

Flood plain disposition
(major river)

(Continued)

Considerations

What is the distance to the nearest fault of any size?

What is the orientation of the fault(s)?

What is the age of the most recent fault movement?

Is there any evidence of Quaternary igneous activity that might have an
adverse impact on repository performance?

What is the rate of movement of the host formation?

Is there any evidence of associated anomalies?

What is the rate of regional uplift or subsidence, if any?

What is maximum credible ground motion related to earthquakes?

Are there resources present or likely to be present that would invite
future human intrustion?

Can the history of exploration for natural resources be defined and docu
mented? Are there factors related to this history that have an adverse
impact on repository performance? Can we demonstrate that the opposite
is true?

Are there conditions which would prevent or make difficult the federal
government ultimately obtaining ownership to the repository site and
controlling the necessary access?

What are the climatic differences between the present and glacial periods?

Could changes in flood plains cause detrimental effects?

N
o



Criterion Sub-Criterion

7.2 Surface topographic
features

7.3 Meteorological
conditions

7.4 Nearby Hazards

TABLE 2-1.

Factors

Proximity to dams (up
stream within water
shed)

Proximity to surface
water

Annual cycle

Probable maximum flood

Probable maximum pre
cipitation

Accessibility }
Slope stability
Grades

Flash flood

Avalanches

High winds

Tornadoes

Hurricanes

Proximity to transpor
tation routes

Industrial/military
installations

Gas or petroleum pipe
lines/storage areas

(Continued)

Considerations

Could a future reservoir upstream cause detrimental effects?

Could future expected changes in the unconfined ground-water
regime cause detrimental effects?

Are there detrimental effects due to annual climate/ground-water
fluctuations?

What is the probable maximum flood? What area would be inundated?
Would there be detrimental effects?

What is the maximum credible precipitation? Would such precipita
tion cause detrimental effects? Impact on engineering feasibility?

Is topography of the potential site detrimental to repository access,
construction, or operation?

Are meteorological conditions such that they would be detrimental to
access, construction, or operation?

What is the proximity of the site to hazar.ds? Could offsite explosions,
collisions, or other accidents affect repository safety?

N
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8.0 Demography 8.1 Human proximity Distance and
direction

Population density
with distance

} Where are the urban centers and what are the population densities
proximate to the site?



Criterion Sub-Criterion

TABLE 2-1. (Continued)

Factors Considerations

9.0 Environmental
protection

8.2 Transportation risk

9.1 Environmental
impact

9.2 land use conflicts

Roads/highways }

RR class

Distance to source point

Flora and fauna

Ecosystem characteristics

Spoil disposal

Endangered species

Natural resources

Noise, odor

Air, water quality

Wetlands

Construction effluents

Parks, recreation

Industry and agriculture

Wilderness

Archaeological and
historic features

Forests

Endangered species

Wild and scenic rivers

Wildlife preserves

National parks

Historical sites

Military reservations

What are the regional transportation risks associated with the site under
consideration?

What are the environmental impacts of the alternatives under consideration?

What are the land use conflicts to be evaluated and resolved for the various
alternatives under consideration?

N
N



Criterion Sub-Criterion

TABLE 2-1.

Factors

(Continued)

Considerations

10.0 Social, political,
and economic
impacts

9.3 Normal and extreme
environmental
conditions

10.1 Social impact

10.2 Access and utility
requirements

Secondary impacts associ
ciated with high winds,
tornadoes, rainfall, flooding

Residential displacement

Social infrastructures

Industrial conflict

Demographic composition

Income levels

Education

Housing needs

Economic expansion

Fiscal capacity

Land utilization

Perceptions of risk

Labor pool

Services and utility

Highways, railways

Airports

What are the impacts of normal and extreme environmental conditions on
the areas adjacent to the repository construction or operations areas?

What are the social, political, and economic concerns to be evaluated for
the various alternatives under consideration?

What upgrading of access routes, utilities, and services will be required and
what are the impacts of the upgrading? Where will construction and
operating personnel, come from? What provisions need to be made for the
work force?

N
W
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the years(13) about each of these factors received extensive review and

evaluation prior to formulation of the criteria in Appendix A. Additional

discussion of the criteria can he found in Reference 12.

The criteria in Tahle 2-1 can he divided into two categories:

• Those contrihuting to puhlic health and safety, (criteria 1

through 8) and

• Those contributing to environmental and socioeconomic accept

ability (criteria 9 and 10).

These categories are discussed below.

2.3.1 Public Health and Safety Factors

Puhlic health and safety factors are features or conditions that pro

note or inhibit movement of radionuclides. These features or conditions, on

or within the Earth's crust, include characteristics of the host rock, the

surrounding geologic fornation, the fluids within then, and changes in these

features or conditions which are naturally or human-induced.

The factors listed in Tahle 2-1 are categorized hy criteria which

cover features or conditions that may in some way affect repository perfor

mance. There is sone overlap among the categories. For example, hydrologic

conditions are closely related to such geologic characteristics as rock types,

rock distrihution, and the geometric configuration of fractures. Also, the

study of geologic factors is used to determine tectonic processes and the pre

sence of potentially useful minerals. Thus, the separation of site character

istics into components is discretionary, but it facilitates understanding and

discussion of the phenomena that potentially affect site performance.

2.3.2 Environmental Acceptability Factors

Factors to be considered in the siting process, other than those af

fecting puhlic health and safety, include the human, plant, animal, and aes

thetic and land use features or conditions. Environmental, socioeconomic, and

land-use factors such as those listed in Table 2-1 will be considered in the

site selection process to ensure that adverse effects are prevented, if possi

ble, or kept within acceptahle limits.
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2.4 NRC SITE SUITABILITY CRITERIA

As indicated in Section 2.1, the NRC will promulgate the regulations

and criteria for waste disposal in geologic repositories with which DOE nust

comply. On Fehruary 25, 1981, NRC puhlished in the Federal Register(2)

final regulations for licensing geologic repositories for the disposal of

high-level radioactive waste (10 CFR 60). This rule contained only the proce

dural requirenents concerning general provisions, license, and participation

hy state governments.

The NRC also puhlished in the Federal Register on July 8, 1981, a

proposed rule on the technical criteria intended for inclusion in 10 CFR Part

60, "Technical Criteria for Regulating Geologic Disposal of High-Level Radio

active Waste".(I) The proposed rule specifies technical criteria for dis

posal of high-level radioactive wastes in geologic repositories. The Federal

Register notice solicits comments for consideration in preparation of a final

rule. Thus, the criteria are in a formative stage.

Table 2-2 provides a summary comparison of the NV1TS criteria content

with the content of NRC and other proposed criteria.(14,15,16) The original

documents, identified in the tahle, can he referenced for more detail. It can

be seen from Tahle 2-2 that the NWTS criteria include content similar to the

NRC proposed criteria but in a different format. The draft NRC criteria sug

gest that the presence of adverse conditions may compromise site suitability.

Such conditions will require careful analysis and perhaps additional measures

to compensate for them (10 CFR 60.123).

In the DOE search for sites, this issue is addressed by avoiding ob

viously unacceptable conditions, while other conditions or features are evalu

ated for their degree of compliance with the appropriate criteria. A certain

condition, for example, may not be favorable, but the site need not be avoided

if it is shown to have multiple, offsetting favorable features. Comprehensive

investigations and performance analyses that consider all such conditions are

performed before any final judgment on site suitability can be made.
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TABLE 2-2. COMPARISON OF DOE AND OTHER SITING CRITERIA

DEPARTM ENT OF ENERGY
NATIONAL WASTE TERMINAL

STORAGE PROGRAM

NWTS-33(2)

NWTS Criteria for the Geologic Disposal
of Radiodclive Wdstes; Site Performance

Criteria (February 1980)

l. Site Geometry

• Minimum Depth

• Thickness
• Lateral Extent

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

DOEfEIS·0046fF

Fjoal Environmental Impact Statement

Mdnagement of CommerciallY

Generated Radioactive Wastes, Vol. I (October 1980)

Section 5.1.1., Ilem I. Geologic Environment

Geometry

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NATlONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

Geologic.ll Criteri.l tor
Repo5itorie5 tor HiRh-Le ... el

R.ldiO.lcthe WA5tcs

(AU~USl I1J78)

Secl n J. 1.1. Depth

SCt! n 3.1.2. Silt: .lnu ShdPl' 01 Rod..

Se,t n 3.1.3. (,cometn 01 Rucl.,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR PdT! 60, SUbPdft B

Outt

(M.lY, \980)

60.122 (c)(2) - Minimum Depth

60.122 (.1)(9) - Thickness

60.122 (dj(9) - Lateral Extent

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Technical Reports Series No. 177
Site Selection Factors for Repositories of

Solid High-LeYel and Alpha-Bearing Wastes
in Geological Formations

(October 1977)

Selection F",ClOr 4.3. 1 Depth

Selection Foctor 4.3:2. Thickness & Exten!

Selecllon Factor 4.8.1. Buffer lone

OFFICE OF WAST£ ISOLATION

YfOWIITM-47

Geologic.tl Criteria for
Radioactive Waste Repositories

INovember 1977)

Criterion 1: Depth

Criterion 2: Vertic~1 Extent

Criterion 3: L~teral Extent

II. Geohydrology

• Hydrological Regime/
Path Length(Tra...el Time

• Water Bodies/Climatic Cycles

• Aquifer FlowfConstruClion

• Di550lution of Rock

III. ~eochemistr~,

• Chemical Interactions

• Radionuclide Ret.lrdation

IV. Geologic Characteristics

• Stratigraphy
• Host Rock Characteri~tics

• Virgin Rock Strength

Section 5.1.1., Item 3. Subsurface Hydrologic
Characteristics

Section 5.1.'., Item 3. Subsurface Geochemical
Characteristics

Section 5.1.1., Item 2. Geologic Characteristics

Section 3.3.1 • IUllJ rrdnsporl
60.122 (,1{1 J, (,)12), (,1{31, (,)(4), (,)(91.

Sectiun 3.3.3. P.lst H,uroIOJo:i~dl Conditions
(b)(3), (c)( 1) and (cl( 2) - Hydro-

Shlion 3.--1.3. W.lstc/Roclo..lnterddlon
logical Regime/Path Length/Travel
Time

60.122 (c)(2) - Water Bodies/Climatic
Cycles

60.132 (c)l2l - Aquiler rlow/ConstruClion
60.122 (.l}(91. (cl( 1) - Dissolution of Rock

SeClion 3.--1.1. Heal/Rddi.ltlon lIflocts 60.122 (d(11.(,)(4J, (,)(9), (bI{4)
~eclion 3.--1."". Wd~le,Rod .. InlerJCllon Chemical Interactions
Scdlun 3.~,4. W,htl' -WJtl·f;Ru~1., 60.111 (c)(4),dnd60.122(cI{1)-R,d;o-

(.euChcnlISlr\ nuclide Retardation

Section 3.1.3. (,cometr, JnJ Propertin ut 60.122 (,)(1-4), (bI121, {,II') - S,w;-
Host Rod.. graphy/Host Rocl., Char.lCleristi!.;s

St'"l,.tlun 3. 2.4. ....lcchdni~Jl/c...coph\ sl~dl 60.122 (d){9) - Virgin Rocl., Strength
Propertlcs,SI.lIC-ul-Stress 60.111 (l,.)(4) - Geologi!.; Stability

Selection Factor4.5.1 Permeability, Porosity,
Dispersi ...enes~

Selection F.lctor 4.5.5. Sorption Capacity

Selection Factor 4.5.6. Mineral Sources of

Water

Selection Factor 4.6.:!. Ground Waters

Selection Factor 4.5.4. Therm.ll Effects

Selection f-.lctor 4.5.5. Sorption Capacit~·

Selection f a'tor 4.5.6. Miner.ll Sources of Water

Selection hLtor --1.5.7. R.lUidtion EffecH

Selection t- .lctor 4.3.3. Consistenc .... , Homo\>:eneit',
Purit ....

Selection F.lClOr 4.3.--1. Surrounding Beds
Selection Fdl,.tor 4.4.1. Dip
Sl'!ellion f .ll,.tor 4.4."". f dults & Joints
Selection F.letor 4.5.3. Rocl., \1echanlcs

Selel,.tlOn helor 4.5.4. Therm.ll EHeels

Criterion 7: HYdrologic~J Properties
Criterion 8: WoiSle/Wiuer InteroiCtron

Wuer Content of Host Rock

Criterion 9; Rolodiolotion!Rock Interaction

Criterion 10: Waste/Rock Interoiction

Criterion 11: MechaniCoil Properties

of Rock
Crituion 12: State of Stress
enterion 14: Geological Setting

...

V. Tectonic Environment

• Tectonic Elements
• Quaternary Faults

• Quaternarv Igneous ACtivily
• Uplift or Subsidt'nc.e Rates

• Seismicit .....

Section 5.1.1., Item 5. Tectonic St.lbility, Faulting,
Deformation, Volcanic
Activity

Seltion 3.2.1. Sfabilil\ & TC~lUnIC

Bound.lric~

Sl·~t!(Jn 3.2.~. F .lult~

Sl'Ltlon ,1.~.3. Vuk.lnl~ -\dl\ll\

60.122 (c)(l). {.l){3), (.1}(4) - Tl'donil
I:.nvironrnl'nt

60.122 (b)(2) - Tl'etonic Eleml'nh

60.122 (b)(2J, (JH2l, (b)(3) - QUdtl'tnJ-rY
f".lUIIS

60.122 (b)(2) - QU.lt~rnary Igneous Al,.(ivity

60.122 (b)(2) - Uplift or Subsiden~{' R.lles
60.122 (b)( 2) - Seismidty

Selection t-.letor 4,2. Tectonics & Seismlcin
Selection f Jdor --1A."". f-Jults & Joints
Sell'dlon f JLtor 4.4.3. DldPirlsm

Criterion 4: Uplift/Subsidence
Criterion S F.lults

Criterion 6: Igneous AClivin
Criterion 13 Seismiclry
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VI. ~~Intrus~n

• Resources
• Exploralion HislOry

• Ownership dntJ Conlrol
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TABLE 2-2. (CONTINUED)

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Section 5.1.1., Item 6. Resource Potential of
Site

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE

~cdiun 4.1, E ll,plUrdliun HI')lOr~

St'~lion 4 ..1. Rc')our,~· Andl~ .. i,>

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

60.122 (b)(1 I. (,)(2-41. (,)(8) -R"ou"cs
60.122 (b)(lj, (aHa) - Exploration HiSlory
60.121 - Ownership/Control

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

Selection Fdctor 4.8.2. Preexisting Boreholes
and Excavations

Selection Fdctor 4.9.1. Resource Potential
(Economic)

Selection "detar 4.9.4. Jurisdiction of Land
Selection Factor 4.9.5. Existinl!: Rights

OFFiCE OF WASTE ISOLATION

Criterion 15: Mineral Resources
Crilerion 16: WOller Rewurces

VII. Sur1ace CharJ.ctcristics

• Hydrological System
• Topographic Features
• Meteorological Phenomena
• Industrial/Transportation/
• Military Installations

Section 5.1.l-., Item 4. Surficial Hydrologic
System, Climatic Cycles

5~i,;tion 4.3. "luodin.: (LJJn1s) 60.122 (b)(3), (b)(l) _ Hydrological Selection factor 4.1. Topography
System Selection FJctor 4.6.1. Surface Willers

60.122 (b)(l)-WatcrBodies
60.122 (b)(1), (b)(3) - Topographic Features
60.132 (b}(3-S, 7) - industrial Transportation/

Utility Hazards

Criterion 14: Geographic and Topographic

VIII. Demoli:rdP~

• Urbiln Areas
• TransportJ.tion

IX. Environmental Protection

• Wilderness

• Rivers
• Wildlife
• National Par~s

• Archaeology
• National Heritali:e
• Ambient Conditions

X. Socioeconomil lmlldlt~

• Manolgement 01 Impacts

• TrolnsportJ.tion Impacts

No criteria specified

No criteria specified

No criteria specified

No criteria specified

No criteria specified

No criteria specified

60.122 {c)(2) - Urban Areas
Not specifically i1ddressed - Transportation

No criteria specified

No criteria specified

Srlc(tion f detDr -1.9.3. Popul<ltion Demil)

Selection fa~lOr .t.b.l. Surlace Walers.
S~lc(1ion !'actor 4.8.6. lcolo15icill Effects
Selection l JClor 4.9.2. lanJ Value & Usc

Sell'dion I Jdllr 4.lL". WJSlL' I rJn,porJ1Wn
SclClliun I .IdOl 4.\J.h. A(lC"~lhilJI\ &. ~er~llc~

No criteria specifitd

Crilerion 16: Water Resources
Criterion 17: land Use

No t:riteria spccilied
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3.0 PRINCIPLES GUIDING THE SITING PROCESS

Certain principles must be considered in developing a siting process.

These principles are the need (1) to obtain public involvement, (2) to assure

that DOE siting decisions are hased on sound infornation, (3) to comply with

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) procedures, and (4) to consider, in accor

dance with requirements of the National Environnental Policy Act (NEPA), the

potential inpacts of proposed action which may have a significant effect on

the environment.

3.1 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Permanently isolating radioactive waste fron the environnent is an

issue of great puhlic interest. This interest has heen expressed by citizens'

groups as well as by representatives of state and local governI~ents and the nu

clear industry. The management of wastes to he isolated spans the jurisdic

tions of a number of established institutions and extends into areas of social

concern for which institutional responsibilities and authorities are still

heing defined.

The Department of Energy has comnitted itself to conduct the radio

active waste program in close consultation with the states.(6,7) Under the

procedures now being developed, an involved state will have a continuing role

in reviewing federal decision-making on the siting, design, and construction

of a high-level waste repository.

Past experience in siting nuclear facilities suggests that early and

neaningful public involvement in the siting process can improve significantly

the acceptability of siting decisions. Such involvement is, accordingly,

structured integrally within the DOE siting process. The sections helow dis

cuss the state groups; consultation with state, local, and trihal governments;

public information programs; direct public participation; and peer review

which may influence the siting process.
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3.1.1 Involvement of State Groups

Various state groups have given or are providing input and oversight

for the NtITS program, including the State Planning Council on Radioactive

tvas te Management (SPC), the State Horking Group on High-Level Nuclear ~Jaste

ManageTIent (SWG), the National Governors' Association (NGA), and National

Council of State Legislatures (NCSL).

The State Planning Council (SPC) was appointed for an 18-month term

in February, 1980, to advise the President and Secretary of Energy on methods

to strengthen working relationships among federal, state, tribal, and local

governmental officials on high and low-level radioactive waste management

issues.(17) Its TIemhership included eight governors, three state legisla

tors, a mayor, a county commissioner, the chairTIan of an Indian nation, the

secretaries of three federal departments, and the head of one federal agency.

The SPC's major role was to define specific mechanisTIs that states could use

to interact with the federal government. The State Planning Council has com

pleted its deliherations and submitted its recomTIendations to the President on

August 1, 1981.(18)

The State Working Group (SWG) was also organized in early 1980 and is

composed of representatives from various states in which DOE is conducting

studies as part of the site-selection process. The SWG, funded by the Na

tional Governors' Association (NGA), shares information, discusses subjects of

concern, and reviews reports of other groups such as the NGA.

Both the National Governors' Association and the National Conference

of State Legislatures (NCSL) have taken active roles in federal-state irrterac

tion. In August, 1978, the nation's governors recommended to the President

and the Congress that radioactive wastes be considered a national responsi

bility that cannot be solved by a federal source alone. NGA also recommended

the solution be based on the principles of cooperative federalism. NGA is

sued two subsequent position papers on this subject: Nuclear Energy Policy

Position Adopted by National Governors' Association (August, 1979), and Toward

Establishing a Responsive and Acceptable National Nuclear Waste Management

Policy (April, 1979).(19)
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Representatives of hoth the NGA and the NCSL participated in a 1979

workshop in Eastsound, ~lashington. The workshop, sponsored by DOE, was held

to explore and define the concept of cooperative federalism or, alternatively,

consultation and concurrence and provided an opportunity for various public

officials and others to explore the issues informally. Participants included

former governors, state legislators, state officials, DOE representatives,

representatives of hoth environmental groups and the nuclear industry, and

academic analysts with backgrounds in nuclear waste or related issues.

3.1.2 Consultation with State, Local, and Tribal Governments*

DOE is committed to providing state, local, and tribal governments

opportunities to participate in the siting process, through consultation on

matters relating to the selection of repository sites.

While specific programs will vary, procedures to guide geologic and

hydrologic studies will be established between DOE and a state or group of

states. DOE will provide each state opportunities to involve ·its agencies and

educational institutions in planning the field investigations and site charac

terization. Grants may be made available to the states to fund their indepen

dent review of the work being conducted. Chapter 4 describes consultation ac

tivities generally applicable to the various phases of the siting process.

While specific elements of the process are still evolving, essential

elements of the consultation process, common to all phases of siting, are un

likely to change dramatically. The process includes exchange of information

between the state and DOE, state advice to DOE on exploration plans, factor

ing state concerns into DOE's program, and the opportunity for negotiation

with DOE on key issues.

Direct state participation through appropriate agencies or technical

groups is desired. Contracts (or grants if appropriate) may be given to state

research groups to assess state, local, or tribal community socioeconomic im

pacts. Information produced from these activities will be factored into DOE

decision making.

*For brevity, state, local, and tribal governments are sometimes referred to
as "states".
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Environmental, social, and economic considerations contribute im

portantly to the selection of potential repository sites, and data on these

factors are taken during the exploratory phase. Along with extensive research

on the socioeconomic effects on nearby communities, a community planning

document, entitled Framework for Community Planning Associated with Nuclear

Repository Siting, has been prepared by DOE to aid state, local, and tribal

communities in identifying potential impacts and planning for their mitiga

tion.(20) Mechanisms by which these affected parties can obtain financial

and technical resources are included. Further discussion of the socioeconomic

factors in repository siting may be found in the accompanying Environmental

Assessment in this document.

Details of the consultation process may be established through formal

or informal agreements developed between DOE and an individual state. DOE has

estahlished or is negotiating such agreements with several states in which

studies are under way.

The following elements are considered in formulating agreements

between DOE and a state:

• DOE and its representatives will brief the governor of the state

or designated representative or tribal leader when land within the

state has been identified as having potential. Additional

briefings and meetings will take place on a basis agreeable to

both parties.

• The state will have an opportunity to review and comment on all

field activities proposed within the state. DOE will consider

state and trihal concerns before completing any plans.

• Managers of DOE field offices will build on existing communication

channels with states to discuss siting activities within their

zones of jurisdiction.

• Field exploration plans, characterization data, recommendation re

ports, and environmental documents developed for the NWTS program

will be provided to representatives of involved states for comment

prior to being made final.

• A focus for state communication with the federal government will

beestahlished through the state' s representative, if communica

tion channels need to be augmented.
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• The state's representative will generally develop methods for co

ordinating with local organizations on NWTS activities and will

generally receive and dishurse any funds provided to the state for

participating in cooperative studies.

• DOE provides to the state technical results of characterization

work and DOE recommendations for suhsequent field activities in

the state, if any.

• DOE will not initiate any new study phase in a state, beyond those

already under way, until the state has had reasonahle opportunity

to review and comment on the previous phase's results and recom

mendations, or has had an opportunity to review and comment on

the plan for exploration activities.

• Announcements to the news media on DOE's exploration activity in a

state will he coordinated with the state's representative.

Mechanisms for working with state and local governments are heing es

tahlished and used during the current phases of the program. Generally, when

suhstantive issues are raised hy a state, DOE's policy is to modify its activ

ities as necessary and reasonable to address the concerns. Conflicts hetween

states and the federal government can he avoided hy continued joint resolution

of concerns during each phase of the program. The use of cooperative mecha

nisms already estahlished in the program, and much of the continuing work of

the Congress, the National Governors' Association, the National Association of

State Legislatures, state groups, and various federal departments, is directed

toward providing conflict resolution mechanisms when they are needed.

Consultation aspects at each step in the siting process are discussed in

Section 4.2.

3.1.3 Puhlic Information

To support informed puhlic participation, DOE is directing its pro-

gram to:

• Routinely update the status of knowledge on nuclear waste manage

ment and provide this information to the puhlic at large in

understandable terms
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• Increase discussions between federal program managers and insti

tutions and organizations desiring such discussion

• Support private sector efforts to generate a greater degree of

understanding of nuclear-waste management issues.

Through its nuclear-waste management program, DOE has organized na

tional and state-level puhlic conferences to discuss the progress of waste

management activities and the local impacts of project activities. DOE has

provided community leaders with conference grants to attend topical confer

ences and field test sites. DOE has also prepared brochures, fact sheets, and

media materials describing the program and reporting on progress. Other mech

anisms to enhance public participation will continue to be explored.

To help make the issues of radioactive-waste management more under

standable to interested audiences, the NWTS program uses motion pictures, au

diovisual presentations, and exhihits. These presentations are shown at pub

lic and technical meetings, legislative functions, professional society meet

ings, state and local briefings, and other appropriate events. Educational

exhibits are displayed at various meetings and technical symposia, and a com

prehensive popular-level exhibit has been designed for exhibition at major

science museums.

The NWTS Office of Nuclear \Jaste Isolation maintains a library and

reference center at 505 King Avenue, Co lumhus, Ohio 43201 (telephone 614-424

7697), which is available to the public upon request and has an on-line inter

active computer terminal to access scientific and technical data bases at Oak

Ridge National Laboratory. In addition, numerous periodic activity reports,

technical reports, quarterly progress summaries, and other information mate

rials are available on request. Program documents and informative material

are also provided to public lihraries in the vicinity of study areas.

One of the important communication tools is hriefing material for

meetings with state and local officials. In states where the NWTS program is

active, State Briefing Books summarizing study activities may he used. The

DOE Public Affairs Office prepares news releases on significant activities and

provides news media with reference resources. Annual technical information

meetings on the NWTS program, hosted by ONWI and BWIP, are sponsored by DOE.

These meetings provide a forum to discuss current and future technical activi

ties, and to address the related political and social issues.
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3.1.4 Direct Public Participation

DOE recognizes that the public does not speak as a single, unifornly

dedicated body. Diverse concerns and perspectives exist among individuals and

interest groups. To accommodate this diversity DOE provides opportunities for

the public to participate in various ways.

DOE regularly provides for public review of program documents by

state agencies and individual scientists. A request for comments on the Draft

Environmental Impact Statement: Management of Commercially Generated

Radioactive Waste(10) yielded 219 letters containing approximately 2,000

separate comments. In addition, two-day public hearings were held in five

cities. Other waste management documents that have been formally circu-

lated for public comment include:

• Earth Science Technical Plan(9)

• Site Performance Criteria(12)

• Summary reports of characterization studies carried out in the

program to identify sites(21-25).

In each case, the final editions of the documents will contain modifications

to respond to issues raised by reviewers.

Other techniques DOE uses to obtain public comment on the waste

management program include public meetings held in various locations through

out the country, news-media interviews, and radio and television panel discus

sions. All these techniques are needed to spread information and address the

questions of a concerned public.

3.2 ASSURING QUALITY OF INFORMATION

An additional principle of particular importance to the siting pro

cess is the need to assure that siting decisions are based on sound informa

tion and data. This is done by applying peer review and a formal quality

assurance program to siting and technology development activities. The peer

review process is an essential element in assuring that the decision makers

base their decisions on relevant and sufficient information.
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Decisions by DOE officials are hased upon recocruendations crade hy the

progracr organization. However, intensive scientific peer review serves to

assure the technical soundness of DOE's programs and its recommendations.

Program and peer review committees, some long-standing, others assembled for

ad-hoc reviews of specific portions of the program, have been established and

meet as needed to perform their functions. Representative review groups

include:

• Program Review Committee

• Technical Advisory Committee

• Earth Science Review Group

• State Geologists Technical Review Group

• Geologic Exploration Review Group (ONWI)

• BWIP Geology Overview Committee

• B~lIP Hydrology Overview Committee

• BWIP Rock Mechanics Overview Committee

• BWIP Waste Package Overview Committee

• BWIP Intergovernmental Basalt Working Group

• NNWSI Geological Investigations Peer Review Group

• NNWSI Media Studies Experimental Planning Peer Review Group

• NNWSI Climax Spent Fuel Test Peer Review Group.

These groups, comprised of individuals from a variety of disciplines, provide

an expanded perspective on the NWTS program's scope, technical adequacy, and

achievement. Along with the program reviews performed by state, local, and

tribal governments, the peer review groups help assure a balanced view of the

siting process and expand the perspective from which siting decisions are

made.

3.3 NRC LICENSING PROCEDURES

As discussed in Chapter 2, a candidate site will need to meet the

technical criteria of NRC before DOE can be licensed to review and possess

nuclear material at that site. In addition, the siting process itself will

need to comply with NRC's procedural requirements that define the repository

licensing process. These requirements were puhlished in the Federal Register

on February 25, 1981.(2) Accordingly, DOE's siting plans have been drawn to

conform with the intent of these procedures.
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The rule divides the regulatory process into four phases: (1) site

characterization, (2) construction authorization, (3) repository licensing,

and (4) repository decommissioning. The first part has most relevance to the

siting process. NRC's first review of DOE's siting activities is expected to

follow the filing of a Site Characterization Report (SCR) with the Commission

at the time a site is identified for detailed site studies and the repository

operations area is outlined (explained in Chapter 4). The SCR will describe

(1) the potential site, (2) application of siting criteria and the screening

process that DOE used to identify the site, (3) the characterization and

quality assurance procedures to be used to study the site, (4) a discussion of

the status of other siting activities, and (5) any related issues DOE wishes

the Commission to review.

Discussions will be held with NRC about detailed site studies de

scribed in the Site Characterization Report hefore and during exploratory

shaft construction. The NRC staff will prepare an analysis of the SCR. This

analysis will be provided to the concerned states and puhlished for public

comment. Subsequent to receipt of comments a final analysis of the SCR and an

opinion letter will he sent to DOE. The opinion letter will present the NRC's

review of the SCR, and in turn, will he addressed hy DOE.

The 10 CFR 60 procedural rule requires DOE to characterize fully a

minimum of three sites representing at least two geologic media (one must be

other than salt) hefore one is selected. Because issues that hear on judging

site suitahility have not yet been resolved, DOE plans to resolve as many

issues as possihle with the NRC staff during the site-characterization pro

gram. DOE is preparing licensing topical reports to provide bases for focused

discussions with NRC on key issues during the site-characterization process.

Information acquired during these discussions will he considered in DOE plans

for detailed study and licensing of repository sites.
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3.4 ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

Because DOE is employing a multi-phased siting process, it is essen

tial to identify early in the planning process the decision steps needing en

vironmental review. To this end, DOE has prepared a NEPA Implementation Plan

for Siting High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories which is described in

Section 4.5. The Plan provides for appropriate environmental reviews at deci

sion points where siting activities, by virtue of resource commitment or

elapsed time for completion, may foreclose reasonahle site alternatives.

These reviews will he performed in accordance with established DOE guide

lines.(26,27)

The NEPA Implementation Plan provides for the preparation of an EIS

as input to the site selection and construction of a repository for disposal

of nuclear waste. In addition, DOE plans to prepare an EIS for the construc

tion and operation of the T&E Facility described in Section 1.5. The Final

Environmental Impact Statement: Management of Commercially Generated

Radioactive Waste(4) provides the programmatic impact analysis DOE will use

as a hasis for the ahove environmental reviews.

DOE also recognizes that during the siting process, modifications to

plans may become necessary due to fluctuation in the budget, allocation of re

sources, and levels of knowledge obtained in the data gathering process. The

modifications may affect the number of alternatives considered, the level of

detail of study of a particular alternative, and when specific alternatives

are compared. DOE expects some modifications to become necessary, and will

factor them into future environmental analyses as appropriate.
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4.0 THE SITING PROCESS

This chapter describes the three-phased siting process, being imple

mented hy DOE, which has been designed consistent with the considerations of

Chapter 2.0 and 3.0. The information base, decision processes, and supporting

documents planned for each phase are descri hed.

The first phase of the siting process, termed site screening and de

scrihed in Section 4.2, covers the activities planned to find sites favorahle

for waste isolation. A numher of approaches have been, or could he, used to

initiate screening studies. Each approach eventually uses common steps to

arrive at and evaluate specific sites. The differences pertain to how one

selects geographic starting points for conducting the more time-consuming and

costly investigations necessary to pinpoint and intensively evaluate specific

sites. Ilhereas one approach identifies large, multi-state regions of the

country, overlying geologic formations of potential interest, another approach

investigates land already owned by the federal government, committed to

nuclear activities, and having geologic properties that may compare favorahly

against the site requirements previously discussed.

DOE is concurrently using the ahove approaches to identify starting

points for screening studies rather than relying on a single approach, consis

tent with its objective to be conservative in its approach. Specifically,

four approaches have been examined and, to varying degrees, implemented.

(1) A host-rock approach begins by identifying regions containing

potentially suitahle host-rock types. Early in the NWTS pro

gran, rock salt was so identified, and regions in the contermin

ous United States containing salt dones and hedded salt forma

tions were delineated as starting points for site screening.

Recently, the Department has screened the U.s. for regions con

taining "crystalline" (intrusive igneous and high-grade meta

morphic) rocks such as granite.

(2) An approach that defines current land use as a hasis for identi

fying areas where site exploration will be conducted is also

inherited from historical siting activities. In particular, DOE

has initiated siting studies at federally owned land tracts in
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Nevada and Hashington (known as the Nevada Test Site and Hanford

Site), which have heen committed to nuclear activities, and

which may contain suitable host rocks at appropriate depths for

a repository.

(3) Another approach, province screening, is based on scrutiny of

successively snaller subdivisions of broad provinces where

geohydrologic conditions include nultiple natural barriers to

radionuclide migration. This approach is being impleoented by

the USGS on an experimental basis in one of eleven geohydrologic

provinces of the U.S., the Basin and Range. A Province Working

Group, composed of earth scientists from the states in the

Province and USGS, is initiating the prototypical studies.

(4) An approach to screen the United States on the basis of simul

taneous consideration of all site suitability criteria and using

available coarse scale data is also being considered. This ap

proach, if implemented, would be an additional way to identify

regions or smaller areas which potentially contain repository

sites.

The host-rock and land-use approaches may identify candidate sites

from which the first site for a repository will be selected. The province

screening and other approaches may identify alternative sites for later

repositories.

Whether the starting point of the process is according to rock type,

land use, geohydrology, or Some comhination of these factors, locations of

comparable size eventually will be identified. These similarly sized loca

tions will then require the same types of study to determine if they contain

sites that could be developed for repositories. Study specifics may vary with

rock type and site characteristics. Locations containing promising sites are

compared to select sites for the next siting phase.

Once promising sites are identified, detailed site studies, compris

ing the second siting phase, begin. This phase involves considerable time,

money, and effort to assess whether that site can pass regulatory scrutiny and

meet other societal concerns. The safety and environment of the site must be

thoroughly assessed first from surface activities including boreholes, then at

depth from the hase of an exploratory shaft.
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The 10 CFR 60 procedural rule generally requires constructing an ex

ploratory shaft and conducting underground tests at the proposed repository

depth. Data obtained from the detailed site studies phase will be used to

evaluate the suitability of the site for waste isolation.

The third phase of the siting process is site selection, discussed in

Section 4.4. As currently envisioned, site selection is the process hy which

one or more suitahle sites are selected for licensing. National, state, and

local participation in puhlic meetings and hearings will review the process by

which a site is recommended and the suitahility of the recommended site. Addi

tional review will begin when DOE applies to the NRC for a license to receive

and process nuclear material at a DOE selected repository site. An NRC con

struction authorization would allow repository construction to hegin. The

following sections discuss each of three siting phases further.

4.1 GENERAL APPROACH TO SCREENING

The site screening process is designed to assure that all pertinent

questions are considered and adequately answered before proceeding with repos

itory development. Each step builds a base of understanding for steps which

follow. However, only after detailed site studies have been completed can a

site's characteristics be shown to meet performance criteria and regulatory

requirements. DOE recognizes that "perfect" or "flawless" sites for reposi

tories do not exist in nature and that innumerable sites could be shown to be

suitahle. Study of all sites is unnecessary and would be prohibitively ex

pensive, so DOE plans to concentrate its studies on only the more favorable

sites. Screening decisions to focus subsequent exploration on certain areas

will be primarily investment decisions which allow resources to be expended on

places judged most likely, after full site characterization, to be demonstra

hIe as safe and acceptable under regulatory review. The screening process is

not designed to identify all acceptable sites in the nation; rather, it is

intended specifically to identify three or more alternative sites, from which

one or more sites may be selected for development.

Considerable information will be needed to make screening judgments.

Generally speaking, information needs will be determined by identifying which
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factors (discussed in Chapter 2) are considered significant at each step in

the screening process. The amount of information needed increases as the

screening process proceeds t but not all factors need be considered all the

time and at all places during the screening phase. AccordinglYt information

needs will change with time and frrnn place to place. Investigative methods

and data used in analyses will likewise depend on the particular factors im

portant at the geographic scale of concern and the physical and institutional

conditions in a given area. The eventual determination of site suitahility

will depend on extensive field measurements and data ohtained at specific can

didate sites. A series of documents is planned to expose for critical review

these aspects of the screening process.

The remainder of this section introduces the concept of a stepwise

screening process (Section 4.1.1) and discusses the general process of moving

from one screening step to another (Section 4.1.2). Section 4.2 discusses the

information needs t investigative methods t supporting documents t and public and

governmental interactions appropriate for each screening step.

4.1.1 Stepwise Screening

The stepwise approach to screening planned by DOE calls for winnowing

the lands under consideration t thereby focusing attention and exploration re

sources on progressively smaller land units appearing to have potential for

eventual repository development.

Before going further t it is useful to outline a nomenclature for re

ferring to varying sizes of geographic units. Regions are defined as conter

minous land units which may extend across several states which appear to con

tain host rocks t geohydrologic environments t ecological conditions t or insti

tutional settings amenahle to repository development. These are generally

identified from surveys of available information. Regions t in turn t are typ

ically evaluated and screened using literature studies to identify any smaller

sized areas thought to have conditions suitable for waste isolation. Like

wise t areas are screened for locations t typically tens of square miles. Loca

tions are then studied and compared to identify a specific site for detailed

site studies.
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In some surveys, the geographic scale may make it impossible to mean

ingfully identify alternatives for the next screening step without first sub

dividing the geographic unit and identifying an intermediate set of alterna

tives. In contrast, a geographic screening step may be deleted, if smaller,

potentially suitable land units hecome ohvious. The sizes of alternative

regions, areas, and locations are not exact nor particularly as important as

~nderstanding that a region is larger than areas within it. In turn, areas

are larger than locations. While a location may be large enough to contain

several sites, generally, a single potential site will be identified.

The survey of areas and locations and characterization of sites will

require progressively more thorough field surveys and testing, increasingly

detailed laboratory investigations of rock and water properties, and progres

sively refined analyses.

The site screening phase planned by DOE consists of four possible

steps. Each has been titled for reference as follows:

• National Survey (Nation to Region Screening)

• Regional Survey (Region to Area Screening)

• Area Survey (Area to Location Screening)

• Location Survey (Location to Site Screening).

These steps are illustrated in Figure 4-1 and are explained further in Section

4.2.

This approach has heen in use by DOE and its predecessor agencies for

a number of years, primarily to screen the nation for repository sites in salt

host rocks.(28,29) These previous activities have resulted in identifica

tion of salt deposits shown in Chapter 5.0. In addition, DOE is screening DOE

land at the Hanford Site in Washington State and the Nevada Test Site. The

initial steps in the screening process are not applicable to studies of DOE

lands at the Hanford or Nevada sites hecause of the small areal extent of the

geographic starting point.

4.1.2 General Process for Each Screening Step

This section describes the general process for progressing from one

screening step to the next. The process forms the framework for identifying,

gathering, and using information to make siting recommendations.
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NATIONAL SURVEY/REGION SELECTION

SITE
SCREENING

PHASE

DETAILED SITE {
STUDIES PHASE

SITE {
SELECTION

PHASE

LICENSING
PHASE

REGION SURVEYS

AREA SURVEYS

LOCATION SURVEYS

DETAILED SITE CHARACTERIZATION
(INCLUDING EXPLORATORY SHAFT)

SITE RECOMMENDATION AND SELECTION

FILE LICENSE APPLICATION WITH
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

RECEIVE CONSTRUCTION AUTHORIZATION
AND BEGIN REPOSITORY CONSTRUCTION

REPOSITORY OPERATION PROCEEDING

REPOSITORY OPERATION

REPOSITORY CLOSURE PROCEEDING

REPOSITORY CLOSURE

FIGURE 4-1. REPOSITORY SITING PROCESS AND SUBSEQUENT LICENSING STEPS
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The process may identify regions, areas, or locations, some more fa

vorable than others. If many appear favorable, some are nonetheless deferred

from further study. Further study of all but the more favorable land units is

unnecessary and would be prohibitively expensive. Further studies, then, are

focused on only as many favorable alternatives as reasonably necessary to (a)

make it very likely that several alternative sites are identified and ulti

mately shown to be acceptable and (b) to consider a reasonable number of al

ternatives through each screening step.

Regions, areas, or locations may also be eliminated if there is a

high likelihood that major siting criteria will not be met. In this situa

tion, resources need not be expended to demonstrate unsuitability. Screening

decisions, then, are made to focus efforts on the more favorable land units.

The general decision-making approach for each of the region, area,

and location survey steps consists itself of several steps as follows:

Step 1. Factors and information thought to be important to the next

screening decision are identified

Step 2. Required information is gathered in accord with applicable

consultation procedures

Step 3. Possible alternatives are identified, for the level of

survey in progress (i.e., regions, areas, or locations)

Step 4. Each alternative is evaluated against previously identified

criteria

Step 5. Candidate alternatives are compared, and one (or more) is

recommended

Step 6. Screening decisions are reviewed in consultation with

involved states.

Step 1. Identify Factors and Information Thought to be Important to the Next
Screening Decision

A decision must be made at the end of each screening survey to deter

mine which of the land subunits studied deserves more intensive study. Fac

tors identified at this time are those technical and institutional considera

tions that may significantly influence the decision. The actual effect of
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each factor on the decision will be evaluated in Step 4 after needed informa

tion is gathered. The geographic extent of a factor (characteristic) is im

portant to assessing when in the screening process it can be meaningfully

evaluated. For example, tectonic stability may be generally uniform across a

large geographic region and may not facilitate discrimination among locations

within such a region. Historic monuments, on the other hand, are generally

very localized, and thus cannot be effectively used to differentiate among

large areas or regions. The "measure", tectonic stability, is generally use

ful in defining regions and areas, while consideration of historic monuments

is better applied in locating or comparing sites.

The level of information needed to make a decision depends upon the

nature of the decision and the factors that potentially influence that deci

sion. For example, information needed to select areas from regions may not be

sufficient to allow site-specific safety or environmental assessments of re

pository effects. Information needed to make the area-selection decision will

usually be less than that required to support a site safety assessment. Re

quirements for additional information to support screening decisions will he

assessed hy answering the question, "Will the incremental 'improvement' of a

screening decision be commensurate with the resources expended to obtain the

additional information?" During screening, consideration will continue to be

given to favorable geographical units if no evidence is found to suggest an

unmitigahle flaw.

Once a site is identified however, suitability may not be presumed,

but must he demonstrated with a high level of confidence hy safety assessments

and environmental analyses. Additional areal- and regional-level data may

need to be gathered. The requirements for information to support a

determination of suitahility will be assessed by answering the question, "Can

we show with confidence that significant uncertainties affecting site

containment and isolation capahilities and safety have been uncovered,

understood, and avoided or minimized by design?"

The level of information needed is affected, in part, hy the period

over which site integrity is desired. Predictions of changes in the natural

condition of a site that might affect its suitahility must rely on the geo

logic record as presently interpreted hy scientists.
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Step 2. Gather the Required Information in Accord with Applicable Consulta
tion Procedures

During this step, information on each candidate alternative is ob

tained by methods described in Section 4.2. As the geographic area under

investigation is reduced, the information gathered becomes more intensive and

more detailed. Information gathered during region, area, and location steps

of the site screening phase is used to find potentially suitable sites, but

may not be sufficient to judge the suitability of a particular site. During

the detailed site studies phase new region, area, and location data are col

lected and existing data evaluated as part of the assessment of site suita

bility. Information is obtained from pUblic files, published and unpublished

records, the open literature, and by purchasing data from private sources,

such as petroleum and mineral exploration companies. Field information is ob

tained by DOE contractors, state agencies, and state institutions by direct

observation, remote sensing, direct measurement, sampling, and mapping.

Information gathering, particularly field investigations on non-DOE

land, will involve interactions with states and local representatives. Data

gathering will proceed in accordance with understandings developed with state,

local, and tribal officials. These officials will be consulted prior to

initiation of field-data gathering and exploration efforts.

Step 3. Identify Possible Alternatives for the Level of Survey in Progress

For each region, area, or location screening step, alternatives are

identified from which recommended candidate areas, locations, or sites (as ap

propriate) will be selected. Based on consultation with experts, land units

appearing to have a good chance of meeting site performance criteria, upon

subsequent study and evaluation, are identified in a preliminary manner.

Identification of alternatives will be made on the bases of a lack of obvious

safety or environmental impediments and on the potential for getting enough

information to make a screening decision. Therefore, each alternative identi

fied may contain suitable sites.
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Step 4. Evaluate Each Alternative Against Previously Identified Criteria

This step involves deter~ining, for each factor, how each alternative

compares to the site perfor~ance criteria. Each alternative will be compared

(e.g., "favorable", less favorable", "more favorable", or "uncertain") by sum

marizing its expected performance with respect to each of the factors consid

ered at the given level of screening. Overall performance is evaluated to

rate the suitability of each candidate alternative. Differences and similar

ities between the alternatives are highlighted. Only factors for which the

information suggests key differences between alternatives are useful in the

next step. These differentiating factors provide the bases for recommending

one alternative(s) over another.

Step 5. Compare and Recommend Candidate Alternatives

At the end of each region, area, or location screening step, DOE must

decide which, if any, of the favorahly rated alternatives should be selected

for further study and evaluation. In so doing, DOE also may: (1) defer con

sideration of some favorable alternatives until such time as a recommended

alternative(s) may eventually prove to he unsuitable, (2) eliminate nonrecom

mended alternatives from further consideration, or (3) defer the decision

until such time as needed information is availahle.

The decision of which alternatives to select will be made by compar

ing their key differences and weighing the relative importance of those key

differences. .Numerous computer codes and manual techniques are availahle to

assist in making these comparisons.

The decision, and the analytical basis for comparing alternatives,

will be documented including an explicit description of assumptions, defini

tions, logic, information base, and uncertainties in the comparison process.

The reasoning for selecting, deferring, or eliminating each alternative will

he explained. Significant, soundly based dissenting opinions, if any, within

the recommending and decision-making bodies will be discussed in decision

docunents.

Sensitivity analyses of the importance of differentiating factors may

also be performed. Such analyses explain the effect, for example, of allowing
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either institutional or safety factors to dominate the analytical basis for

ranking the alternatives. Such analyses make explicit the dialogue on the

trade-offs between safety objectives, e.g., long-term versus operational

safety.

Because different relative weightings of screening factors ~ay result

in different decisions, the sensitivity analyses will he docu~ented carefully

to make the reasoning for assigning a given importance to each factor expli

cit. In this manner, the dialogue among parties concerned with repository

siting can be focused on the factors or issues that most influence the

decisions.

Step 6. Review the Screening Decisions in Accord with Applicable
Consultation with Involved States

DOE will strive to spread an understanding of the process used to

find sites, and of determining the suitability of sites, by encouraging early

review of the application of the siting process to specific regions, areas,

and locations. Designated individuals or groups from the technical community,

government officials, and the public from specific regions, areas, and loca

tions will review the plans for work, others will review the technical proce

dures and tests. Advisory committees have been formed to ensure representa

tion of a broad field of experience and knowledge. Government officials and

the public will be provided oportunities to obtain an awareness of the whole

isolation problem and what constitutes site suitability for geologic disposal.

Broadly based participation will ensure that public concerns are considered in

the decision process.

Appropriate technical, governmental, and public review will be solic

ited and factored into DOE decisions. For screening activities on DOE lands,

the appropriate DOE Operations Offices will be pri~arily responsible for orga

nizing and coordinating the review by states consistent with NWTS program

plans. The NWTS Program Office will be primarily responsible for organizing

the review process for activities on non-DOE lands.
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4.2 SCREENING STEPS

The following sections describe the information base, supporting doc

umentation, and consultation procedures appropriate at each screening step.

Environmental reviews and documentation are described in Section 4.5. Figure

4-2 and Tables 4-1 through 4-6 summarize this information for all three siting

phases.

• Table 4-1 presents the minimum document chain the program will

have produced by the time a site is selected.

• Table 4-2 provides the purpose and scope of reports that

potentially document the process of finding sites.

• Table 4-3 explains the types of siting decisions to be made.

• Table 4-4 indicates the investigative methods that may be used in

each screening step.

• Table 4-5 summarizes the level of data and study methods which may

be used for region, area, and location surveys, and detailed site

studies. The detail in this table is only for example. Site

specific characterization work may differ from what is shown.

• Table 4-6 indicates which field activities may be useful in ad

dressing the various factors potentially affecting site perfor

mance and environmental acceptability.

Due to their length, these tables are placed at the end of this

chapter.

While the tables and figures depicting the siting process show the

steps involved in the national, region, area, and location surveys, the pro~

cess provides a framework that can accommodate variations. The studies of DOE

lands in Nevada and \fashington, examples of screening performed in fewer

steps, were started at the area-level. In this case the size of the DOE lands

to be screened dictated a study detail comparable to that developed in area

level studies on non-DOE lands. The Province Screening, an example of added

steps, subdivided the nation into geohydrologic provinces. One province, the

Basin and Range, will be surveyed for regions containing potentially suitable

sites. The size of area studied and level of detail are, at least, partially

dictated by the size or geographic expression of discrete features which may

impact repository safety, and which, therefore, need to be displayed on maps.
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4.2.1 National Surveys

4.2.1.1 Information Base

New siting initiatives generally will hegin with national screening

surveys which exa~ine the entire United States. National surveys using the

host rock approach descrihed in Section 4.0 already have heen perfor~ed for

salt and "crystalline" type rocks. A survey of argillaceous rocks is nearing

co~pletion a~d DOE is evaluating whether or not region surveys of argilla

ceous rocks should he conducted. Tahle 4-1 shows the infor~ation associated

with major criteria that typically is needed at the national survey level to

identify regions of thousands of square miles for further study. Information

availahle fro~ federal and state agencies and puhlished sources is gathered

for National Surveys.

The ohjectives of these national surveys are to screen the United

States for particular rock types, geohydrologic systems, or other features to

identify those portions that appear to he suitahle for further investigation.

These screenings use the N~rrS-33(2) site performance criteria, or draft NRC

criteria in the case of the Province screening, and are hased on an evaluation

of availahle existing geologic and environmental information.

4.2.1.2 Documentation

The documentation of this process as defined in Tahle 4-2 includes a

national survey report which presents the information hase, and a recommenda

tion report which summarizes the evaluation and recommends one or ~ore regions

for further study.

4.2.1.3 State Consultation

AlISO states have been informed that the Department is performing

screening surveys to gather existing information ahout the geology and envi

ronment in each state. National surveys will generally he completed without

additional state contact. The survey reports that contain regional or geo

hydrologic systems selected for further study are made availahle to the
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involved states. DOE will hrief officials of these states on the survey re

sults if region surveys are to be conducted.

4.2.2 Region Surveys

4.2.2.1 Information Base

The information base required to support regional screening, similar

to that collected during the national survey, is specific to regions identi

fied by the national survey. The level of information obtained must provide a

general characterization of the region to eliminate or defer large areas that

are not likely to contain siting alternatives. Areas which remain are likely

to contain sites that will, upon further study, meet the site performance

criteria.

Generally, this level of data is availahle in major puhlic libraries

and unpublished information available from state and federal agencies operat

ing within the regions being studied. Information will be gathered by tech

niques summarized in Table 4-4. These include review of pUblished scientific

reports; geologic maps; drilling records generated in oil, gas, and mineral

exploration programs; records of earthquake occurrences and intensities; rec

ords of oil, gas, and mineral production; and records from regional water-well

drilling or pumping operations. Existing airborne geophysical survey results

may be used to support the literature-based geologic and resource studies.

Geologic characteristics generally considered in regional surveys

will include the structure, stratigraphy, depth, thickness, and continuity of

rock formations; regional flow characteristics of the ground-water systems;

gross physical characteristics and chemistry of major formations (lithology,

mineralogy, petrology); occurrence of natural resources and their current or

future production potential; existence of folds or faults; general surface

characteristics; and seismic history of the region.

Environmental and socioeconomic characteristics of the region con

sidered at this stage will usually include dedicated land use areas, popula

tion centers, economic conditions, and transportation systems.
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4.2.2.2 Documentation

Table 4-2 describes the documents which apply to studies of non-DOE

lands typically produced at this screening level. A variety of regional

characterization studies will cover different characteristics of each region.

Reports on these studies, which may vary in scope and in style, will provide

input to regional summary and recommendation reports. These reports will

summarize regional evaluations and identify recommended areas for further

evaluation.

4.2.2.3 State Consultation

DOE will notify states in which new regional surveys are planned in

advance of new study initiatives. Federal officials will consult with the

governor, the legislature, and any special committees estahlished by the

states as appropriate during the exploration process.

DOE will consult with other state officials and technical agencies

and seek their views and advice on exploration plans so that, as surveys pro

gress from regions to areas, necessary agreements can be developed. DOE

regional representatives seek to establish continuous interaction between DOE

and the state governments in the region for which they are responsible.

DOE operations offices also interact with state governments as ap

propriate for specific DOE program responsibilities. Direct DOE communication

on repository siting activities should assure continuity of established DOE

state cooperative efforts. These communication procedures will continue

through the area and location surveys and detailed site studies.

Because field activities are generally not conducted for region sur

veys, public meetings are not thought to be necessary in this step.

4.2.3 Area Surveys

Area surveys of non-DOE lands will be conducted to characterize areas

recommended in regional survey reports and designated for study by DOE. The

level of data to be gathered must he sufficient to identify potential land

units, called locations, for further study.
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The Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations. in Nevada and the

Basalt Waste Isolation Project. near Richland. Washington. began by screening

DOE lands previously committed to nuclear uses. The size of these lands cor

responded roughly to an area that may have resulted from screening a region.

Although these two projects did not procede through national and region survey

steps. data on regional features or conditions which may influence the suit

ability of sites is being gathered.

Environmental. socioeconomic, and geologic factors will he evaluated

in greater detail than in the region surveys. Area surveys will he used to

identify potentially suitahle locations.

4.2.3.1 Information Base

Some field studies will he performed to augment information avail

able from existing sources. Table 4-5 summarizes the data which may be needed

to address each of the site performance criteria.

Investigative methodJ, as noted in Table 4-4 and 4-6, may include

drilling to investigate the subsurface conditions and to determine whether a

potentially suitable host rock occurs at the depths of interest; hydrologic

well testing to estimate the hydrologic parameters of aquifers and aquitards;

evaluation of aerial photography and Landsat data to help identify faults that

might affect repository performance; and field mapping of selected areas to

estimate the presence of exploitable resources and to increase understanding

of geologic conditions. Surface and aerial geophysical surveys may be used to

supplement the geologic field work. These surveys may consist of aeromag

netic, electrical, gravity, and seismic measurements.

The presence of mineral and energy resources will be determined by

field mapping, rock-core and geophysical-log interpretation, geophysical sur

veys, as well as study of past mineral and energy resource production records.

If there are indications of such resources, drilling and geochemical analyses

may be performed to estimate their significance relative to locations which

may he recommended.
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4.2.3.2 Documentation

Table 4-2 describes the docunentation which may be produced fron area

surveys. Each project (NNWSI, BWIP, ONWI) will identify its own project

specific docunentation needs within the framework of this Plan. As with re

gional surveys, various area characterization reports or report sections pre

pared by contractors or state agencies under contract to DOE may support an

area summary and location recommendation report for each area. These reports

will be prepared to summarize the basis for reconmendation of one or more al

ternative locations. For DOE lands, results of area and location level stud

ies may be documented in a single integrated report.

4.2.3.3 State Consultation

Interaction among the Department and state and local officals will

become raore frequent during area studies on non-DOE lands. Interest will be

focused on specific parts of a state, making it likely that local residents

and officials will want to be more directly involved. In states where study

of DOE lands is ongoing, state officials will be informed of study progress

from time to time. Existing communication channels between the DOE field of

fice and state will be used and enhanced, if necessary, to facilitate

interaction.

State officials and technical experts will be given an opportunity to

review and participate in the planning, gathering, and the interpretation of

field data during area studies on non-DOE lands. Their comments will be con

sidered in preparation of the final report and decisions affecting the next

survey step. Selected peer review groups, advisory groups, public interest

groups, and interested individuals will be asked to review the recommendation

docunent prior to selection of locations. The responsible project office will

recommend to DOE Headquarters those locations deemed most promising for fur

ther study. DOE Headquarters will then review and approve the final selec

tion, considering the comments received.
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4.2.4 Location Surveys

4.2.4.1 Information Base

The purpose of location surveys is to develop the basis to further

narrow the scope of investigation to one or more sites if multiple locations

are identified in the area step. Location studies will also be used to select

a place for an exploratory shaft. Geologic data gathering at this stage may

include additional drilling to obtain detailed geologic and hydrologic infor

mation and extensive testing of geologic and geochemical samples. Environ

mental and socioeconomic studies during this phase may include sampling pro

grams and impact evaluation sufficient to identify the more favorable site(s)

from among several locations, to provide input to the recommended location for

a shaft including site information to be used for an assessment of impacts on

the environment surrounding the proposed shaft location.

4.2.4.2 Documentation

Plans for location studies will be prepared and circulated for state

review for non-DOE lands, where they facilitate dialogue with the involved

state. The Plan will describe the screening process to this step and include

plans for surveys of locations. The focus of location surveys is on key tech

nical issues and uncertainties at multiple potential sites. Addressing key

issues should enahle DOE to recommend one (or more) for detailed site studies.

Table 4-2 describes the docunentation planned for the location sur

veys on non-DOE lands. These documents will be similar to those described for

region and area surveys.

4.2.4.3 State Consultation

At this stage DOE will establish or increase direct contact with lo

cal officials and the general public while maintaining communication channels

with state government officials. Local information will be provided through

many types of communications. A DOE representative may be assigned to spe

cific locations to provide information to local comnunities. DOE may
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provide funding for independent state studies, and access to data collected hy

DOE or its contractors.

The plan for characterization of locations will he prepared with the

assistance of state agencies or review hy state officials. Their concerns

will be considered and the resulting plans will provide the hasis for con

tinued work.

4.3 DETAILED SITE STUDIES

In this phase inforMation specific to potential sites is scien

tifically collected and evaluated. DOE will use the information gathered to

assess a site's suitahility for a repository. The geologic, environnental,

and socioeconomic data obtained are similar to that ohtained during the

screening phase hut in greater detail.

Now that the potential site is know~, new regional and areal data nay

be collected. Existing data may be reevaluated to evaluate the significance

of regional features to a particular site. Surface characterization and hore

hole drilling to repository depth will be performed to supplement data ob

tained in previous screening steps. If initial study results are favorahle,

an exploratory shaft may he constructed.

When appropriate, DOE will take steps to protect the land at sites

being characterized fron uses incompatible with a repository. These measures

protect DOE's investnent of puhlic monies in the work but will not hecome

perManent at this step.

A part of detailed site studies will be the construction of explora

tory shafts. Exploratory shafts will allow direct observation of proposed

host rocks at depths considered suitable for repositories.

In 1983, DOE expects to begin constructing an exploratory shaft at

each of three sites. By 1985, shaft construction will reach repository depth

(2,000 to 4,000 feet) and studies will begin at depth. One of the first three

sites with an exploratory shaft will be chosen for construction of the T&E

Facility descrihed in Section 1.5.
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Screening of other regions and areas will continue to identify addi

tional potential sites. Exploratory shafts will be constructed after 1987 at

those additional alternatives showing the greatest potential.

4.3.1 Information Base

A Site Characterization Report, prepared after location surveys in

the NRC format, will summarize how DOE selected the place for an exploratory

shaft, what is known about the site from the exploratory work of the screening

phase, what issues remain to be resolved, and the plans for resolving those

issues.

Geologic study methods to characterize sites will include borehole

drilling, geologic field mapping, laboratory testing of cores, geophysical

borehole logging, geophysical surveys, and conceptual modeling and an explor

atory shaft. Field mapping of lithologic units will be performed in part of

the exploratory shaft and over the proposed repository site. Chemical and

isotopic-dating analyses of selected field and core samples may also he per

formed. Surface geophysical surveys may include high-resolution seismic

reflection and refraction and electrical-resistivity methods and other useful

geophysical techniques.

The structural geology of the area will be determined by a combina

tion of geologic field mapping, core logging, and geophysical surveys. Fea

tures to be mapped include the location, attitude, and displacement of faults

and fold axes; frequency and attitude of joints, fractures, and foliations;

and the distribution and attitudes of lithologic units. Geophysical surveys

will be used to help determine the subsurface distribution of lithologic

units, ground-water composition, and hydraulic conductivity.

Ground-water hydrology will be characterized by a combination of hy

draulic testing of boreholes, modeling of the ground-water flow systems, and

in situ tests. Isotopic age dating of ground water will be employed as

needed. Discharge areas down-gradient from the proposed site will be deter

mined to the extent possible, and core samples will be tested to estimate

porosity.
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Physical and chemical properties of the proposed host rock, adjacent

media, and rock units along ground-water flow paths, will be determined by

laboratory testing on core samples. Properties including thermal conductiv

ity, thermal diffusivity, thermal expansion, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio,

yield strength, bulk modulus, thermo-mechanical and chemical properties, sorp

tion coefficients, and mineralogic and chemical composition will be estimated.

Surface hydrology of the proposed site will be characterized in de

tail. The analyses will include determining the occurrence, distribution, and

characteristics of streams, lakes, impoundments, swamps, and wetlands. Stream

flows will be determined fron gauging stations, and chemical analyses will be

performed on water samples. Seasonal variations and historical extremes for

relevant parameters will be determined.

The possible presence of exploitable mineral, water, and energy re

sources will be assessed by field mapping, drill-core and geophysical-log

interpretation, and geophysical surveys, as well as by study of past resource

exploration and production records. If there are indications of such re

sources, drilling and analyses may be performed to estimate the location and

value of such resources.

Shaft studies are planned to be be conducted in two phases. The

first phase will be shaft construction to repository depth. The second phase

will include in situ testing at the planned repository depth to establish a

knowledge base sufficient to judge site suitability. Conceptual test plans

are yet to be made final, but horizontal drilling work and in situ stress

"measurements" at the bottom of the shaft are being planned.

An environmental sampling and socioeconomic program will be conducted

in this phase. Information will be gathered for each season of the year. DOE

will use the information gathered on the local environment to prepare the en

vironmental impact statement for site selection and to prepare the environ

mental report for NRC. The characterization will include studies of atmos

pheric conditions, background radiation, noise, demographic characteristics,

socioeconomic and cultural resources, land and water use patterns, and ecolog

ical resources. Socioeconomic impact assessments will be made and may serve

as a basis for development planning in communities potentially affected by the

repository.
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4.3.2 Documentation

Construction of exploratory shafts will be preceded by filing the

Site Characterization Reports t with the NRC. SCRs will describe the detailed

investigative studies proposed to characterize the site. At the same time DOE

sends copies to NRC, DOE will forward copies to the state in which the site is

located for review. The involved state may expect a request for comments from

NRC as well. After staff review t the Director of the Office of Nuclear Mate

rial Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), NRC will issue an advisory opinion to DOE

as to the adequacy of the SCR, considering state and puhlic comments.

During NRC review of the SCR t DOE plans to continue its site charac

terization activities and provide NRC with reports of its progress at six

month intervals.

The Site Characterization Report will he updated at the completion of

the detailed site study phase. It will be transformed from a plan to a report

of study results. Assuming the site is confirmed as suitable t land withdrawal

or acquisition activities may he finalized to protect the site for possible

selection later and additional information for engineering design optimization

may he gathered.

4.3.3 State Consultation

Consultation activities during the detailed site study phase t gener

ally, will be a continuation of those initiated in the screening phase. Im

pacts of exploratory shaft construction are explored and impact mitigation

measures may be planned with local and state representatives. For planning

impact mitigation t DOE has published a report that may be useful to communi

ties that do not have past experience or existing mechanisms to deal with

social and economic impacts from nuclear-related facilities or federal con

struction projects.(20)

4.3.4 Site Protection

Land protection measures t consisting of options, purchase t land withdrawal, or

other similar actions t may he taken during screening or detailed study phases
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to protect DOE's exploration investment. If DOE judges a site to be suitable

it may take additional protection measures. Land acquisition action, taken

during this phase is for protection of the site; it does not constitute a

decision by DOE that this land will be dedicated for repository development.

This decision will not be ~ade until a site's suitability is accepted by NRC.

DOE and the state will discuss how land protection should proceed.

Several options appear to exist, depending on whether the land being consid

ered is federally or privately owned. Protection of a site does not require

that DOE have full ownership rights to the property. It does need sufficient

ownership interest to maintain the integrity of the site and to have full

access.

The surface and suhterranean rights of sites ultimately selected for

a repository must he acquired in fee simple or permanently withdrawn for this

specific use hefore construction of facilities can begin. If full ownership

of the site is not obtained during this phase, DOE will complete acquisition

of the land before it receives a construction authorization from NRC.

DOE expects it will acquire surface and subsurface rights for land on

which the repository is built. It is expected the area purchased or withdrawn

(both surface and subsurface rights) for facilities could range from 400 up to

about 3,200 acres, similar to areas needed for today's nuclear power plants.

To provide aditional protection against intrusion into the repository by drill

ing or other human activities, subterranean rights of a much larger area may

need to be acquired. The actual area affected will be site-specific, but is

expected to be in the 10,000 to 20,000 acre range.

4.3.5 Considerations for Protecting Federal Land

Land at the Hanford and Nevada test sites and other locations which

may be identified on existing federal land may be protected by transfer or

withdrawal procedures discussed below.

At present land protection at the Hanford site can be accomplished by

administrative operational controls by the manager of the reservation.

At the NTS site, an agreement between the Air Force, BLM, and DOE

will be needed to protect the site identified as a potential geologic reposi

tory operations area. If either of these sites is selected, additional pro

tection measures may be needed.
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4.3.5.1 Transfer

Transfers of all but four classes of land from one federal agency to

another are suhject to the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act

(FPAS) and regulations thereunder (40 U.S.C. Sections 471 et seq. and 41 CFR

Part 101-47). Federal lands not subject to this act are:

• Public domain, which consists of land subject to sale or disposal

under general land laws and not reserved for any special govern

mental or public purpose (40 U.S.C. Sec. 472(d) and 41 CFR Sec.

101-47. 103-12)

• Lands reserved or dedicated for national forest or national park

purposes (40 U.S.C. Sec. 472(d) and 41 CFR Sec. 101-47.103-12)

• Minerals in land or portions of land already withdrawn or reserved

for puhlic domain which are suitable for disposition under public

mining and mineral leasing laws (40 U.S.C. Sec. 472(d) and 41 CFR

Sec. 101-47.103-12)

• Lands already withdrawn or reserved from the puhlic domain unless

they are no longer suitable to retain for public domain because

they have substantially changed in character since' their with

drawal (40 U.S.C. Sec. 472(d) and 41 CFR Sec. 101-47.103-12).

If the proposed site is subject to the FPAS Act, the General Services

Administration (GSA) will have procedural authority over the transfer.

Transfer procedures are set forth in 41 CFR Sec. 101-47.203.7. To

obtain a transfer, DOE will make an application to GSA. The Office of Manage

ment and Budget (OMB) will have to concur in the decision that the transfer is

in the best interest of the government when the value of the land exceeds one

million dollars or if the case is unusual. The transfer of land for a reposi

tory likely would he an unusual case needing OMB concurrence.

No hearings are required with a transfer.

4.3.5.2 Withdrawal

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, (FLPMA; 43 U.S.C.

Sees. 1701 et seq.), controls withdrawal actions for federal lands not
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considered property governed by the FPAS Act~ The following withdrawal proce

dures are used to obtain an interest in this category of land.

The Secretary of Interior may withdraw a land area of less than 5,000

acres for the following time periods without congressional notification or

approval:

• As long as he deems desirahle for a resource use

• Not over 20 years for any other use, including hut not limited

to use for administrative sites, location of facilities, and other

proprietary purposes

• Not over 5 years to preserve such a tract for a specific use

then under consideration by the Congress [43 U.S.C. 1714(d).

The Secretary of Interior can withdraw land areas exceeding 5,000

acres under his jurisdiction for a period of not more than 20 years. If the

Secretary does not have jurisdiction over lands subject to withdrawal, consent

of the head of the department or agency concerned must he obtained. \Jithdraw

als of this nature require congressional notification and are subject to a

vote of nonconcurrence hy the Congress [43 U.S.C. 1714(c)(i)).

Within 30 days of the filing of an application for withdrawal, the

Secretary of Interior will puhlish a notice of the application in the Federal

Register. Upon the filing of the application, the land will he segregated

from the operation of the puhlic land laws to the extent specified in the

Federal Register, i.e., the land cannot be used for other purposes. Segrega

tion will terminate upon (1) the rejection of the application, (2) withdrawal

of lands, or (3) the expiration of two years from the date in the Federal

Register notice. All withdrawals will be subject to the ELM regulations for

land withdrawal (43 CFR 2300) which provide for puhlic hearings.

When the Secretary of Interior notifies the Congress of an effective

date for withdrawal, he is required to give specified Congressional committees

information pertaining to the site and the impact of withdrawal. For a list

of this information see 43 U.S.C. Sec. 1714.

If federal land that has been withdrawn is chosen for the repository,

legislation may he needed to commit the land for waste disposal permanently.
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4.3.6 General Considerations for Protecting Nonfederal Land

During the site screening or detailed study phases, it may not be

necessary to ohtain full ownership rights to nonfederal land. All that may be

necessary is a lease or an easement, which will allow site characterization

activities to continue and prevent other activities by the landowner that may

jeopardize the integrity of the site.

Full ownership rights will he needed after site selection. Ownership

of nonfederal land is ohtained hy purchase or condemnation of the real prop

erty hy DOE. As directed hy DOE Order 4200, the procedures for lease, pur

chase, or condemnation of land will he those indicated in the DOE Real Estate

Manual.

4.4 SITE RECOMMENDATION AND SELECTION

DOE will construct exploratory shafts and conduct tests at reposi

tory depth at several sites. From among these sites which are judged accept

ahle, DOE will select one and file a license application with NRC. Those

sites not initially selected, plus sites that undergo detailed site studies in

later years, will hecome candidates for repositories subsequent to the first.

This section descrihes DOE's present plans for selecting sites. The

details are still evolving and suhject to further definition in light of con

gressional legislation recommendations made hy the state advisory groups, and

agreements adopted by DOE and the states as part of the consultation process.

Subject to such revision, the following steps serve as a hasis for interim

planning.

DOE will make an initial choice of the site it will recommend for

construction authorization. Because several sites should he acceptahle, this

choice will necessarily involve DOE's judgment of the site suitahility consid

erations discussed in Chapter 2, including considerations of the planned

system of regional repositories.

DOE will then issue a Repository Site Recommendation Report (Tahle

4-2), which will present a comparative analysis of the alternative sites'

geologic, environmental, and socioeconomic characteristics; a description of

•
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the site selection process; and recommendation of a site for a license appli

cation. A Draft Environmental Impact Statement assessing impacts of reposi

tories at the chosen and alternative sites also will be prepared. DOE will

provide the public, involved state(s), and other federal agencies the report

for review. DOE will seek comment on the site's technical, environmental, and

institutional acceptability. Based on state and federal agency comments, DOE

will revise the site recommendation report as appropriate. The final revi

sion, documenting DOE's selection of the site for a construction authorization

application, will be issued as a Site Selection Report along with the Final

Environmental Impact Statement.

DOE will make every effort to address concerns. When it has ad

dressed state and federal agencies' concerns to the best of its judgment, DOE

will decide whether or not to go forward.

Disagreement over the site selection decision is possible. DOE,

state groups, and Congress are now considering the mechanisms for conflict

resolution. The NRC review is one mechanism for resolving technical issues

bearing on a site's acceptability from the standpoint of public health and

safety. In addition, Congress is considering legislation that would provide

mechanisms for resolving disagreement concerning the selection of sites.

4.5 National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Implementation Plan

The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), as implemented

by the regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) of the Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ) and the DOE gUidelines,(26,27) requires that potential envi

ronmental consequences and appropriate alternative courses of action be con

sidered in DOE planning and decision making.

Under NEPA an Environmental Assessment (EA) is a concise public docu

ment to provide evidence and analysis of the potential environmental effects

of an activity. An EA serves as a basis for a DOE finding to prepare an Envi

ronmental Impact Statement (EIS) or to issue a finding of no significant im

pact (FONSI). If the EA results in DOE deciding that the proposed action will

have no significant impact, a FONSI is made available to the affected public.

If the proposed action is of national concern, a FONSI is published in the

Federal Register.
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Under NEPA an EIS is an analysis required by Section l02(2(c) of NEPA

for major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human en

vironment. An EIS evaluates the impact to the environment of a proposed action

and its alternatives. At the time of its decision, but no earlier than 30

days after a final EIS is issued, DOE publishes a puhlic record of decision in

the Federal Register.

In nanaging the National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program, DOE

may undertake actions having potential environmental consequences, the effects

and significance of which vary. Actions range from decisions on the overall

strategy for waste disposal (involving a major resource commitment which ulti

mately may have a spectrum of potential environnental effects specific to that

strategy) to the selection of specific sites for waste disposal facilities.

Other actions include the conduct of research, which may have little environ

mental effect, hut which may have important technological, cost, and time

implications on long-term waste disposal.

DOE has developed a NEPA Implementation Plan which is integrated with

the overall DOE planning and decision-making framework for the deep geologic

disposal strategy. Figure 4-2 shows the integration of the NEPA plan and the

overall decision-making process. The NEPA Implementation Plan herein is a

modification of the NEPA Implementation Plan found in the Statement of Posi

tion of the United States Department of Energy (DOE/ NE-0007) filed In the

Matter of Proposed Rulemaking on the Storage and Disposal of Nuclear Waste

(\laste Confidence Rulemaking). (6) Modifications to this plan were required

because of the anticipated changes in NRC's requirement for exploratory shaft

construction and in situ testing at three alternative sites prior to DOE suh

mitting a license application. Modifications to the NEPA Implementation Plan

found in the DOE Statement of Position are noted in this text.

The program's NEPA Implementation Plan is based on the "tiered" ap

proach, which is designed to eliminate repetitive discussions of the same

issues and to focus on the actual issues ripe for decision at each level of

environmental review. This approach allows coverage of general matters in

broad EISs with subsequent narrower EISs or EAs incorporating by reference the

general discussions and concentrating solely on the issues specific to the

subsequent decision.
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4.5.1 NEPA Documents Anticipated for the NUTS Program

The NEPA Implemenation Plan identifies the major decision points in

the program to assure that appropriate environmental review is completed prior

to each such decision and prior to the conduct of activities that may cause an

adverse environmental impact or limit the choice of reasonable alternatives.

It also identifies the level of environmental documentation which DOE pres

ently believes is necessary to comply with NEPA.

The first major decision process in the NWTS program was the selec

tion of a program strategy for disposal of nuclear waste (Table 4-1). The en

vironmental effects of selecting a program strategy, including the selection

of a preferred technical concept for waste disposal, are addressed in the

Final Environmental Impact Statement: Management of Commercially Generated

Radioactive Waste, DOEjEISj 0045F (October 1980).(4) Ten concepts,

including mined geologic disposal, are analyzed in the EIS. The suhstantive

issues raised through the puhlic comment process were reviewed and addressed

in the Final EIS. The Record of Decision selecting the mined geologic

disposal program alternative was puhlished on May 14, 1981 (46 Federal

Register 26677).

The second major decision process is that involving the selection of

sites for the disposal of nuclear waste (Tahle 4-1). The major points in the

site selection process, descrihed in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 are:

1. Adoption of a National Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive

~Jaste Repositories and performance of screening surveys.

2. Detailed site studies (including exploratory shaft).

3. Acquiring an interest in land, including action to protect poten

tial sites from other uses.

4. Selection of a candidate site for the first, or a subsequent,

repository.

The selection of a site for the T&E Facility is not part of, but is

related to, the repository siting process. Because such a facility may cause

impacts at a site under study for a repository, it is included in the NEPA

Implementation Plan.
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While the appropriate NEPA document is being prepared for the various

decision points, program activities that have been analyzed in previous NEPA

documents may continue. In addition, new site characterization activities may

begin, if it is clear on the basis of DOE's review, that they do not (1) have

an adverse environmental impact or (2) limit the choice of reasonable al

ternati ves. These activities could include additional environmental studies,

routine geophysical studies, and borehole drilling.

Figure 4-2 presents each of these decision points in the siting pro

cess and the NEPA document which DOE believes to be appropriate. The proposed

purpose, timing, and scope of each of these documents is descrihed helow and

listed in Tahle 4-2.

National Plan for Siting High-Level
Radioactive Waste Repositories

DOE proposes to adopt this National Plan for Siting High-Level Radio

active Waste Repositories and Environmental Assessment. The title proposed

for the siting plan in Reference 6 was "National Site Characterization and Se

lection Plan." An EA has been prepared as input to the decision on whether to

adopt or modify this plan.

The proposed plan includes the methodology, criteria, and steps for

screening regions, areas, and locations for potential sites to be studied in

detail. The environmental impacts of the strategy in the proposed plan and

their reasonable alternatives are assessed. In addition to the selection of

areas for further study, the anticipated range of environmental impacts of

field activities called for in the screening phase of the plan are analyzed.

Experience from ongoing field activities indicates that the implemen

tation of the Plan will not have significant environmental impacts. There

fore, it is helieved at this time, that an EA, is the appropriate level of

NEPA documentation for the National Siting Plan. DOE will consider the re

sults of the environmental review prior to deciding whether to adopt or modify

the proposed Plan.
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Location Survey

Under the NEPA Implementation Plan described in Reference 6, a major

decision point was location studies. The phase is now referred to as location

survey. As a consequence of the NRC regulations generally requiring explora

tory shafts, the scope of activities is reduced from that presented in the DOE

Statement of Position. (6) Much of the work contemplated in the location

phase will be done now in the Detailed Site Studies phase. Field activities

will be evaluated to determine whether they were outside the range of antici

pated activities discussed in the EA accompanying this plan. Alternative 10

cation(s) and environmental factors associated with the location(s) will be

discussed in characterization or recommendation reports. For location surveys

planned on BLM land, BLM may undertake an environmental review before it

issues appropriate permits for DOE study activities that may have significant

environmental impacts.

DOE has determined that neither an EA nor an EIS is required for the

location survey, because the limited activities in this step are not expected

to have significant environmental effects or to foreclose alternatives.

Detailed Site Studies Phase
(Including Exploratory Shaft)

Following completion of location surveys in a particular area, an EA

or EIS will be prepared as input to a decision to: (1) narrow the investiga

tions of numerous locations to one or more potential sites, (2) conduct de

tailed site studies including exploratory shafts, and (3) protect the integ

rity of the site through a land protection action.

Although the activities to be carried out during the detailed site

study phase are site-specific and have not yet been finalized, activities at

all sites currently are envisioned to include (1) constructing an exploratory

shaft for at-depth testing, (2) gathering environmental data, (3) drilling

boreholes, and (4) digging trenches and test pits. The activities will be

described in the Site Characterization Report required by 10 CFR 60. The

proposed EA or EIS, prepared as input to selection of sites for detailed
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study, will review the process leading to selection of sites for detailed

studies and quantify the potential impacts of the activities specified in the

SCR at each site. In addition, the EA or EIS will address qualitatively the

potential impacts of transporting and emplacing nuclear wastes at each site,

should the site be chosen for the T&E Facility or a repository.

DOE is evaluating the potential for detailed site studies to have

significant environmental impacts and the appropriate level of environmental

review will he determined on the hasis of this evaluation.

Test and Evaluation Facility (T&E Facility)

The T&E Facility discussed in Section 1.5 is not an element of the

siting process in that the selection of a repository site could he made with

out a T&E Facility and the facility is not needed for site characterization.

The facility will he used for design development and operator training pur

poses. Construction of this facility, planned for a site at which a shaft is

constructed, may cause some environmental impacts in addition to those result

ing from construction of an exploratory shaft. It is currently proposed that

an EIS is the appropriate environmental document for construction, operation,

and decommissioning of a T&E Facility.

Site Selection

At the conclusion of the detailed site studies phase at three sites,

the data necessary to make a determination of site suitahility will he avail

ahle. DOE plans to prepare an EIS on the site-specific environmental impacts

of the proposed repository. This EIS will include evaluating the environ

mental impacts of constructing a repository, transporting and emplacing

wastes, and of eventual closure and decommissioning of the repository at the

proposed site and its alternatives. DOE may propose more than one repository

site in the ElS. If additional repository sites are suhsequently proposed,

DOE will prepare a separate ElS.
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License Application

As required by 10 CFR Part 60.3, DOE will apply to NRC for a license

to receive and possess nuclear material at the chosen repository site. This

application is made well before the proposed start of construction. The EIS

prepared for site selection will be integrated into the environmental report

(ER) which will accompany the application.

Land Protection

During the detailed site study phase, DOE may take temporary steps to

protect the land from conflicting land use in order to protect the integrity

of the site and the investment of puhlic monies in exploration work. The EA

or EIS prepared for that phase of the siting process normally will he used as

input to that decision. If a decision to protect land is made separately from

the siting decision discussed above, separate environmental documentation

would he prepared.

As a part of the site selection process, DOE may take steps to ac

quire permanent ownership of the site selected. The site selection EIS will

he used as input to this decision.

4.5.2 Cooperation with Federal and State Agencies

Other federal or state agencies also may have to prepare an environ

mental document to fulfill a permitting or statutory requirement to allow a

project or the program to move forward. In these cases, DOE will attempt to

avoid duplicate effort by cooperating with that agency in preparing environ

mental documentation, either as a lead or cooperating agency, as these terms

are defined in the CEQ Regulations (40 CFR Parts 1500-1508) for implementing

NEPA.
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TABLE 4-1. PLANNED SITING DOCUMENT CHAIN(a)

Document

Commercial ~aste FEIS(4)

National Siting Plan/EA

Characterization/Integration
Report(b) .

Site Characterization Report (SCR)/
EA or EIS(C)

Test Evaluation Facility Recom
mendation Report/EIS

Updated Site Characterization
Report(SCR)/EA or EIS for land
protection

Repository Site Recommendation
Report/EIS

Content or
Proposed Content

Provides assessment of po
tential impact of geologic
disposal of HUI

Describes siting strategy
and its potential impact

Presents data and decision
rationale used to screen
larger land areas for poten
tial sites

Describes activities of site
studies and their potential
impacts

Describes T&E Facility
site selection and potential
impacts of the facility

Describes data on which site
sdtabili ty judgment may be
based, and assesses potential
impact of land protection
measures

Provides data and rationale
for site selection decision
and potential impacts of the
repository

(a)This table lists the minimum variety of reports that will support the
selection of a repository site. Each will appear (appeared) in draft for
public comment before being finalized.

(b)May be a collection of region, area, location reports or an integrated
report containing equivalent information. Because this collection of
reports describes results of various screening studies, they are sometimes
referred to as "screening documents".

(C)Initial SCR will discuss design and test plans for an exploratory shaft.
Other documents such as Site Characterization Plans (SCPs) may he prepared
where they facilitate state review of the DOE process.
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TABLE 4-2. POTENTIAL REPORTS THAT MAY DOCUMENT
THE SITING PROCESS(a)

Planning Documents

National Siting Plan(b)

Purpose: Document the DOE existing and planned activities for screening land within the
U.S. and evaluating DOE lands to identify suitable candidate sites and for select
ing one or more of those sites for HLW disposal. Provide a vehicle for state,
regulatory, and societal review of the DOE siting strategy.

Scope: Describes policy, requirements, and criteria under which siting is performed, the
siting process, program organization and management elements responsible for sit
ing, and the schedule and status of siting efforts.

Region, Area Survey Plans*

Purpose: To document plans for screening a region or area.

Scope: Describes survey objectives, constraints, study methods, and issues and criteria
to be addressed.

Site Characterization Report

Purpose: Identify the data necessary to fully characterize locations or sites, plans for
acquiring the data including exploratory shafts, and the measures to ensure that
site investigations will not unacceptably affect site integrity. The first draft
need not contain shaft test plans and design, if document supports DOE's decision
for only surface-based characterization activities. The document for NRC contains
exploratory shaft test plans.

Scope: Sequential drafts of increasing detail are contemplated. Describe the location or
site to be characterized and describe how the screening methodology used to
identify that site. Present the plans for conducting geological, environmental,
and engineering studies to characterize the site. Discuss special issues related
to the site and the plans to resolve those issues. Prepared in Nuclear Regulatory
Commission format as modified by DOE.

(a)Each project will 'produce the documents identified as a "project" report in Table 4-1.
Projects may produce some or all of the additional documents identified here to facilitate
stepwise decision-making or state involvement. Reports followed by an asterisk (*) will not
be produced for projects investigating DOE lands. Projects may produce one report which may
combine the elements of two or more documents, if this is done with DOE approval and if the
multipurposes of the report are explicit. Document types are defined on the last page of
this table.

(b)Report titles are generic; actual titles will be chosen by the projects or program as
appropria te.
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Table 4-2. (Continued)

Characterization Documents

National Survey Reports*

Purpose: These reports are reconnaissance-level literature surveys on which to base
selection of regions that potentially contain suitable natural systems for
radioactive waste disposal.

Scope: Identifies favorable or adverse features that are expressed over broad geographic
regions that either could be investigated further or should be avoided. One or
more site suitability criterion (NWTS-33(2)) is applied in conducting these
surveys.

Region Characterization Reports*

Purpose: Provide the geohydrologic, environmental, and socioeconomic characteristics on
which to base identification of areas that potentially encompass isolation
systems. These reports will be based on contractor and state agency studies of
varying scope.

Scope: Describe reconnaissance level surveys of the literature and open government agency
files to identify geologic and environmental features favorable or unfavorable to
isolation systems that are expressed over tens to hundreds of square miles.
Provides maps and data summaries used to identify promising areas and potential
conflicts.

Area Characterization or Integration Reports

Purpose: Provide the geologic and environmental characteristics on which to base
identification of locations (tens of square miles) or sites for isolation systems.
Reports will be based on contractor and state or federal agency studies.

Scope: Present data obtained from the literature, field surveys, mapping, borehole
drilling, and contacts with government agencies. They (1) identify key geologic
factors expressed within or over hundreds of sq miles (2) identify natural and
petroleum resource areas, (3) provide maps and data summaries of areal geologic
structure or features that may affect repository performance, (4) characterize the
surface environment overlying promising geohydrologic systems, and (5) identify
protected areas, major habitats, and conditions that may affect or be affected by
repository development in that area.

Updated Site Characterization Reports

Purpose: Provide geohydrologic and environmental data obtained in accordance with the
initial SCR sufficient to determine site suitability and to prepare licensing
documents, perform design trade-off studies, and perform performance assessments.

Scope: Present descriptions related to site design requirements and parameters,
performance assessments, and any additional geological, environmental, and
socioeconomic data needed to support them. Present data from in situ testing
performed in an exploratory shaft.
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Table 4-2. (Continued)

Recommendation Documents

Region Summary and Area Recommendation Reports*

Purpose: Recommend areas for further investigation.

Scope: Summarize the geological and environmental characterization data and describe the
decision process used in making area recommendations.

Area Summary and Recommendation Reports

Purpose: Recommend locations (tens of sq miles) or sites for further investigation.

Scope: Summarize the geologic and environmental characterization data relevant to recom
mending locations or sites for further study and describe the decision process
used in making the recommendations. Where several distinct locations are
identified. a subsequent site recommendation report may be necessary.

T&E Facility Recommendation Report

Purpose: Recommend a particular site to be selected for the Test and Evaluation Facility.

Scope: Present a comparative analysis of technical and environmental characteristics of
candidate sites; a description of the application of the selection and decision
processes; and the recommended decision for the T&E Facility.

Repository Site Recommendation Report

Purpose: The draft report will recommend a particular site to be selected for a license
application. The final report will document the decision to select a site for
disposal of high-level radioactive waste.

Scope: Present a summary of characterization and decision processes that led to the
selection of a particular site. present the review process. and include major
comments received and DOE responses on the draft report comments.
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Tahle 4-2. (Continued)

NEPA Docur:tents

Environmental Assessr:tent for Implementing the
National Siting Plan

Assess environr:tental ir:tpacts of implementing the National Plan for Siting of
High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories, alternative strategies, and field
activities which precede exploratory shafts.

Identify the types of ir:tpacts associated with carrying out geographic screenings,
site searches, detailed site studies and selection. Describe how the proposed
r:tethodology impacts cost, timing, anount of availahle data, potential for puhlic
participation, and the availahility of resources. Also consider alternatives to
the strategy recomr:tended.

NEPA Documents (EAs or EISs) for Detailed Site Studies

Evaluate the ir:tpacts of performing field activities including exploratory shafts
and work planned in the SCR. Evaluate the impacts of land protection measures
necessary to protect the integrity of the site.

Review site selection process. Describe and quantify the potential impacts of the
activities planned in the SCR. Examine sites using the NWTS Performance Criteria
(Appendix A) or the NRC and EPA criteria as soon as they have been developed and
adopted. Qualitatively discuss the nature of potential issues and possihle
iI:lpacts should a site be eventually selected for a T&E Facility or repository
site.

Environmental Impact Statement for Test and Evaluation Facility (TEF)

Identify and evaluate the potential impacts resulting fron selection of a specific
site for a TEF, including construction and operating impacts and site restoration
plans. Qualitatively consider the potential for siting a repository at the
location and the impacts associated with it.

Define the possible alternatives and evaluate the potential impacts on the site of
construction, operation, and decommissioning of the TEF, and the possihility of
constructing a repository.

Environmental Impact Stater:tent for Site Recommendation and Selection

Assess environmental impacts of selecting a specific site for construction, opera
tion, and closure of a mined geologic repository for isolating nuclear wastes.

Identify and evaluate potential environnental (including socioeconomic) impacts of
developing the site and alternatives for the purpose of isolating nuclear wastes
in a mined geologic repository. Impact mitigation plans are evaluated at a
site-specific level in this document.

Environmental Document for Protecting Land

Evalute the impacts of limiting future land uses of a site, if this has not heen
completed with other siting decisions.

Define and evaluate the potential impacts of limiting land uses to protect site
suitahility and DOE's investment of puhlic monies in exploration to find the site.
Evaluate the impacts of DOE planning to reserve the site as a candidate site for
radioactive waste repositories and qualitatively evaluate the impacts of con
structing, operating, and closing a repository at the site.
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Tahle 4-2. (Continued)

Defini tions

Planning document: Program or Project report or report section that clearly defines specific
siting objectives, policies and criteria, identifies the activities (content and timing) needed
to accomplish the objectives, the organizational components responsible for iMplementation, and
the driving forces for conflict resolution. The report summarizes the decision(s) which the ?lan
wi 11 implement.

Characterization document: Project report that presents physical, chemical, ecologic, and/or
socioeconomic characteristics of regions, areas or sites, both surface and suhsurface. Charac
terization includes predicted responses of the things characterized to the loadings and stresses
imposed by the project. For the geographic screening phase, characteristics that may have a
significant influence on screening choices recei~ emphasis. For site suitability, character
istics that contribute to a demonstration of safety, repository design and construction
feasihility, and environmental and social compatibility receive emphasis.

Recommendation document: Program or project report or report section that descrihes the alterna
tives considered and recommends places for further study, sites for exploratory shafts or TEF, or
sites for license application and development. Documents that recommend actions potentially
affecting the environment or foreclosing alternatives are accompanied hy an environmental docu
ment. The process used to arrive at the recommendation is described; essential data supporting
the recommendation are summarized; future activities dependent on the reconmendation are
descrihed.

NEPA docuI:lent: In this context a ~EPA document defines the proposed action and explains the need
for that action, and to varying degrees analyzes alternatives to the proposed action including
alternative actions and alternative methodologies for implementing the proposed action, dnd
identifies and evaluates the potential impacts which nay directly or in directly result frOM
implementing the proposed action or alternatives. Enviromental impacts include hoth heneficial
and adverse impacts to the physical/chemical environment, the human environMent, and to
ecosystems. In accordance with 40 CFR Part 1508.10 environmental documents include Environmental
AsseSSMents (EAs), EnvironMental II:lpact Statements (EISs), Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSls) and Notice of Intent. In accordance with DOE Order 51140.1A (October 20, 1980) "~mPA

docuI:lents" include "environI:lental documents" and "an~' other docul!lentation prepared pursuant to a
NEPA requirement."
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TABLE 4-3. DECISIONS BY SITING PHASE

SITE SCREENING PHASE

Estahlish the Siting Process

DOE proposes the siting strategy and evaluates the potential impacts
of implementing that siting strategy in an environmental assessment.
DOE's adoption of the final plan for siting a high-level radioactive
waste repository constitutes the decision. State government and
public conments are sought on the draft plan (this document) prior to
its adoption.

Initiate Survey Approaches

DOE initiates survey approaches likely to identify prom~s~ng sites.
The initiation of surveys to determine the character and extent of
land areas potentially containing sites constitutes the decision.
Consultation with states to be involved precedes surveys.

Choose Alternative Regions, Areas, Locations,
or Candidate Sites for Additional Study

DOE chooses the regions, areas, locations, or potential sites that
will receive additional study. DOE approvals of recommendation re
ports or study plans constitute the decisions. State and local gov
ernments and representatives, non-DOE federal agencies and depart
ments, and NWTS program and project offices may he involved in these
decisions. Public opinion of socioeconomic, environmental, and
health and safety issues is considered. Local governments may become
significantly involved in review of reports recommending sites on
non-DOE lands.

DETAILED SITE STUDIES PHASE

Approve Site Characterization Reports

DOE develops the plans it will use to characterize sites. The plans
will be called Site Characterization Reports (SCRs) to maintain a
consistency with 10 CFR 60 terminology. The planned activities will
address site sUitability issues and provide the data needed for re
pository design and performance assessment without compromising site
integrity. An updated SCR will describe site data and analyses which
provide confidence in site suitability. DOE will involve the NRC
early in the site characterization planning process and give NRC
staff an opportunity to review the Site Characterization Report
called for by 10 CFR 60 prior to authorizing the construction of an
exploratory shaft. Also involved in site characterization planning
are federal, state, and local government officials, and scientists.
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TABLE 4-3. (Continued)

Deternine Site Suitability

DOE chooses sites to be reserved for possible selection on the basis
of characterization data. The event constituting this decision will
he DOE approval of an update of the Site Characterization Report that
concludes the site to be suitable and which recommends it be reserved
for possihle selection. DOE may then complete options, ownership, or
initiate withdrawal action sufficient to control the access and
activities on and beneath the surface of a site if it has not already
done so. The site suitahility decision is suhject to NRC's
regulatory review.

SITE SELECTION PHASE

Select a Repository Site

DOE selects sites for repository developnent. The event that consti
tutes the decision is DOE approval of a Repository Site Recommenda
tion Report and companion EIS after consideration of puhlic comMents.
Site selection precedes filing of an application for construction
authorization to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Select a Test and Evaluation Facility Site

DOE selects a site, from among those undergoing detailed studies,
that will he used for study of generic engineering design and repos
itory operating procedures. The event constituting the decision is
approval of a T&E Facility recommendation report and companion EIS
after puhlic comments have been addressed.



TABLE 4-4. INVESTIGATIVE METHODS BY SCREENING STEP - TYPICAL

Geologic Investigations

Method/PhaselaI

Geophysical Geological

Airborne Land Based

T.I.R.lcl Down Geologic Lab Testing
Photography False Hole Mapping Subsurf. Expl. RK Samples for Subsurf.

Factors Space Air Aeromagnetics Gravity S.L.A.R.lbl Color Magnetic Gravity Seismic Electric Logging Lithology Stratigraphy Eng. Parameters Test

Geologic NR RAL RA R RAL AL AL AL RA AL RAL AL AL AL

Hydrologic NRA RAL RA L AL AL RAL AL AL AL

Tectonic NR AL RA RA RAL RAL AL AL L RAL AL L AL 00
..j::>.

Resource AL RA AL AL AL AL AL RAL AL AL

lal Phases: N - National
R - Regional
A - Area
L - Location/Site.

Ibl S.L.A.R. is "Side-Looking Airborne Radar".

Icl T.I.R. is "Thermal Infrared".



TABLE 4-4. (Continued)

Environmental Investigations

=
Methods

Laboratory Permit Unpublished Field
Factors Analysis Photography Maps Review Literature Data Studies Models

--
Aesthetic - ALIa) NRAL AL NRAL NRAL L

Aquatic L AL NRAL AL NRAL NRAL AL AL

Terrestrial L AL NRAL AL NRAL NRAL AL AL

Socioeconomic - - NRAL AL NRAL NRAL L AL

Land Use AL NRAL AL NRAL NRAL AL AL
CO
U1

la) Phases: N
R
A
L

National
Regional
Area
Location/Site.
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TABLE 4-5. EXAMPLE NWTS SITING ACTIVITIES THAT ADDRESS SITE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

NATIONAL SURV~ REGIONAL SURVEY AREASURIJ'EY LOCATION SURVEY!") DETAILED SITE STUDIES

"

tl
i;i
ffi
~
"~""§
S
"..

a. Minimum Depth

b. Thicknenand
Lateral Extent of
Host Rock

a. Geohydrological
Regime

b. Hydrological Regime!
Shaft Construction

c.Subsurface rock
Dissolulion

a.Geochemical
Interactions

a.Subsurface
Setting

b. Host Rock Charac
teristics

c.Engineering
FeasibilitY

Data Needed: Generalized Subsurface Strati·
graphic data sufficient in depth to delineate
regions where host rock most likely would
meet minimum depth, thickness and lateral
extent criteria

Methods: General review anct)nterpretation
of compilations of existing satellite imagery,
deep well logs. aeromagnetic and geophysical
surveys al'lCl field mapping.

Data Need&d: Identification and general
characterization of hydrologic basins to
define regions favorable for further
screening

Methods; Evaluation of existing data on
water bearing formations and water quality
from well testing, laboratory analysis. well
geophysical logs.

Data Needed; General characterization of
regional ground-water occurrence and aauifer
systems (hydrology - hydraulics - water
chemistryl for assessing potential effects on
shaft and repository construction.

Methods: Evaluation of existing compilations
of regional hydrologic data from well sampling
and testing. laboratory analyses and well
logging.

Data Needed: Characterization of rock
dissolution at the national screening
level would not be a distinguishing
characteristic and therefore is not con'
sidered here.

Methods: Not applicable.

Data Needed: Identification and general
characterization of water quality and
geochemi~try for asse1sing general
suitability of host media.

Methods: Evaluation of exining
inform<ltion

Data N~ed: General characterization of
regional stratigraphic lbasementto surfacel
to evaluate stratigraphic ~ettings conducive
to repository integrity and construction
andwa~te isolation.

Metl'lods: Evaluation of existing compilations
of subsurface stratigraphic, boreholes, deep
....ell logs. core analysis. geophysical surveys
andcorrelalion studies (nationall remote
sensing, field mapping + seismic profiles.

Data Needed: General information on rock
characteristics con~idered suitable for a

repository in the broadest sense and defining
regions where various ho:st media of suf·
ficient extent occurs.

MethOds: Evaluation of existing compilation~

of regional geology and stratigraphy; core
drilllng, well logging, andgeophysic<ll
surveys.

Data Needed: More spacially specific sub

surface stratigraphic data of sufficient scope
and depth to define areas which most clearly
show evidence 01 the depth, thickness and
lateral extel'lt of host rock favorable for

furthersludy.
Methods: More det.. i1ed review of regions
specific compilltions of existing, utellite
photography, aerial geophysical surveys,
land based geophysical surveys and field
mllpping.

Data Needed: Region speeific characteriza·
tion of water bearing formations sufficient
to define areas suitable for furtherscreening.

Methods: Evaluation of existing formation
hydrologic data from borehole, borehole
logs. seismiC profiles, core analyses and water
chemistry

Data Needed: Region specific characterization
of ground-water hydrologic basins (aquifer and
water·bearing formatibnsl including water
qual ity and provenance for asse!i5ing potential
effects on shaft and repository construction.
Methods: Review and evaluation of existing
hydrologic data from well testing and sampling,
well logging, laboratory analyses and pump tests.

Data Needed: Region specific characteriza
tion of subsurface stratigraphy lind evidence
of past dissoiution features and defining areas
forfurther,creening.

Methods: Evaluation of existin·!) borehole,
and deep drill hole cores, sei~mic surveys.
airborne geophysical surveys and direc
tional drilling.

Data Needed: Region speciflc charaCteriza·
tion ofground·waterchemi~tryand host
tockgeochemistry.

Methods: Evaluation of existing data.

Data Needed: Region specific stratigraphic
characterization defining those areas most
favorable for further screening.

Methods: EV<lluation of eKisting compilations
of subsurface stratigraphic, boreholes.
correlation studies, remote sensing,field
mapping + seismic profiles.

Data Needed: Region specific information
on rock physical and chemical properties
to delineate areas where rock character is
potentially suited for repository
development.

Methods: Evaluations of existing compila
tions of geology and stratigraphy, deep
drilling and core analysis,laboratory
analyses. geoChemical and thermo
mechanical analyses and testing.

Data Needed: Area specific subsurface data
on stratigraphy ami structure to delineate
locations having the most favorable host rock
depth, thickness and lateral extent.

Methods: Field exploration including
llerilll photography airbon'le and land based
geophysical surveys, shallow boreholes,
deep drilll'loles, well logging, field mapping.

Data Needed: Area specific ground water and
aquifer characteristics and properties to
define those locations having CharacteriStics
most favorable to repository development and
performance for further screening.

Methods: Field exploration including: bore·
hole, deep well, pump tests, core analysis.
well logging, seismic profiles, laboratory
analyses.

Data Needed: Area specific ground-water
aquifer hydraulic properties, solution
history and corrosive propensities to
define any potential eileen on shalt and
repository construction andlor operation.

Methods; Field studies including boreholes,
deep wells, pump tests, well logging, labora·
tory analyses and core analyses.

Data Needed: Area specific investigation to
de!ine areas of dissolution.

Methods: eoreholes, deep drill core analysis,
laboratory analysis, drill stem testing.

Data Needed: Area specific ground-water
properties to define potential effects on
typical waste pack<lges and radionuclides

Mathods: Supplement existing d<lta as
need&d with field data.

Data Needed: Area specific detail on rock
unilS surrounding the host rock, including
lithologic character engineering + chemical
properties.

Methods: Field exploration program of
borehole + deep well drilling, logging,
core analysis, laboratory analysis, and
geophysical surveys.

Data Needed: Area specific characterization
of host rock chemieal, mechanical. geother·
mal and general engineering propenies.

Methods: Deep drilling, core analysis geo·

physical logging, drill stem testing
hydrofacture,laboratoryanalysis.

Data N~ed: Data indicating subsurface geometry. structure,
and lithology sufficient to compare one lOcation with
another and identify sites.

Methods: Borehole drilling, geophysical surveys.

Data Needed: location specific aquifer isopach maps, geo.
hydrologic cross-sections, recharge and discharge areas,
permeability and porosity of target and surrounding rocks,
estimation of ground-water traWlI time and estimated
potential for short circuiting of flow paths to compare
relative suitability of locations.

Methods: Aquifer pumping tests, geophysical and lithologic
logging, literature review. laboratory testing of case samples.
and simple models.

Data Needed: Location specific estimates of aquifer
composition and yield.

Methods: Borehole drilling, pumping tests, core analysis.

Data Needed~ Location specific chemical and physical
properties of water including age estimate~.

Methods~ In situ and laboratory analysis of water.

Datil Needed: Chemical <lnd physical properties of ground
waters and geologic materials, r<ldioilctive decay con
st<lnts, isotopic analysis, ret<lrdation factors syfficient to
estimate general sorption and reactivity of materials in
host and surrounding media.

Methods: In situ and laboratory chemical and physical
lInalysis of water. mineral analysis of cor~ samples,
radiometric age·dating techniques, chemical
eQuilibria modeling, literature review.

Data Needed: Location specific information on struc
ture and complexity of the subsurface setting including
lithOlogy. stratigraphy, isopach and contour maps. and
cross sections sufficient to compare locations and
identify sites,

Methods: Geophysical and lithOlogic logging of bore·
holes. geophysical survey techniques, paleontological,
pf!trographic, and mineralogical analysis, geologic
mapping, and remote sensing.

Data Needed: Thermal and mechanical properties including
rock strength, stress conditions, and rock response to heal,
vibration. and stress.

Methods: Lit"rature review, laboratory testing of rock core,
geOphysical logging and surveys.

Data Needed: Specific stratigraphic data to provide evidence
that the potential sites have the d&Sirable host rock geome
tries for safe development and performance of a repository.
Sites specific subsurface stratigraphic data to confirm the
apparent host rock depth, thickness and late'l"al extent
includingbulfer zonesandrestricledareas.

Methods: Field exploration studies including: aerilll photo
graphy. gE!OPhysic:a1 surveys, deep well drilling,laboratory
analysis of cores, and exploration shaft.

Data Needed: Determinations of water residence times,
recharge + discharge r<ltes, pressure head differentials.
hydraulic p;3th lengths, and orientations, ground water
travel times. hydraulic factors and model development. Site
specific confirmatory information validating ground-water
models establish design parameters for repository develop
ment and performance.

Methods: Borehole, and deep well coring and analysis pump
tests, laboratory analysis, well logging, water sampling,
exploratory shIft.

Data Needed: Determinations hydraulic propenies, corro
sivity and dissolution capacities. Information and modeling
to establish design and engineering parameters for repository
construction.

Methods: Pump tests, chemic.llillnalyses, in situ testing,
exposure and solution tests. core drilling and well logging
exploratory shah.

Data N~ed: Determination of existing or potential rock
dissolution, information on host rock and surrounding strata
relative to modeling validation and engineering and design
of repository to meet performance objectives.

Methods: Extensive boreholes, deep drill core analyses,
laboratory analyses, drill stem testing, in situ shaft ~tudies.

Data Needed: Determination of ground·water chemistry
including radionuclide retardation faetorsand corrosivity for
validating performance models. and design parameter a59Jmp
tions.

Methods: Field and laboratory stUdies.

Data Needed: Characterization of rock units surrounding
host rock asa medium to inhibit waste movement, enhance
isolation and minimize geochemical interactions, develop
models', block diagram_s and cross sections.

Methods: Well and deep hole drilli"g coring + logging,
laboratory analysis, ~eismic profiling, exploratory shaft.

Data Needed: Characterization of chemical. mechanlCllI.
geothermlll "ncf engineering properties of host rock to
develop conceptual models or repository design and
engineering including block diagrams cross sections and
engineering section.

Methods: Deep drilling, core all8lysis, geophysical well
logging, drill stem testing, hydrofracture tests, laboratory
analysis (engineering properties) and exploratory shaft for
in situ testing.

laJ Potential sites may be contained in locations. Studies of locations are designed to address only key uncertainties and differences with other locations to provide information that will help make a choice as to
which site shows most promise 01 being suitable. These studies will be performed at a level of deta·11 n~ed to make inteJl"igent choices amOng locations. Not all data specified are ne9ded at each location.
Site studies including exploratory shaft~ and baseline $tudies will be performed at only the most promising sites.
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TABLE 4-5. (Continued)

NATIONAL SURVEY

Data Needed: Identification and location of
major tectonic features fe.g. mountains, plate
boundaries) to define regions for further
screening.

Methods: Evaluation of existing satellite
and aerial imagery. deep well logs.

REGIONAL SURVEY

Data Needed: Identification and definition
of regional tectonic features for use in
further screening

Methods: Evaluation of existing airborne and
land based magnetic and gravity surveys,
seismic profiles, borehole and deep well
logging and field mapping.

AREA SURVEY

Data Needed: Development of a conceptual
model of area tectonic evolution.

Methods: Field exploration utilizing shallow
boreholes, borehole logging, microseismic net
works, seismic surveys, and geologic mapping.

LOCATION SURVEY(s)

Data Needed: Proximity of location to regional tectonic
features and response of location to tectonic activity to
identify potential sites.

Methods: Literature survey, field exploration, geologic
mapping, seismic monitoring.

DETAILED SITE STUDies

Data Needed: Data defining the tectonic elements if any
that may affect repository performance and confirmatory
information of tectonic elements to provide input to design
and engineering necessary to develop a repository that can
meet performance objectives.

Methods:_ Field surveys including: shallow boreholes, bore·
hole logging, mic:roseismic network, deep well drilling, well
logging, geophysical surveys, geologic mapping, microseismic
monitoring.
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b. Quaternary Faults
(Regional and
Locall

c. Quaternary Igneous
Activity

d., Uplift or
Subsidence Rates

e. Ground Motion

a. Resources

b. Exploration History

c. Ownership and
Control

Data Needed: Sufficient generalized informa
tion on fault location, movement and age on
a regional scale to delineate regions con
sidered to be relatively unaffected by active
or potentially active regional faulting for
further screenings.
Methods: Evaluation of existing satellite
and aerial photography airborne and
land based geophysical surveys and field
mapping .

Data Needed: Location of major regions
evidenced to have had Quaternary
igneous activity and define those regions
unaffected or seemingly so for further
screening toward repository sites.

Methods: Evaluation of existing aeromag·
netic and gravity surveys, satellite and aerial
photography, SLAR, Thermal lA., field map
ping, drill and borehole core analysis .

Data Needed: Identification of major zones
that have evidenced uplift and/or subsi-
dence to define regions having the least poten
tial for being affected for further screening.

Methods: Evaluation of existing remote
sensing lairborne magnetic and gravity sur
veysl boreholes, borehole logging, seismic
surveys, and geologic field mapping.

Data Needed: Generalized information on
seismic stability and earthquake occurrence
magnitude and frequency to delineate region
most stable for further screening.
Methods: Analysis and evaluation of instru

mentally recorded observed, and historic
earthquake activity.

Data Needed: General information on
regionalized mineral and energy resources
to determine if past or future recovery
could potentially compromise repository
performance.
Methods: Evaluation of existing explora·
tion records, exploratory drilling surveys,
borings, shafts, adits, well logs and geo
physical surveys.

Data Needed: Region specific data on major
fault zones and fault movement locations
and ages to further define areas expected to

be most unaffected by them such that
repository performance would not be
compromised.
Methods: Evaluation of existing
airborne and land based magnetic and
gravity surveys, seismic and thermal I·R
surveys and field mapping.

Data Needed: Region specific evidence of
Quaternary volcanic activity to delineate
areas for further screening.

Methods: Evaluation of existing airborne and
land based magnetic and gravitY surveys.
aerial photography, SLAR, thermall·R,
field mapping deep drill hole core and
laboratory analysis.

Data Needed: Identification of areas within
screened regions which evidence the least
potential for being affected by uplift and
subsidencCl (i .e., most stable) for further
screening.
Methods: Evaluation of existing airborne
and land based magnetic and gravity surveys,
seismic profiles, borehole and deep well
logging and field mapping.

Data Needed: More region specific seismic
sensitivity analyses and determinations of
earthquake frequency, magnitUde and inten
sity to define the most stable areas for further
screening,
Methods: Analysis and interpretation of
available seismic monitoring and earthquake
records,

Data Needed: Identification and location of
major mineral, energy or other commercial
resource operations including potential
resource deposits and past and active
exploration activities.

Methods: Evaluation and review of existing
exploration drilling, shaft boring, resource
evaluations, well and deep drilling cores, well
logging and land base geophysical surveys.

Data Needed: Field data to identify fault
lengths, tectonic framework, and the
existence of unmapped Quarternary
faults at suspected locations and define
locations least affected by regional faults
for further location surveys

Methods: Aerial photography TIR + SLAR/
field mapping trenching, boreholes, deep
drilling, geophysical surveys, and micro
seismic networks,

Data Needed: Area specific evidence if any
of Quaternary volcanic activitY (extrusive
and intrusivel to define locations most likely
unaffected by volcanism

Methods: Airborne and land based magnetic
and gravity surveys, aerial photography,
SLAR, thermal I-A, field mapping deep
drill hole core and laboratory analysis.

Data Needed: Area specific information to
identify any past or potential for uplift or

subsidence.

Methods: Field exploration, microseismic
networks, seismic surveys, geologic mapping,
and geodetic networks.

Data Needed: Estimates of maximum
credible earthquake and associated
ground acceleration expected for the
area.

Methods: Evaluation and <Ina lysis of
earthquake records that may be supple·

. mented with installed microseismic net
works.

Data Needed: Identification and location of
mineral and energy resource rights land
ownership and subsurface rights including
claims and exploration permits and aban
doned or lost exploratory borings.

Methods: Review and evaluation of claim
data, plant surveys and Federal, state and
local land records, mineral claims.

Data Needed: Identification of quaternary faUlting in or
near location: size, age, extent, and activity of such
faulting, Proximity of potential sites to quaternary faults,

Methods: Literature review, aerial and infrared photography,
side-looking airborne radar, field exploration, mapping,
trenching. geophysical surveys, seismic monitoring.

Data Needed: Proximity of location to region or area
volcanic activity or features and response of location to
distant activity,

Methods: Literature review, airborne and land.based
gravity and magnetic surveys, borehole core logging and
analysis.

Data Needed: Location specific differential uplift or
subsidence rates sufficient to compare locations and
identify potential sites,

Methods: Evaluation of leveling data, literature review.

Data Needed: Estimated ground acceleratiOn expected
from earthquakes and induced seismic events (e,g"
reservoirs, oil·field pumpingl in or outside the location.

MethOdS: Seismic monitoring and literature review.

Data Needed: Proximity of location to regional and
area resources. Location specific resources and explora·
tion history, land ownership records.

Methods: Literature review, permit files, interviews with
exploration companies, field inventory, review land owner·
ship records, interviews.

Data Needed: Site specific confirmation of existence of
faults to determine design and engineering necessary to
meet repository performance objectives.

Methods: Onsite microseismic Surveys, airborne TI R,
gravity and magnetic surveys, boreholes, deep wells, geo
physical logging, field mapping, trenching, and age dating.

Data Needed: Site specific confirmation of Quaternary
volcanism to determine level of design and engineering
necessary to meet repository performance objectives.

Methods: Field exploration inclUding land based gravity
and magnetic surveys, seismic surveys, borehole and deep
well drilling, borehole and deep well logging and micro
seismic network monitoring and field mapping.

Data Needed: Site specific confirmation of any subsidence
or uplift and their potential to aid in determinations of
repository design and engineering features to safely meet
repository performance requirements.

Methods: Field mapping and topographic surveying, tilt
meter and microseismic network monitoring, fine mesh
magnetic surveys.

Data Needed: Site specific seismic data to confirm the
estimated maximum credible earthquake such that
repository design and engineering can be refined for
maximum performance and fang-term integritY,

Methods: Seismic data from onsite microseismic network,
rock core analysis and possibly in situ host rock engineering
stability analyses.

Data Needed: Detailed location of mineral and energy
reserves, resources, active and inactive mining operations
and locations of exploration borings adits or shafts. owner·
ship of land and subsurface rights of potential repository
site and determination of ease of DOE obtaining ownership.

Metnods: Same as area but add, lost-well field surveys.
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TABLE 4-5. (Continued)

NATIONAL SURVEY REGIONAL SURVeY AREA SURVEY LOCATION SURVEy{al DETAILED SITE STUDIES
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a, Surface Hydrologic
System

b. Meteorological
Conditions

c. Surface Topographic
Features

d. Nearby Hazards

a. Human Proximity

b. Transportation Risk

Data Needed: General regional characteriz;,J
tion of surficial water bodies. climatic condi
tions and extremes, probable maximum
precipitation lPMP). probable maximum
flood (PMF) and severe natural phenomena.

Methods: Evaluation of existing space and
aerial photography, Thermal Infra-Red
(T.I.R.l, field mapping. water stage and
flow records, and meteorological records .

Data Needed'. RegionaliZed characterization
of topographic expression relative to con·
struction and operation of a repository and
safety (avoid mountainous regions).
Methods: Evaluation of existing satellite and
aerial photography.

Data Needed: At the national screening level
identification of population centers is of low
priority if not inappropriate in repository
siting.

Methods: N/A

Data Needed: At the national screening level
assessment of transportation routes and
access corridors for repository siting is of
low priority if not irrelevant.

Methods: NIA

Data Needed: Region specific information
on surface water bodies. historical fluctua·
tions and extremes, PMP, PMF and severe
natural phenomena.

Methods; Evaluations of e)(isting compila
tions of records from slrpam. j:'>-r> and
reservoir gaging stations, meteorological
records, field studies, 3t>r,al photography

Data Needed: Region specific characteriza
tion of topography and slope related hazards
(avalanche + landslides!.

Methods: Evaluation of existing satellite and
aerial photography.

Data Needed: Identification and location of
major urban population centers and growth
projections in the region,

Methods: Aerial photography and census
counting (historical growth patterns).

Data Needed: Identification and location of
regional transportation networks, rail and
highway and waterways.

Methods: Review and evaluation of aerial
photography and field mapping.

Data Needed: Area specific data on surface
water bodies and climate to define locations
most favorable as potential repository sites
in terms of flooding and severe storms.

Methods: Field surveys including mapping,
stream and lake/reservoir gaging.

Data Needed: Arei.l:T''?r;ific characterization
of topography for avoidi;;" notential hazards
to repository construction and/c, waste ship
mentaccess.

Methods: Evaluation of existing satell;te and
aerial photography field mapping.

Data Needed: Locate urban population cen
ters in the area such that they can be
avoided in siting a repository.

Methods: Aerial photography and field
mapping. census counting (historical growth
patterns).

Data Needed: Location of transportation
routes to potential repository sites that would
minimize risks to populations and accidents
with shipped wastes.

Methods: Aerial photography and field
mappmg.

Data Needed: Severe natural phenomena (e.g., severe
storms. flooding), frequency, size, intensity of severe
storms, hourly precipitation during maximum floods.

Methods: Review of historical meteorological data.

Data Needed: Identification of air restrictions.
potentially hazardous facilities (manufacturing Or
storage of hazardous materials; e.g., chemicals. explosives.
nuclearfacilitiesl.

Methods: Literature survey, map review. evaluation of
aelial r,'lotography, field reconnaissance.

Data Needed: Identify and locate areas of population
and growth, population density; population composition
and characteristics based on 1980 censu;. Field surveys
to identify and locate populations in location and along

major transportation routes.

Methods: Obtain information from 19S0 census. aerial
photographs. and onsite investigation where data are lacking.

Data Needed: Locate existing transportation and access
routes within 50 milas to determine routes that would mini
mize risks to population.

Methods: Obtain data through evaluation of aerial photo
graphs and updating of transportation routing models.

Data Needed: Detailed information on water bodies or
climatic and meteorological conditions that can potentially
affect repository performance.

Methods: Field surveys. mapping (floodplains and runoff
patternsl, meteorological monitoring. stream and reservoir/
lake gaging and flow monitoring. '

Data Needed: Detailed site specific characterization of top
ography, slope. design and engineering conceptual models of
repository and surface facility siting.

Methods: Fine grid aerial photography and ground surveys.

Data Needed: Identification and location Of population
centers and growth projections, detailed demographic data.

Methods: Aerial photography and field mapping, census
counting (historical growth patterns).

Data Needed: Location of site specific transportation
routes such that they can be utilized for waste transport or
new facilities constructed or added to existing systems.

Methods: Field mapping and surveying.
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NATIONAL SURVEY REGIONAL SURVEY AREASTUDV LOCATION SURVEy(a} DETAILED SITE STUDIES
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a. Environmental Impact
Air Quality. Radiation,
and Noise

a. (Continued)

Natural Resources

a. {Continuedl
Terrestrial

a. (Continued)
Aquatic

Data Needed: Environmental impact is
not a consideration during the national
survey.

Data Needed: None, natural resources
is not a consideration during the national
survey,.

Data Needed: None. terrestrial ecology is
not a consideration during the national
survey.

Data Needed: None, aquatic ecology is not a
consideration during the national survey.

Data Needed: Summary of mixing and
dispersion conditions and background
particulate levels. Cosmic, terrestrial
and fallout levels of background radiation,

Source: Air Quality Maintenance District
(AQMDI records, National Weather
Service and military weather records.
Environmental Protection Agency
and the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements.

Data Needed: Existing and potential sur
face and subsurface mineral resources
(including water).

Source: U,S. Department of the Interior
(USDIl and appropriate state agencies.

Data Needed: Regional vegetation types,
threatened biota, and primary agricultural

Source: Federal and state governmental
agencies, published and unpublished
literature.

Data Needed: A listing of water resource
regions, drainage basin characteristics, water
Quality and stream gauging station locations.

Source: Federal and state agencies pub·
lished and unpublished data, aerial photo'
graphs, and U.S. Geologic Survey maps.

Data Needed: Area specific dispersion
conditions including discussions of top
ographic influences and atmospheric
stability estimates based on the Pasquill
Turner approach. Levels of atmospheric
particulates, Major pOllution sourc"s and
compliance with federal, state, and local
air Quality standards. Description of
radioactive ion concentration and path
ways in water, air, and background
radiation described to the detail available
in the literature.

Source: AQMD, National Weather Service
and Environmental Protection Agency
Records. Appropriate state health
agencies and universities. Analysis of
pathways from the environment to man.

Data Needed: Potential extent of subSurface
mineral resources; past, ongoing, and
projected mineral extraction activities.
Surface and subsurface water resources
and use.

Source: Federal, state, and local agencies;
published and unpublished studies, field
verification of data and field research.

Data Needed: Description of major, valuable,
unique and stressed ecosystems. Critical
habitats and known ranges of important
species. Dominant species, habitat reclamation
potential, tolerance to disturbance, threatened
and endangered species. Important agricultural
resources, prime agricultural land, and unique
farmland.

Source: Published and unpublished data, aerial
photographs, federal and state governmental
agencies, available published and unpublished
literature.

Data Needed: Hydrologic and biologic char'
acteristics and significance of waterbodies and
........etlands. water chemistry, pollutants, species
of plant and animals present.

Source: Published and unpublished data,
federal and state agencies, universities, local

expertS. Field verification of data where nee·
essary and analysis of aerial photographs.

Data Needed: Annual, seasonal, and monthly mixing layer
data and verificatiOns within locations of strength of
episode days; effects of land forms on dispersion; extreme
and severe weather conditions; ambient air Quality.

Methods: Review state health agency data; universitY studies;
nuclear power plant data; nuclear defense activitY; cosmic
lerrestrial and fallOut background radiation; data on air and
water quality.

Data Needed: Type, location, and extent of mineral re
sources; status of mineral production; mineral leases and
exploration. Kinds and extent of present and planned water
use; distribution of water sources and use patterns.

Methods: Obtain data from state and local resource agencies,
well records, public health agencies, mineral lease records,
and mineral companies.

Data Needed: Ecological evaluation of the location sufficient
to identify and locate designated and proposed threatened
or endangered species and/or critical habitat, valuable or
unique ecosystems.

Methods: Intensive literature search and preliminary field
surveys will be conducted.

Data Needed: Locate and identify presence of threatened or
endangered species and/or critical habitat. HYdrOlogic
characteristics and significance of water bodies and wetlands.

Methods: Intensive literature review and preliminary field

surveys.

Data Needed: Annual, seasonal, and monthly mixing layer
information. Variations within the location of the strength
of episode days of poor dispersion. The effects of land forms
on dispersion. General levels of particulates and gaseous
pollutions. Identification of hot spots and previous, ongoing,
and proposed nuclear activity. Identification of possible
pathways and the possibility of bioconcentration.

Source: Monitoring of atmospheric pollutants in conjunction
with meteorological monitoring. Continued use of AQMD
records. State health agency data, university studies, test
plots, and on-site investigations.

Data Needed: Type, location, and extent of mineral re
sources are described. Status of mineral production. Kinds
and extent of water use_ Distribution of water sources and
patterns of use. Relationship of surface and ground water.

Trends in water use.

Source: State, federal, and local water resource agencies,
geologic investigations, well records and public health agen
cies. Federal. state, and local agencies managing mineral
resource extraction.

Data Needed: A detailed ecological evaluation of the loca
tion which will provide sufficient information to predict
future trends with or without the project.

Source: Intensive field studies utilizing a wide varietY of field
sampling techniques which will provide both Qualitative and
quantitative data.

Data Needed: An evaluation of the aquatic environment in
sufficient detail to predict future trends with or without the
project_

Source: Intensive field sampling utilizing a wide variety of
field sampling techniques which will provide both Qualita
tive and quantitative data.





b. Air, Water, and
Land Use Conflicts
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c. Normal and EKtreme

Environmental
Conditions
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TABLE 4-5. (Continued)

NATIONAL SURVEY

Data Needed: Identification of maior
exclusionary air. water, and land uses
such as national parks, wild and scenic
rivers.

Source: Recent Geologic Surveyor other
government maps.

Data Needed: None, these conditions
are not a consideration during the
national survey

"

REGIONAL SURVEY

Data Needed: Existing and proposed air,
water, and land uses within or adjacent to
the region.

Source: Maps, regional land use plans,
state and local planning commissions.

Data Nef!ded: Normal and extreme weather
patterns and paleoclimatology summarized
for the region,

Source: National Weather Service and
Federal Aviation Administration weather
records.

AREASURVI:V

Data Needed: Existing and proposed air,
water, and land uses. Existing restricted
land uses such as parks, natural areas, and
historic sites.

SOurce: County maps and county planning
commissions, aerial photographs, and state
historical societies. Field verification of
data may be neces!i3ry.

Data Needed: Normal, monthly, and
seasonal weather patterns; historic extreme
events such as flooding, tornadoes, and
rainfall. Prediction of 100 year frequency
events such as Stream discharge, wind
speed, flood plains, and 24 hour rainfall.

Source: National Weather Service, Federal
Aviation Administration, and U.S. Geologic
Survey published and unpublished data.

toeATlON SURVEyla)

Data Needed: Identify beef. milk. poultry, and produce
areas; existing and proposed land uses; 20ning and sub
divisions regulations/plans; environmental regulations;
unique or valuable agricultural areas; identify existing parks
and usage; existing restricted land and air uses, including
parks, natural areas, historic sites, recreational areas; existing
and potential archeological sites; wild and scenic rivers; visual
aesthetics; identification of potential interactive uses.

Methods: Obtain data from state, regional, and local agencies
with field surveys as required; investigate onsite potential
archeological/historical areas/sites. Review federal, state,
and local regulations; identify and analyze legal and institu·
tional constraints.

Data Needed: Identify and evaluate general and historic
climate including normal monthly and seasonal weather pat·
terns, historic extreme events (e.g., flooding, tornadoes,
hurricanes, etc. I; prediction of 100.year frequency of events
including flood planes, 24-hour rainfall, stream discharge.

Methods: Re...,il;!w of published and unpublished available
dat<f.

DETAILED SITE STUDIES

Data Needed: Milk, beef, and produce production areas are
delineated for future radiological studies. Existing and
proposed land use patterns, plans, zoning, subdivisions,
and environmental protection laws are described.

Source: Analysis of published and unpublished literature
with field studies, and analysis of aerial photographs to verify
and fill in dala.

Data Needed: In addition to published and unpublished
data, monitoring of location specific meteorologic conditions
will be conducted. This and previously collected data wil!
be used in the evaluation of specific sites.

Source: Meteorological stations erected at sites. These data
will be supplemented by data collected by other meteorolog
ical sampling techniques (e.g., radiosonde).
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a. Social and Economic

Impacts

b. Access and Utility
Capability

Data Needed: None, socioeconomics is not
a consideration during the national survey.

Data Needed: None, transportation is not a
consideration during the national survey.

Data Needed: Regional economic base and
per capita income, as well as the four major
categories of economic activities are
described.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce.

Data Needed: Description and maps of U,S,
and state highway systems, railroad systems,
and navigable waterways.

Source: U.S. Department of Transporta
tion, state highway departments, U.S.
Army Corps of Enginee~ and maps.

Data Needed: Nine categories of economic
activity and their relative importance.
Trends in employment, unemployment, and
mean income by county.

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce,
State and local data. Field verification of
information if necessary,

Data Needed: Description of the area's trans·
portation network, Class I and 11 railroads,
navigable waterways (depth and season of use)
and ports.

Source: Local transportation interests, state,
federal,and local agencies.

Data Needed: Evaluate existing and projected fiscal capacity
of host jurisdiction and nearby communities; revenue sources,
expenditures, interrelationships of taxing jurisdictions;
employment data, commercial and industrial activity, public
services and facilities including police and fire protection,
sewer and water services, social service programs, housing,
education, utilities.

Methods: Obtain data from state, regional, and local officials
and businesses; conduct onsite interviews as necessary .

Data Needed: Description of roads, railroads, navigable water·
ways and utility corridors.

Methods: Obtain data on capacity, condition and level of
use from state and local transportation officials; use of aerial
photograph~ and on-site verification.

Data Needed: Information on social structure, citizen well
being and involvement. Existing and future fiscal capacity,
local regional and state taxing jurisdictions and interrela
tionships, employment data. Commercial and industrial
activity, employment programs, housing, education, utility
systems capacity, etc.

Source: Census Bureau, federal, state, and local agency
statistics, interviews with agency officials, sociological field
studies, attitude surveys, etc.

Data Needed: Description of roads, railroads, navigable
waterways. Their condition and level of use. Utility corri
dors are also described.

Source: Contact with local and regional transportation and
utility interests. Federal, state, and local agencies involved
with transportation. Maps, aerial photographs, as well as
site investigation.
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INVESTIGATIVE METHODS BY CRITERION AND FACTOR--TYPICAL
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TABLE 4-6. (Continued)

Investigative
Method

Factor
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5.0 PROGR&~ IMPLEMENTATION

The Secretary of Energy has overall responsibility for integrating

the nation's nuclear waste ~nagement program. In its lead role the Depart

ment of Energy (DOE) is (1) coordinating federal nonregulatory aspects of

nuclear waste management; (2) maintaining effective working relationships with

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commis

sion (NRC); and (3) developing policy and working ties between the federal

government and the states on all aspects of nuclear waste management.

To accomplish these tasks, DOE has estahlished an extensive contrac

tor organizational structure, taken steps to ensure cooperation and coordina

tion with other cognizant government agencies, and estahlished comprehensive

work tasks and schedules. This chapter summarizes the management structure,

arrangements for interagency cooperation, the work schedules for performing

siting activities within the NWTS program, and the budget for these activ

ities. The current siting program status is also summarized.

5.1 DOE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

Within the Department of Energy, nuclear waste management program

activities are directed by the Assistant Secretary for Nuclear Energy who re

ports to the Under Secretary and the Secretary. The Deputy Assistant Secre

tary for Nuclear Waste Management and Fuel Cycle Programs (ON~M) is respon

sible for managing all aspects of the Department's programs hoth for storage

and for disposal of nuclear wastes. The Deputy Assistant Secretary is also

responsible for integration and coordination with other federal agency activ

ities related to nuclear waste management.

Within ONWM, the Director of the Office of Waste Isolation is respon

sible for overall direction of the NWTS program. This office implements the

ohjectives of the NvITS program by directing and controlling activities, in

cluding budgetary allocations of various DOE field offices and contractors.

DOE Headquarters is responsible for implementing the program and pro

viding technical direction and coordination of the NWTS program elements

through DOE field offices and contractors. As indicated in Section 1.2, three
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N\JTS projects are involved in the geologic repository progra~: the Office of

Nuclear Waste Isolation (ONWI), the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP), and

the Nevada Nuclear Waste Storage Investigations (NffilSI). In the fourth NWTS

project, Subseabed Disposal, the feasibility of emplacing packaged HLW beneath

the seabed is being evaluated. The interrelationship of these projects is

shown in Figure 5-1, along with their respective supporting organizations. In

addition to project responsibilities, the DOE NWTS Program Office (NPO) over

sees the ONWI responsibility for generic technology development and coordina

tion of site investigations on non-DOE lands.

The coordination of the waste management program elements (i.e.,

waste products, transportation and storage, and isolation) is achieved by a

system of interface control boards.

5.2 INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

Interaction among agencies that have expertise and responsibility for

ele~ents of a waste management program is given high priority. In its role as

lead agency for the management and disposal of radioactive wastes, DOE is pre

paring, with the cooperation of other cognizant federal agencies, a detailed

National Plan for Nuclear Waste Management to i~ple~ent the federal policy

guidelines and the IRG reco~mendations.(8) The program content includes

many activities recommended by the IRG to ensure that other agencies will sup

port the DOE activities where required.

DOE has established an Interagency \Jorking Committee on Radioactive

Waste Management, chaired by the Department's Deputy Assistant Secretary for

Nuclear Waste Management and Fuel Cycle Programs. This com~ittee is composed

of officials from Department of the Interior, Department of Transportation,

Environmental Protection Agency, and the Nuclear Regulatory Com~ission. The

committee's goal is to ensure that the federal waste management policy is

properly implemented and that interfacing functions are coordinated. Specific

functions which have been coordinated are described in the following sections.
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5.2.1 U.S. Geological Survey

Coordination with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in the Departnent

of the Interior occurs through periodic planning meetings, reports of tech

nical progress, and information exchanges on the waste management programs of

DOE and the U.S. Geological Survey. Senior scientists from the USGS have heen

located at DOE Headquarter's Office of Waste Isolation and at the NWTS Program

Office in Columhus, Ohio. A formal Memorandum of Understanding is currently

heing developed between the Department of the Interior (DOl) and DOE covering

this cooperation with the USGS, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the

Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). This Memorandum of Understanding will cover

procedures related to DOl assistance in the NWTS program.

Under an existing memorandum of understanding with DOE, the USGS is

being utilized to support a variety of technical activities outlined

helow.(30)

5.2.1.1 Earth Science Technical Plan

The USGS has participated with the Department in development of an

Earth Science Technical Plan(9) to define the technical efforts required for

successful mined geologic waste disposal. This plan describes technical

efforts required in such areas as site screening and characterization, rock

mechanics, repository sealing, waste/media interactions, and repository per

formance assessment. It will he used to assist in NWTS Program planning.

5.2.1.2 Evaluation of Potentially Suitahle Hydrogeologic Environments

A significant portion of the USGS effort is devoted to the location

of geohydrologic environments potentially suitable for disposal in which na

tural multiple barriers to radionuclide migration may be present. This re

search involves both generic considerations of the types of rocks providing

such environments and the systematic search for such environments.

The USGS is initiating a project to screen for promising geohydro

logic environments by convening a Province Working Group in one province
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within the conterminous United States. This is a trial program in which the

possibility of a federal-state partnership arrangement in implementing the

screening process will be explored. The Province Working Group will consist

of federal earth scientists and state participants who will jointly collect

the necessary earth science technical data and make judgments on the suit

ability of regions and areas for future study. For the purposes of this

screening, the conterminous United States has heen divided into 11 Provinces

(Figure 5-2). If the approach proves useful in the first province in which it

is applied, additional provinces may be studied in this manner. The evalu

ation of geohydrologic environments will he carried to the stage of recommen

dation of areas for further study. Environmental and socioeconomic concerns

would be addressed by DOE and appropriate state groups. Location and site

study activities would proceed according to this plan. This approach is not

expected to identify possible sites for the initial site, hut may provide

alternatives for later selection.

5.2.1.3 Other Characterization Activities

The USGS is involved in other geologic/hydrologic characterization

activities that are funded through Interagency Agreements(30) as part of its

support of the NWTS program. These activities include conducting studies of

rock cores from drill holes; geophysical surveys, and remote sensing studies

within the Paradox basin; regional geohydrologic studies of the South Central

Mississippi and northern Louisiana salt dome has ins; hydrologic and geologic

characterization studies of the Nevada Test Site; and geologic studies of the

region in which the Hanford Site is located.

5.2.1.4 Technology Development

USGS expertise is being used in certain technology studies defined in

the Earth Science Technical Plan.(9) For example, the USGS participates in

evaluating fundamental rock properties, rock structures, lithostatic pres

sures, and stability. It conducts experimental studies to determine the

likely interactions among salt, brine, canisters, and waste over a range of
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NOTE: Provinces are numbered
from east to west; numbers
do not indicate preference

EXPLANATION:

Suggested Province

1. New England-Adirondack Mountains 7. Rocky Mountain System

2. Appalachian Highlands-Piedmont 8. Colorado Plateaus

3. Appalachian and Interior Plateaus 9. Basin and Range

4. Coastal Plain 10. Columbia Plateaus

5. Glaciated Central Platform 11. Pacific Mountain System

6. Western Central Platform

FIGURE 5-2. GEOHYDROLOGIC PROVINCES AS DEFINED BY ESTP SUBGROUP I

Source: U.S. Geological Survey. Plan for Identification and
Geological Characterization of Sites for Mined Radioactive
Waste Repositories. Prepared by Subgroup I of the Earth
Science Technical Plan Working Group. Open-File Report
80-686.
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temperatures and pressures that may occur in disposal of high-level radioac

tive \Jaste. In addition, the USGS is cooperating with DOE in a brine migra

tion experiment being conducted at Avery Island in Louisana. Individual USGS

scientists also participate in peer review committees.

5.2.2 Bureau of Land Management

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) of the Department of the Interior

has the responsibility for overseeing and controlling the use of certain fed

eral lands. BLM is contacted and permission secured where exploration activi- .

ties are conducted on such land. Whenever necessary, a formal cooperative

agreement will be prepared jointly by BLM and DOE to document the activities

to be performed, the manner in which the activities are to be conducted, and

conditions for land restoration.

Interactions between DOE and BLM already have taken place concerning

site characterization activities in the Paradox Basin in Utah.

5.2.3 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

The Corps of Engineers of the Department of Defense has extensive ex

perience in real property acquisition. Therefore, limited working relation

ships with the Corps of Engineers have been established(31) to assist the

NWTS program. Future expansion of Corps of Engineers involvement to support

siting of a repository or research and development activities could readily be

achieved. Its services are being used to obtain access for field activities

in Louisiana. Its current duties in Louisiana include:

o Determining land ownership and holders of surface and subsurface

rights from whom permission must be secured in order to enter

property for the purpose of field exploration and, in the future,

for acquisition of a repository site

o Contacting landowners and negotiating rights-of-entry, leases, or

other legal instruments as required for land access

o Making payments to landowners for leases that have been obtained.

In research and development, the Corps of Engineers Waterways Experi

ment Station in Vicksburg, Mississippi, is investigating the composition,
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constitution, properties, and interactions of materials being considered for

plugging boreholes and sealing shafts.(31)

5.2.4 U.S. Department of Agriculture

The U.S. Department of Agr.iculture (USDA) is responsible for access

to National Forest lands. To implement the Department's program, USDA and DOE

have reached agreement allowing investigations to continue in the De Soto Na

tional Forest of Mississippi while protecting the environment. A Memorandum

of Understanding(32) was prepared for. this purpose.

The USDA Science and Education Administration, through the Land Grant

Universities, can provide socioeconomic impact determination and mitigation

programs. These programs provide site-specific methodologies to assess socio

economic impacts and to analyze whether potential mitigative actions will be

responsive to local needs. The USDA is also_establishing a Technical Advisory

Panel for peer review and evaluation of these studies. An interagency agree

ment, negotiated to bring this USDA expertise to the program, is in its second

year of implementation.

5.3 WORK TASKS, SCHEDULES, AND BUDGET

Implementation of the Siting Plan will permit DOE to recommend one or

more sites for selection in late 1987. General acceptance of the r.ecommended

site by the scientific and political community would allow DOE to file a li

cense application in late 1988. DOE will spend on the order of $120 million

to $200 million dollars for each site it finds and characterizes with an ex

ploratory shaft. Site work tasks and schedules associated with finding and

characterizing sites are presented in this section.

5.3.1 Work Tasks

The siting program is divided into tasks and subtasks in the NWTS

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) as shown in Table 5-1. The work breakdown

structure was developed for the definition, scheduling, and funding of the
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NlJTS program. A discussion of the entire NlJTS Work Breakdown Structure is in

the NWTS Program Plan which is updated hi-annually.

Activities performed in the site task are described here for the suh

tasks listed under "Site" in Tahle 5-1. Detailed descriptions of how the ac

tivities under the site task are performed will appear in the documents out

lined in Chapter 4.0 subsequent to this plan.

The task incorporates activities of the U.S. Geological Survey de

scrihed in Section 5.2.1 and the separately funded geohydrologic systems

screening discussed in Section 4.2~1.

The seven suhtasks are descrihed helow. Their relationships with

other tasks in the program are shown in Figure 5-3.

The Site Baseline Suhtask (1.3.1) provides a baseline for the activ

ities of the site task. This baseline consists of the task plans, criteria,

specifications, recommended techniques for evaluating compliance with the site

criteria and earth science data acquisition guidelines.

The Earth Science Suhtask (1.3.2) develops methodology, data, and

techniques necessary to characterize the site and to permit analysis of its

expected performance. It has a close interface with the Geologic Character

ization and Performance Evaluation Subtasks.

The Geologic and Hydrologic Characterization Subtask (1.3.3 and

1.3.4) consists of surveys evaluating progressively smaller portions of the

country in increasing levels of detail and detailed study of potential sites.

The evaluations use siting criteria and factors from the Site Baseline

Subtask. Data from these studies are used in the Earth Science and

Performance Evaluation Suhtasks.

The Environmental Characterization Subtask (1.3.5) runs parallel to

the Geologic and Hydrologic Characterization Suhtask, and consists of the en

vironmental surveys of land areas identified hy the various screening methods

and detailed environmental characterization of candidate sites.
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Information developed in this subtask supports winnowing decisions and is

utilized in the Performance Evaluation Subtask.

The Socioeconomic Evaluation Subtask (1.3.6) identifies socioeconomic

concerns in the siting process and implements plans for state and public

inter.action and for mitigation of socioeconomic impacts. This subtask

interfaces with development of socioeconomic modeling and institutional

subtasks under WBS 1.1.

The Performance Evaluation Subtask (1.3.7) develops models for. the

assessment of the isolation capability of potential repository locations.

This subtask receives information fr.om and provides analyses to the Earth

Sciences Subtask and the Geologic and Environmental Characterization Subtasks.

TABLE 5-1. NWTS SITE PROGRAM WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE

1.1 SYSTEMS

1.2 WASTE PACKAGES

1.3 SITE

1.3.1
1.3.2
1. 3. 3
1.3.4
1.3.5
1.3.6
1. 3. 7

Site Baseline
Earth Sciences
Geologic Characterization
Hydrologic Characterization
Environmental Char.acterization
Socioeconomic Evaluation
Performance Evaluation

1. 4 REPOSITORY

1.5 REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL

1.6 TEST FACILITIES AND EXCAVATIONS

1.7 LAND ACQUISITION

1.8 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
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5.3.2 Planned Schedule

Planning for siting activities involves detailed scheduling of siting

activities. Tahle 5-2 indicates the length of time the various siting steps

will take and the estimated duration of the screening process. Figure 5-4

indicates that the process to find and qualify several sites will take from 5

to 8 years; these durations heing influenced hy technical requirements and

institutional constraints.

TABLE 5-2. DURATIONS FOR SITE CHARACTERIZATION STEPS

Steps

National Surveys
Regional Surveys
Area Surveys
Location Surveys
Detailed Site Studies with Exploratory Shaft
Site Recommendation and Selection

TOTAL

Range (Months)

6 - 12
6 - 12

16 - 24
6 - 12

30 - 36
24 - 30

88 - 126

The first repository for the disposal of high-level nuclear waste is

expected to be in operation between 1998 and 2006. The target milestone lead

ing to an operational facility by the ahove dates are:

• 1983 - Begin exploratory shafts at three potential repository

sites.

• 1985 - Reach proposed repository depth and hegin in situ

examinations.

• 1985 - Choose one of the three sites with exploratory shafts for

the T&E Facility.

• 1985 - Begin design of the T&E Facility.

• 1985 to 1987 - Continue underground testing at three sites with

shafts ••• continue characterizing additional potential sites,

constructing exploratory shafts as required ••• continue

technology development.

• 1987 - Start construction of T&E Facility.
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• 1988 - File a license application with the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission to obtain authorization to construct a repository at a

site selected from among several alternatives.

• 1989 - Emplace a few hundred canisters of wastes in multi barrier

packages in the T&E Facility.

Using conservative estimates that the licensing review process will take four

years and construction five to eight years depending on the media chosen, the

first repository could be operational hetween 1998 and 2006.

5.3.3 BUDGET

The estimated hudget to implement the siting process is shown in

Table 5-3. This budget is sufficient to investigate numerous geographic

regions. It will allow exploratory shaft construction to reach proposed re

pository depths at three sites by 1985 and at two additional sites by 1990.

This budget projection is subject to Congressional action and assumes that

exploratory shafts are needed at each candidate site to comply with the

requirements of 10 CFR 60.

TABLE 5-3. SITE BUDGET
(Budget Outlay, Millions of Dollars)

Operating Costs
Capital Costs

TOTAL

Fiscal Year

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
60.6 81.4 94.5 75.2 76.9 62.3 50.7

3.3 4.7 3.8 5.4 6.9 4.7 4.4
63.9 86.1 98.3 80.6 83.8 67.0 55.1

:::s::......:s:-:==~~.~~ ::s::=::...... ~~~:-:s::::~:::::z,~"S-~.:z:-=-=.::::IC"~~~===-:::=.:=

5.4 EXPLORATION STATUS

The status of activities in the NWTS site exploration program and

siting process was:

• Final DOE site performance criteria that incorporate public com

ments were issued in April, 1981.(12)

• The Earth Science Technical Plan was issued jointly by DOE and the

USGS.(9) The research and development needs identified in the

document are being implemented.
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• Development of models for predicting the performance of geologic

site waste isolation systems is continuing. Trial applications of

preliminary models have been made.

The progress is summarized on Table 5-4. Three siting approaches

listed in the table have been initiated. Regions and areas containing salt,

crystalline, basalt, and tuff rocks have been identified. Regional studies of

"crystalline rocks" have begun in the Appalachians. In the Lake Superior

region, studies have begun in Minnesota and proposed plans for characteriza

tion are being negotiated in Michigan and Wisconsin.

A national screening survey for other potential isolation systems has

not gone beyond planning stages. A draft national survey report of studies to

identify regions containing potentially suitable argillaceous rocks has been

completed, but no siting activity in argillaceous r.ocks is planned.

Regional studies have been completed for the New York and Ohio por

tions of the Salina region (Figure 5-5).

Area characterization studies of the salt domes in the Gulf Coast

region are completed (Figure 5-5). Following location level studies, one or

more salt domes will be recommended to compete as a candidate for an explora

tory shaft with one or more potential sites from the Paradox and Permian salt

regions. One of these salt sites will then be characterized by an exploratory

shaft and in situ testing.

Area-level studies are nearing completion in the Paradox region of

Utah and in the Palo Duro and Dalhart areas of the Permian basin in Texas

(Figure 5-5).

Drilling and other field activities as part of location-level studies

are in progress at potential locations on the Depar.tment's Nevada Test Site

and Hanford Site in volcanic tuff and basalt environments, respectively

(Figure 5-5).

DOE issued a report in January, 1980, that describes the geologic

exploration progress.(33) Progress has also been reported at annual informa

tion meetings.(34,35) A summary of geologic and environmental characteris

tics found in the geographic areas being studied is also contained in

Reference 4.



TABLE 5-4. STATUS OF NWTS EXPLORATION EFFORTS - SEPTEMBER 1981

National Survey
Approach

Geologic Media

Land Use (DOE Land)

Geohydrologic Systems

National Systems
Screening(g)

Rock Types

Bedded Salt

Domed Salt

Crystalline Rock

Argillaceous Rock(f)

Basalt
Various (including

tuff)

Various

Various

Regions
Identified

Salina Region(a)

Paradox Region

Permian Region

Gulf Coast Region

Lake Superior Region(e)
Appalachian Region(d)

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Province 9 (Basin
and Range)(h)

Areas
Identified

Northeastern Ohio(b)
New York- Area l(b)
New York - Area 2(b)

Gibson Dome(c)
Elk Ridge(c)
Salt Valley(c)
Lisbon Valley(c)

Palo Duro Area<c)
Dalhart Area<c)

Texas Salt Domes
Mississippi Salt Domes
Louisiana Salt Domes

Hanford Site
Nevada Test sucCi)

Locations
Identified

Oakwood Dome
Richton, Cypress Creek Domes
Vacherie Dome

Cold Creek Syncline

I-'
I-'
0\

(a) Regional survey partially complete.
(b) Area surveys have not been initiated in Ohio or New York.
(c) Area surveys are nearing completion.
(d) Regional surveys are in progress.
(e) Regional surveys are pending state negotiations in Michigan and Wisconsin and have begun in Minnesota.
(I) Argillaceous rock survey is nearing completion, no siting activity planned.
(g) National survey has been contemplated.
(h) Province screening to identify regions is in progress.
(i) Specifically, Nevada Research and Development Area and contiguous areas to the south and west.
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FIGURE 5-5. REGIONS, AREAS, AND LOCATIONS OF POTENTIAL INTEREST
FOR TERMINAL ISOLATION OF RADIOACTIVE WASTE
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APPENDIX A

NWTS PROGRAM CRITERIA FOR MINED GEOLOGIC DISPOSAL
OF NUCLEAR WASTE

SITE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA(12)

These criteria have been evolved by DOE over two and one-half years.
Comments were solicited from eight hundred persons. Comments received
were addressed in the final report (Reference 12) which is available froTI
the Office of Nuclear Waste Isolation, 505 King Avenue, Columbus, OR 43201.
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NWTS SITE PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

These criteria delineate characteristics a site must have to ensure

that the disposal system will perform as required. These criteria encompass

site geometry, geohydrology, geochemistry, geologic characteristics, tectonic

environment, human intrusion, surface characteristics, environment, and

potential socioeconomic impacts.

In the criteria, a site characteristic that "unacceptably affects

system performance" is one that might decrease the isolation capability of the

disposal system to the point that releases of radionuclides might occur which

are in excess of acceptable limits. The criteria appear in italics. Factors

for consideration and evaluation follow each criterion.

3.1 Site Geometry

The site shall be located in a geologic enviponment that physically

sepapates the padioactive wastes fpom the biosphepe and that has geometpy

adequate fop peposito-r'y placement.

1. The minirrrvtm depth of the peposito Py waste emplacement apea shaLL

be such that cpedible human activities and natupal processes act

ing at the supface will not unacceptably affect system

pepfo pmance.

In order to establish this depth, erosion and denudation

rates, and other phenomena must be evaluated.

2. The thickness and latepal extent of the geologic system sup

pounding the waste emplacement apea shaH be sufficient to ac

comrrodate the pepositopy and a buffep zone and to ensupe that

impacts induced by constpuction of the peposito Py and by Waste

emplacement will not unacceptably affect system pepfopmance.

Consideration of these impacts will include evaluation of in
duced stresses, heat, and radiation generated by the waste.
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3.2 Geohydrology

The geohyd~logic pegime in which the site is located shall have

chapactenstics co mpatw le with waste 00 ntainment, iro latw n, and petneval.

1. The site shaH be located 80 that the ppesent and p~bable

futupe geohydrological pegime wit l minimize oontact between

~und watep and wastes and will ppevent padwnuclide migpatwn

op tpansp::>rl from the peposiwpy to the accessible environment

in unacceptable anvunts.

The evaluation of the geohydrological regime will include

characterization of ground-water residence times, travel

times, recharge rates, potentiometric surfaces, and path
lengths and orientations. These factors must be assessed to
show that path lengths are long enough and transport times are

slow enough under present and probable future conditions to

constitute effective barriers to radionuclide transport.

2. The site shaH be located 80 that the hyd~logical pegime can be

sufficiently chapactenzed to pepmit nvdeZing to show that ppe

sent and p~bable futupe oonditwns have no ,unacceptable impact

on peposiwpy pepfopmance.

Evaluation of the geohydrologic regime shall include

con~ideration of surface conditions or features such' as

impoundments or glaciers, and changes in subsurface conditions
induced, for example, by aquifer pumping or injection, or

thermally-induced ground-water flow.

3. The site shaH be located so that the geohydrological pegime

aUows oonstpuctwn of peposiwpy shafts and nnintenance of

shaft lineps and seals.
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Existing aquifer systems, particularly in strata between the

repository level and the land surface, must be isolated from

the repository workings. Evaluations must include anticipated

aquifer flow rates, reliability and effectiveness of sealing,

and geohydrological perturbations of the aquifers induced by

shaft construction and shaft liner emplacement.

4. The site shaH be located so that subsur'face rock disrolution

that may be occur'Y'ing, or' is likely to occur', can be shoum to

have no unacceptab le impact on system per'fo r'mance.

Existing solution features must be analyzed to identify the

rate of dissolution. The effects of further dissolution or of

new dissolution features on system performance must be

evaluated.

3.3 Geochemistry

The site shall have geochemical char'acter'istics compatible with waste

containment, iro lation, and r'etr'ieval.

1. The site shall be lo cated so that the chemical inter'actio ns

between r'adionucUdes, rock, gr'ound water', Or' engineer'ed

components will not unacceptably affect system per'for'mance.

The evaluation of the geochemical regime shall include

characterization of factors that contribute to slowing or

preventing radionuclide transport, such as solubilities,
sorption, dissolution precipitation, redox environment, and

pH. The evaluation of the geochemical regime shall consider

any factors that may adversely affect the radionuclide
containment capabilities provided by the waste package,
repository, or geologic system.
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3.4 Geologic Characteristics

The site shall have geologie cha~acter-istics compatible with waste

containment, i8:J lation, and ~etr-ieval.

1. The site shall be located so that the subsu~face setting can be

sufficiently cha~acter-ized to pe~mit identification and evalu

ation of conditions that a~e potentially adve~se o~ fa'/X)~able to

waste containment, iro lation, and ~et~ieval.

Characterization of the subsurface setting will include all

pertinent physical, structural, mineralogical, and geochemical

features of the rock units. The geologic conditions shall be

shown to not unacceptably affect system performance.

2. The site shall pmvide a geo logic system which can be shown to

accomnvdate anticipated geomechanical, chemical, the~mal, and

~adio lo gical st~esses caused by waste/ro ck inte~actions.

Phenomena such as thermally induced fractures, hydration and

dehydration of mineral components, brine migration, or other

physical, chemical, or radiological phenomena must be eval

uated to show that they would not unacceptably affect system

performance.

3. The site shall be located so that development, ope~ation, and

closu~e of unde~gmund a~eas can be accomplished without undue

haza~d to ~efXJsito~y pe~ronnez.

Sites with subsurface conditions that preclude or make exces

sively difficult design and construction of the repository

using practical procedures shall be avoided.
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3.5 Tectonic Environment

The site shaLL be Located such that cpedibLe tectonic phenomena wiLL

not degpade system pepfopmxnce below acceptabLe limits.

1. The site shaLL be Located so that its tectonic environment can

be evaLuated with a high degpee of confidence to identify

tectonic eLements and theip impact on system per'fo pmxnce.

Potentially hazardous geologic elements~ including faults of

any age~ volcanoes and anomalous geothermal gradients~ must

be sufficiently investigated to allow determination of their

potential effects on system performance and to show that

these effects will not unacceptably affect system

performance.

2. The site shaLL be Located so that Quatepnapy faults can be

identified and shown to have no unacceptab Le impact on system

pepfo pmxnce.

The evaluation of Quaternary faults will emphasize the deter

mination of the potential for rupture in or adjacent to the

site but will include evaluation of the likelihood and con

sequence of earthquake generation and plausible impacts on the

regional hydrology.

3. The site shaL L be Located so that the centeps of Quatepnapy

igneous activity can be identified and shown tq have no

unacceptabLe impact on system pepfoPmance.

The evaluation of the likelihood and impact of igneous activ

ity on the disposal system will include thorough evaluations

of the region1s igneous history~ with particular attention

given to temporal and spatial distribution of activity~
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character of activity, and analysis of the possibility of

migration or expansion of areas of active volcanism.

4. The site shaH be located so that long-terom~ continuing uplift

oro subsidence roates can be shoum to have no unacceptable impact

on system perofo rornnce.

Evaluation of the rates of uplift or subsidence is required so

that effects of such movement can be shown to cause no unac

ceptable reduction in repository performance.

5. The site shaH be located so that ground rrotion asrociated with

the maximum croedible earothquake wiH not have unacceptable im

pact on system peroforornnce.

The evaluation of seismic effects of the disposal system re

quires state-of-the-art definition of (1) regional historical

seismicity (both instrumental and preinstrumental), (2)

maximum-credible earthquake, and (3) related seismic-design
parameters such as the level of vibratory ground motion, that

can be accommodated at the site by practical design measures.

The seismic evaluation must be performed considering the

ground motion that can be accomodated by design.

3.6 Human Intrusion

The site shaH be located to roeduce the likelihood that past oro

futuroe hurnn activities uvuld cause unacceptable impacts on system

perofo r>mance •

The level of evaluation necessary to assess the likelihood of
human intrusion will increase with the value of and the prox

imity of the site to exploitable features or resources such as

water, thermal energy, petroleum, or minerals.
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1. The site shall be located so that the explopation histopy OP

pelevant past use of the site OP adjacent apeas can be

detenmined and can be shown to have no unacceptable impact on

system pepfopmance.

2. The site shall be located on land fop which the fedepal govePn

ment can obtain ownepship~ contpol access~ and obtain all sup

face and subsupface pights necessapy to ensupe that supface and

subsupface activities at the site will not cause unacceptable

impact on system pepfopmance.

3.7 Surface Characteristics

The site and its suppounding apea shall be such that supface chapac

tePistics op conditions can be accommodated by engineeping measupes and can be

shown to have no unacceptable impacts on pepositopy opepation and system

pe~onmance.

1. The site shall be located so that the supficial hydpological

system~ both duPing anticipated climatic cycles and duPing

extpeme natupal phenomena~ will not cause unacceptable impacts

on pepositopy opepations OP system pepfopmance.

Features to be considered include nearby surface water bodies,

impoundments, embayments, streams, floodplains, runoff, and

drainage. Consideration of such features must include

evaluation of their impact on surface and subsurface facilities

and onsite access corridors during both the operational phase

of the repository and the long-term isolation phase of the

disposal system.
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2. The site shall be located in an apea whepe supface topogpaphic

featupes do not unacceptably affect pepositopy opepation.

Sites in which road and rail access routes encounter steep
grades, sharp switchbacks, slope instability, or other poten

tial sources of hazard to incoming waste shipments should be

avoided.

3. The site shaH be located whepe me teo ro logical phenomena can be

accomrrodated by engineenng measupes and can be shown to have no

unacceptable effect on pepositopy opepation.

4. The site shall be located whepe ppesent and pPOjected effects

fPOrn neapby industnal, tpanspJptation, and militapy instaHa

tions and opemtions can be acoomrro dated by engineenng measupes

and can be shown to have no unacceptable impacts on pepJsitopy

opepations.

3.8 Demography

The site shaH be located to minimize the pJtential nsk to and

pJtential oonflict ?Uith the population.

1. The site shaH be located in an apea of low population density

and at a distance away fPOrn pJpulation ooncentpations and upban

apeas.

2. The site shaH be located such that nsk to the pJpulation fporn

tpanspoptation of padioactive wastes and fPOrn pepositopy

opemtion can be peduced below acceptable levels to the extent

peasonab ly achievah le.

"To the extent reasonably achievable" implies an evaluation must be

made that takes
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•• into account the state of technology, and the economics of
improvements in relation to benefits to the public health and safety
and other societal and socio-economic consideration••• "
[10CFR20.34(a)J.

3.9 Environmental Protection

The site shall be located with due conside~ation to potential

envi~onmental impacts: ai~, wate~, and land use; and ambient envi~nmental

co nditio ns.

1. The site shaH be located with due conside~ation to potential

envi~nmental impacts.

The evaluation of such impacts will include assessment of air,

water, land, aesthetic, ecological, noise, resource, and

historical factors appropriate to repository construction,

operation, and isolation.

2. The site shaH be located to ~educe the UkeUhood o~

consequence of ai~, watep, and land use conflicts.

The consideration of air, water, and land use must include
both surface use, subsurface use, and resource denial as

currently regulated by local, state, and federal legislation.

Current legislation and executive orders to be addressed

include:

• National Environmental Policy Act of 1969
• The Wilderness Act of 1964
• The Wild-and-Scenic Rivers Act of 1968
• Wildlife Preservation Act of 1966
• Endangered Species Act of 1973
• National Wildlife Refuge Act of 1966
• National Park Service Lands
• National Historic Preservation Act of 1974
• National Heritage Program
• Noise Control Act of 1972
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• Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976
• Clean Air Act, Amended 1977
• Clean Water Act, Amended 1977
• The Land Policy and Management Act of 1976
• Floodplain Management, Executive Order 11988
• Protection of Wetlands, Executive Order 11990, 1977
• Prime or Unique Farmlands U.S.D.A 101(b)4.

Consideration of sites covered by these and other applicable
acts, orders, or legislation will include evaluation of miti
gating measures that could be undertaken to allow repository

construction and operation. Such mitigating measures might

include removal or exploitation of resources or articles of
value covered by the acts, or shifting location of repository

surface systems to avoid such articles. Evaluation of subsur

face resources will include assessment of the impact of the

denial of mineral, geothermal energy, water, or petroleum re

sources and the archeological value of the site. Considera

tion will be given to whether or not these resources or art

icles of value can be exploited or removed to allow siting.

3. The site shaH be located with due consideroation to nor'ma"l and

extroeme envi r'O nmenta"l co ndi tio ns.

The evaluation of such items as high winds, tornadoes, rainfall,
and flooding will be included to ensure that environmental im

pacts that would result from construction runoff, erosion of

spoil-piles and other repository-related activities are

eliminated, or mitigated to the extent practicable.

3.10 Socioeconomic Impacts

The site shaH be se"lected giving due consideroation to oocial and

economic impacts on communities and roegions affected by the r'epositoroy.

1. The site shaH be located so that adverose oocia"l and/oro eco

nomic impacts roesuUing fr'Om roepositor'Y constrouction and
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oper'ation can be accomrmdated by mitigation Or' compensation

str'ategies.

Social and economic impacts include both positive and negative
effects on individuals, communities, and institutions, such

as: the influx of new workers into a town, the effect of

population growth on housing markets and community services,

the fiscal burden on the local government, the impacts on

gqvernmental processes, and changes in land use patterns.

Some impacts may remain for which compensation or mitigation

may be necessary.

2. The site shall be located so that adequate access and utility

capability r'equir'ed for' the r'epositor'y either' exists Or' can be

pr'ovided without unacceptable impact on affected communities.

The movement of construction equipment and supplies, and of

waste to the repository during operation, can create burdens

on highway and rail systems'. Both systems need to be adequate

to carry these loads, or may need to be upgraded if current

capability is not adequate.
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SUMMARY

This environmental assessment (EA) has been prepared by the U.S.

Department of Energy to assess the impacts of implementing the draft National

Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories (proposed Siting

Plan) and of carrying out the field activities called for in the screening

phase of the Plan. This EA has been prepared in accordance with DOE's guide

lines (45 FR 20694, March 28, 1980) for compliance with the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969,(1) as implemented by regulations

promulgated by the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ, 40 CFR Parts

1500-1508, November, 1978).(2). The proposed Siting Plan consists of three

phases: the site screening phase, the ~etailed site studies phase, and the

site selection phase. Potential impacts of the National Siting Plan could

result from specific field activities and/or specific site selection strat

egies. Activities included in the screening phase are evaluated in this EA.

(Activities to be conducted in subsequent phases will be addressed in future

NEPA documents as described in Section 4.5 of the Siting Plan.)

The activity with the greatest potential for significant environ

mental impact during the site screening phase is borehole drilling. Primary

impacts related to borehole drilling include temporary disturbance of from 1

to 13 acres of habitat for each of many drilling sites across the United

States and temporary disruption of current land use at these sites. Drilling

sites and areas disturbed by field activities will be restored to the extent

practicable or to the extent allowed by law. Borehole drilling has been eval

uated on an individual(3-15) as well as generic(16,17) basis, and has

typically been shown to have little environmental impact. In fact, DOE has

proposed categorizing this activity as a class which generally will cause no

significant environmental impacts and will therefore not require an EA or an

EIS.(18) Currently environmental checklists are prepared prior to beginning

exploratory drilling in the National Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) program to

assess the potential for causing significant environmental impacts. Since

screening phase field activities including borehole drilling are expected to

be small and widely dispersed across the United States, no cumulative impacts

are anticipated.

i



Five alternative strategies to the proposed Siting Plan were

evaluated:

• No action (selecting sites without a plan)

• Choosing the first site now on the basis of existing information

• Conducting siting activities in preselected regions

(regionalization)

• Judging site suitability earlier in the siting process

• Providing more alternative sites for the first site selection

decision.

The impacts of implementing any of these alternatives are considered

to be minimal. Alternative strategies differ in the number of places which

would be studied to determine their suitability as potential repository sites,

costs of the siting program, and in the time required to select a potential

site which would ensure public health and safety and be environmentally

acceptable. None of the alternatives are judged significantly better than the

proposed action on the basis of environmental impacts.

ii
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Environmental Assessment (EA) evaluates the potential impacts of

implementing the the draft National Plan for Siting High-Level Radioactive

Waste Repositories (proposed Siting Plan) and of carrying out the field

activities called for in the screening phase of the Plan. This EA has heen

prepared in accordance with DOE's guidelines (45 FR 20694, March 28, 1980) for

compliance with the National Environnental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969,(1) as

implemented hy the regulations promulgated hy the Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ, 40 CFR Parts 1500-1508, Novemher, 1978).(2) On the hasis of

this EA, a Finding of No Significant Impact or a Notice of Intent to prepare

an environmental impact statement will he puhlished in the Federal Register.

1.1 Previous Siting Plan

Sites for disposal of commercially generated radioactive wastes have

long heen sought. The Department of Energy and its predecessor agencies have

heen involved in the management of radioactive waste since 1944 when radioac

tive waste was first generated as a hyproduct of national defense programs.

In 1958, the U.S. Geological Survey undertook a study for the Atomic Energy

Commission to identify those salt deposits in the United States that might

contain possihle disposal sites.(19) Siting efforts have increased since

that time and are now being undertaken hy DOE.(20)

A systematic process to find suitahle repository sites was descrihed

in hoth the EIS on the Management of Commercially Generated Radioactive

Waste(21), and DOE's Statement of Position in the Waste Confidence Rulemak

ing.(20) Recent NRC regulations(22) which require an exploratory shaft

and at-depth testing at each alternative have necessitated a change in the

siting strategy described in these two documents. The siting strategy de

scrihed in the EIS and the \vaste Confidence Rulemaking is discussed in this EA

as Alternative 4.
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1.2 Proposed Siting Plan

The proposed Siting Plan consists of three major siting phases: (1)

site screening (2) detailed site studies, and (3) site selection (see Siting

Plan Figures 2-1, and 2-2, and Table 4-3). The screening phase consists of

four steps; national, regional, area, and location surveys.

The first two steps, national and regional surveys, are carried out

on non-DOE lands and consist of a review of existing data obtained through

broad literature searches. Area surveys are conducted on DOE and non-DOE

lands under study and may include geologic and environmental field studies

such as shallow and deep drilling, geophysical surveys, environmental recon

naissance level investigations, and limited field confirmation activities.

Location surveys, also conducted on DOE and non-DOE lands, may include all of

the geologic and environmental field activities described in Section 3.7 of

this EA. The resultant data are used to identify potentially suitable sites

for detailed site studies.

Plans for detailed site studies have not yet been finalized, but are

currently envisioned to include (1) constructing an exploratory shaft for at

depth geologic, geophysic, and geochemical field work, (2) completing environ

mental baseline studies, (3) drilling boreholes, and (4) trenching.

In the final phase, site selection, DOE integrates environmental and

geotechnical factors with socioeconomic, legal, political, and institutional

factors to select, reject, reserve for future consideration, or defer sites.

At the conclusion of the site selection phase, a license application

will be filed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commissions (NRC) for the selected

site. Final site suitability will be determined through the NRC licensing

procedure during this phase.

1.3 Site Performance Criteria

The criteria used to determine site suitability are still being

developed. The NRC and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ultimately

will prescribe the criteria used to judge site suitability. NRC has proposed

criteria addressing siting, design, and performance of a geologic repository,
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and the design and performance of the package which contains the waste within

the geologic repository.(23) EPA has the authority and responsibility for

setting generally applicable standards for radiation in the environment. It

is the responsibility of the NRC to implement those standards in its licensing

actions and assure that puhlic health and safety are protected.

Because no EPA standard for disposal of high-level radioactive waste

yet exists, and NRC's criteria are still undergoing technical and puhlic re

view, DOE has developed a set of siting criteria which are comprehensive and

broad enough to support early siting decisions. DOE's Site Performance Cri

teria(24) (see Appendix A of the Siting Plan) were developed in considera

tion of other existing criteria (International Atomic Energy Agency, Office of

Waste Isolation and the National Research Council/National Academy of

Science)(25-27). The DOE criteria were also subjected to public review and

comment before heing finalized in Fehruary, 1981. NRC and EPA criteria will

preempt DOE's site performance criteria when they are finalized. In the

interim, however, DOE's criteria are comprehensive and broadly address issues

of puhlic health and safety, environmental protection, engineering

feasibility, and institutional and socioeconomic impact.

1.4 Organization of This EA

In evaluating the potential impacts of implementing the proposed Plan

and conducting site screening phase activities, the purpose and need for the

Plan are reviewed (Chapter 2, see also attached Siting Plan), the proposed ac

tion and alternatives are described (Chapter 3); the affected environment is

presented (Chapter 4); environmental consequences of the proposed action and

alternatives are estimated (Chapter 5); and conclusions are summarized

(Chapter 6).
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2.0 PURPOSE AND NEED

After an analysis of alternative methods for the disposal of com

mercially generated radioactive wastes,(21) DOE decided to proceed with a

programmatic strategy for the siting of mined geologic nuclear reposi

tories.(28) DOE had already been searching for sites suitable for deep

disposal in geologic formations under a decision to adopt geologic disposal as

an interim planning strategy. Now that the strategy for a technological dis

posal option has been formally selected, the process of finalizing a plan for

finding sites under this option can move forward.

The purpose of the proposed National Siting Plan is to describe a

framework for decision making which, when implemented, will result in the

identification and selection of sites suitable for development into geologic

repositories for. the isolation of radioactive wastes in a manner that assures

the public health and safety and is environmentally acceptable. The proposed

action is needed to:

• Provide a stepwise, systematic approach to repository site

selection

• Provide a framework for integrating developing technology into the

siting process

• Provide a vehicle for state, regulatory, and societal review and

comment on the DOE approach.

In addition, implementation of the Siting Plan will provide candidate

sites at which a test and evaluation facility (TEF) will be located. Three

potential repository sites will be candidates for a TEF.

Preceding Page Blank
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This chapter descrihes the proposed action, alternatives to the pro

posed action, and field activities common to each of the siting strategies.

The proposed action is the implementation of the National Plan for Siting

High-Level Radioactive Waste Repositories and the performance of field activ

ities descrihed in the Plan (see Section 4.5 of the Siting Plan). The Siting

Plan descrihes the process DOE will follow to find and select repository sites

for the disposal of commercially generated wastes.

Alternatives to the proposed Siting Plan include:

Alternative 1. No action (selecting sites without a plan)

Alternative 2. Choosing the first site now on the basis of existing

information

Alternative 3. Conducting siting activities in preselected regions

(regionalization)

Alternative 4. Judging site suitahility earlier in the siting

process

Alternative 5. Providing more alternatives for the first site

selection decision.

Performance of field activities is the only source of potential

direct impacts on the natural and human environment. Impact differences among

the proposed action and alternatives arise from differences in the numher of

places which would he studied, the time required to select a potential reposi

tory site, and the cost of field and other activites attributable to each

alternative siting approach.

3.1 The Proposed Action

The proposed action is implementation of a three-phased siting pro

cess consisting of site screening, detailed site studies, and site selection.

This EA is being pUhlished with, and is attached to, the proposed Siting Plan.

The siting phases are shown schematically on Siting Plan Figure 4-1. Each of

these phases consists of steps (see Siting Plan Figure 4-2). The activities

to he conducted in each step are summarized in Tahle 3-1. This EA addresses

field activities to be conducted in the site screening phase.

Preceding Page Blank
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TABLE 3-1. SUMMARY OF DOE SITING ACTIVITIES

Participants NEPA
Policy to and

Siting and Characterization Decision Technical State Land
Steps Requirements Activities Process Documentation Consultation Acquisition Mitigation

National Screen- State consul- "Desk Top" DOE, USGS, Characterization and States notified None None
ing Surveys tation step- studies, States recommendation report of study -

wise approach literature
review,
geologic, land
use, and systems
approaches

Regional Sta te consul- Studies of DOE, USGS, Characterization Governors, None R~storation of
Surveys tation, mul- available States reports, and rccom- legislators, and drilling sites

tiple media literature, mendation reports their advisory
alternatives existing gee- committees.

logic and environ- Public informa-
mental reports, tion meetings
maps, aerial photo- and press
graphs and a few conferences
deep boreholes

Arc~ State and Geologic DOE, USGS, Deep drilling FE's Significant TcmpoTllry Access fees
Surveys local con- mapping, a few States, local Characterization increase in access for and permits.

sultation deep boreholes governments, Summary and rccom- the level of drilling Grants to sup-
reconnaissance other federal mcndation reports consultation activity port high
surveys to agencies Draft SCR activity on involvement of
develop new non-DOE lands. key participants,
data for Numerous fed- especially state
evaluation eral agencies agencies and

and departments universities.
enter the process. Restoration of
Local community drilling sites
leaders

Location State and Geologic and Those above Site Characterization Same as above, Temporary Access fees and
Surveys local con- environmental plus local Report. Characteriza- plus affected access for permits. Grants

sultation field studies communities tion reports, recom~ citizens. Begin geologic and to key partici-
Site Char- sufficient to mcnda tion reports. EA sta te and local environmental pants. Restora~

acterization select a site or EIS for detailed site involvement field studies. tion of drilling
Report 10 for detailed studies (exploratory for DOE lands. sites.
CFR 60 study. shaft).

Detailed Site State and In depth geo- Same as Site Characterization Same as above Option or pur- Determining alterna-
Studies local consulta- logic and cnviron~ above Report (updated) chase of private tives for technical

tion 3 or more mental field land, transfer or and financial
sites in diverse studies, including withdrawal of assistance to
geological sinking an ex~ federal land, communities
media or ploratory shaft
geohydrologic to thorou~hly

systems characterize
potential sites.

Site Recommenda- State and local Onsite monitoring Same as Site recommendation Same as above Purchase of Development of
tion and Selection consultation of key geological above plus reports, DElS, Site private land. plans with

and environ~ the Nuclear Selection Report transfer or affected persons
mental parameters Regulatory and fEIS permanent and communities

Commission withdrawal of to up~r<..lde C0111-

federal land. munity utilities
and services and
to participate in

Licl'nsin~ Meet 10 CFR Use and update DOE, !'IRC License application Same as above Completed potential project

60 require- detailed site preliminary
ments studies as Safety Analysis

needed Report Environ~

mental Report
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Referring to Siting Plan Figure 5-4, detailed site studies would be

initiated in 1983 at three sites. These three sites will be the pritMry

candidates from which a site will be selected for construction of the Test and

Evaluation Facility in 1985. Activities to be conducted in the detailed site

studies phase are site-specific and cannot yet be finalized, but are expected

to include construction of an exploratory shaft, environmental studies, and

at-depth geologic and hydrologic testing. Screening phase studies would

continue in the Lake Superior region, Appalachian region, and Province 9

region (shown on Siting Plan Figure 5-5) until 1987, when a site from one of

these regions and another site from either the Permian, Paradox, or Gulf Coast

areas would be selected for detailed site studies.

Under the proposed plan, DOE may select the first site and apply to

NRC for a license to receive and possess nuclear materials as early as fiscal

year 1988. If a site is selected before 1991, it will be selected from among

the three sites which have undergone detailed site studies. If the first site

or subsequent site(s) is selected after 1991, more sites will have undergone

detailed site studies, and selection may be from up to five sites for which

detailed site studies will be complete. The total cost of siting under the

proposed plan is estimated to be $1.8 billion for fiscal years 1981 to 1987.

3.2 Alternative 1: No Action - Siting Without a Plan

The no action alternative is defined as selecting repository sites

without a structured plan. It is conceivable, given interim and developing

criteria, that repository sites could be selected and NRC licenses sought on

the basis of meeting those criteria in the absence of a structured methodology

for characterizing and screening potential sites. This alternative could be

implemented in various ways. In any case, the data base for each place cur

rently being screened would be examined to identify issues most in need of

further study before a suitability determination could be made. No specific

siting phases would be designated; characterization of individual sites would

proceed at their own pace. Opportunities for public input to the siting

process would be provided on a schedule specific to each individual site.
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3.3 Alternative 2: Choose the First Site Now

Under this alternative, the site judged to have the highest potential

for meeting current and developing site performance criteria on the basis of

existing data would be selected very soon. This site would be the subject of

intense character.ization efforts to make a site suitability determination as

soon as possible. Studies of alternatives not chosen would be discontinued.

Funds allocated under the proposed Plan to bring alternative sites to compar

able levels of confidence for suitability determinations could be spent on

other program activities, such as technology development, or could be diverted

to other federal programs.

3.4 Alternative 3: Siting Within Predetermined Regions
(Regionalization)

This alternative calls for dividing the country into regions (perhaps

"service regions") and initiating screening activities within each region

(regionalization). This alternative would require each region to accept re

sponsibility for disposing of the nuclear. waste generated in that region.

After dividing the nation into regions, sites would be selected using a

methodology and set of activities similar to those described in the proposed

Plan. Lar.ge land units would be studied to find small areas which potentially

meet siting criteria. Potential sites would eventually be identified from the

small areas for detailed study to determine the suitability of each site.

Sites determined to be suitable in each region would be subjected to the NRC

licensing process.

3.5 Alternative 4: Judging Site Suitability
Earlier in the Siting Process

Prior to the promulgation of NRC's procedur.al rule,(22) the Depart

ment of Energy had described an earlier plan for finding suitable repository

sites.(20) Figure 3-1 illustrates the earlier DOE siting plan. The earlier

plan required that the same activities be conducted as the proposed plan, but
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is different in an important respect: a suitahility determination at each

potential site would he made earlier (at the conclusion of the location step).

perhaps without the use of in situ data.

Under Alternative 4. activities conducted in the national, regional,

and area steps of the screening phase are the same as those described in the

proposed Plan. The activities which would he carried out during the location

step under Alternative 4 include completing biological, physical, and socio

economic baseline surveys. and drilling several boreholes to obtain data to

judge subsurface conditions. Some trenching and seismic tests would also be

necessary. Those locations which could not be completely characterized and

determined to be either suitahle or unsuitahle for repository sites from such

surface activities would have exploratory shafts constructed to ohtain suhsur

face (in situ) data. These activities would provide the data from which to

judge sites as suitahle for development as repositories.

Under Alternative 4, the intensity of location studies would in

crease. From five to ten locations would be studied in the next two years and

an as yet undetermined number of locations would be studied in the following

years. (Under the proposed Plan, only three sites will be characterized to

this level of detail during the detailed site study phase in the next five

years and two additional sites will he studied in detail in later years.)

3.6 Alternative 5: Providing More Alternative Sites
for the First Selection Decision

Alternative 5 requires that an alternative site(s) in granite (or

other media) be availahle prior to selection of the first site. This alterna

tive would provide the decision makers with at least one additional rock type

thought to be suitable hefore selecting the first repository site for NRC re

view. The proposed action, though not precluding granite site availability

for the first repository selection, preserves the option of selecting a site

before alternatives to Nevada tuff, Hanford basalt, and salt are availahle.

To hring study of granites up to a basis equal with that of studies

in basalt, tuff, and salt, either suhstantial additions to near-term
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budgets, or a delay in the first site selection until after 1992 would be

necessary. If the program received additional funds in the near term to bring

study of granites up to a basis equal with that of other media, it is unlikely

that total program costs would differ substantially since granites are

proposed to be characterized under the proposed Plan (but at a slower pace).

3.7 Field Activities Common to the Proposed Action and Alternatives

Field activities are essential to any siting strategy. Informed sit

ing decisions can only be made with adequate field data. Potential impacts to

the natural and human environment may result from field activities. This sec

tion describes the types of field activities that would probably be common to

all of the alternatives and that may be a source of environmental impact dur

ing the search (screening) for potential repository sites. Many of these

field activities have previously been evaluated and have been found to result

in no significant environmental impact.(3-1S)

Some of the activities to be conducted during the detailed site study

phase are in early stages of planning and can only be described in detail when

specific sites are identified. These activities include conducting detailed

environmental baseline surveys, constructing exploratory shafts, and conduct

ing tests at potential repository depth. Additionally, some activities will

not be carried out at every site, but will be conducted to resolve site

specific issues. Activities in early planning stages and those which are site

specific will be conducted during detailed site studies and site selection

phases of the proposed Plan. These activities will be described in future

documents called site characterization reports (Table 4-2 of the Plan) which

will provide NRC with DOE's plans for investigating individual sites. Envi

ronmental impacts of these future site-specific activities will be described

in detail in future EAs and EISs.

Screening phase activities necessary at each potential site are

described below. These activities can be categorized as either geotechnical

or environmental.
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3.7.1 Geotechnical Activities

Descriptions of the geotechnical activities that may he conducted

during the search for repository sites or to evaluate the suitability of an

individual site are provided below. While some site-specific differences can

be expected in equipment selection and layout, materials use, and procedures,

these descriptions contain sufficiently specific information to serve as a

basis for environmental impact evaluations.

3.7.1.1 Deep Drilling. For purpose of this assessment, deep drill

ing is defined as extending to below 1,000 feet in depth. Activities assoc

iated with drilling can be divided into seven phases: exploration, site

access, site preparation, drilling to total depth, logging and testing, decom

missioning, and site reclamation. Table 3-2 lists the activities carried out

during each phase, and the component of the environment which may be affected.

Existing roads are used for drilling site access when available. When new

access is required, it generally extends less than one mile from existing

roads. The area disturbed for access and drilling will generally he limited

to less than 13 acres. Typically, a numher of deep and shallow boreholes can

be drilled in this disturbed area.

3.7.1.2 Shallow Drilling. The facilities and equipment for shallow

drilling are similar to those required for deep drilling. However, since the

depth of the planned borehole is typically less than 1,000 feet, the magnitude

of the operation is significantly less.

Existing roads are used for access to the site whenever possible.

When new access is required, it generally extends less tban one mile from

existing roads. Site preparation typically consists of clearing and leveling

approximately one acre per borehole to accommodate the drilling facility. The

extent of disturbance at the drilling site depends on physical surface char

acteristics such as slope and drainage patterns.

3.7.1.3 Geohydrologic Testing. Once a test well has been drilled a

variety of geohydrologic tests may he conducted to determine the physical and

chemical characteristics of subsurface formations in the vicinity of the test
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TABLE 3-2. POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH DRILLING ACTIVITIES

Drill Project
Phase

Exploration

Access to
Site

Site
Preparation

Drilling to
Total Depth

Lo~ng and
Tcstin!!

DL'commissiun

Site
Reclamation

Activity

• Seismic Survey

• Construct Access
Road

• Clear and Grade
Drilling Site and
Staging Area

• Acquire Water Source

• Construct Mud Pits
• Drill to Total Depth
• Dispose of Waste

Fluids and Cuttings

• Recording of Borehole
Geophysical Data

• Removal of Equipment

• Regrade Site
• Reclaim Drilling Sumps

Environmental
Component Affected

• Terrestrial Habitat
• Wildlife

• Terrestrial Habitat
• Wildlife
• Aquatic Habitat
• Ground-water Aquifers
• Surface Water

• Terrestrial Habitat
• Aquatic Habitat
• Wildlife
• Ground-\\'Jter Aquifers

• Land
• Human Environs

• Surface Water

• Ground-water Quality
• Surface Water Qualitv
• Terrestrial Habitat
• Air and Noise
• Aquatic Habitat
• Aestetic Quality

• Land
• Human [nvirons

• Ground-water Aquifer

• Land Use

• Wildlife
• Human Environs

• Wildlife

Potential
Impact

• Disruption of soil in
small area (explosives)

• Noise disruption of
animal habitat

• Disruption of habitat
through road grading

• Noise disruption of
wildlife behavior

• Erosion and alteration
of surface runoff and
ground-wat"er recharge

• Disruption of J-13
acres for drilling and
staging area

• Diverted land usc
• Alteration of surfacL'

and ground-water ft'

charge patterns
• Noise and air pollu

tion from particulates
and gaseous emissions

• Disruption of wildlife
behavior

• Disturbance of people
• Sedimentation of

aquatic habitats

• f\.ligration of disposed
waste nuids to surface
and g.round w<.Iter

• Ovcrnow of mud pits
into habitats

• Disturbance of people

• Atmospheric input of
particulates into
habitats

• Disruption of aquifer
transmissive proper

ties from dirlling or
improper pluggin~

and casing

• Air pollution from
particulates and gas

eous emissions

• Desiccation of aquatic
habitats duc to water
consumption

• Contamin<.ltion of
habitats from
<.lccident:.l1 chemk<.ll

spills
• Divcrtcd bnd usc

• Erosion of soil
• Commitment of farm

land
• Pn'sence of equipment

• Disturbance ()f peopk

• Diverted land usc

• Nuise
• Disruption of :Jnimal

bl'havior

• Disturb:Jnl'e of people

• Noise and air pollu
tion disruption of
wildlife bch;Jvior
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site. In general, the geohydrologic testing involves measuring static ground

water levels, conducting pumping and injection tests, collecting water samples

for chemical analyses, and conducting ground-water tracer tests.

Access requirements for gheohydrologic testing are essentially the

same as those required for drilling. Installation of test pumps can be ac

companied by the drilling rig used for well construction, or by a truck of

similar size equipped with a winch or hoist. Additional clearing of land is

not required to provide access for geohydrologic testing.

3.7.1.3.1 Pumping Tests. Pumping tests provide data used to esti

mate the hydrologic properties of the tested aquifers. Data from these tests

consist of measurements of ground-water level changes in observation wells

that result from pumping water from another well. The data can be used in

conjunction with other geological and geophysical information to calculate the

transmissivity, permeability, and storage coefficient of the aquifer; to de

tect and quantify hydraulic connections between different aquifers; and to

determine the presence and nature of hydrologic boundaries.

3.7.1.3.2 Injection Tests. The simplest forms of injection tests

are the "slug test" and the "constant-head" injection test. In the slug test,

a single injection of water is made into, and the water level in the casing is

monitored. In a constant-head injection test, water is allowed to enter the

casing from a surface reservoir and the rate of flow required to maintain a

constant water level in the casing is monitored. These technqiues are gener

ally used with small-diameter wells drilled into low-permeability formations

and do not require observation wells or pumping equipment.

3.7.1.3.3 Water Sampling. Water samples are collected for analysis

of the chemical quality of the ground water. Spatial and temporal variations

in water quality help determine local hydrogeologic conditions, such as loca

tions of recharge and discharge areas, or the possible presence of "saline

plumes". This information is required to determine suitability for a specific

purpose, such as potable water supply or drilling fluid, or to determine the

apropriate means of disposing of water pumped from the test well. Several
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techniques are available for collecting water samples from a well. Most of

these water sampling procedures can be carried out by one person.

3.7.1. 3.4 Tr.acer Tests. Tracer tests complement pumping and injec

tion tests. Tracer tests, a standard industry practice for geohydrologic

testing, involve introducing a known quantity and concentration of a tracer

material into a well bore (typically methylene blue, sodium fluorescein chlo

ride salts, certain radioisotopes, or strong electrolytes) and monitoring

changes in tracer concentration in that and other nearby wells. The tests may

be conducted under natural flow conditions or under pumping or injection con

ditions. These tests provide additional information on the permeability and

porosity of the aquifer, as well as natural ground-water flow rates and

directions.

3.7.1.3.5 Well Logging. Well logging is conducted in each borehole.

The basic elements of well-logging equipment include truck-mounted electronic

recording devices, motor-driven or hand-operated winches, a tripod hoisting

and electrical cable, and various types of well-logging probes.

Data from well logs have several general uses: (1) correlating geo

logic formations from one borehole to another; (2) determining the lithology

and thickness of the geologic formations; (3) evaluating subsurface water

quality; and (4) determining relative physical properties of the geologic for

mations including the amount, location, and type of porosity; moisture con

tent; temperature; density; elastic properties; bulk and pore compressibili

ties; and location of rock fractures.

3.7.1.4 Geophysical Surveys.

3.7.1.4.1 Seismic Surveys. Seismic surveys involve generating an

elastic pulse (or wave) by striking a metal plate with a sledgehammer, employ

ing an automatic vibrator, dropping a heavy weight, using explosives, or using

compressed air. Seismometers or geophones are used to detect the resulting

motion of the ground at nearby points.

Seismic studies may encompass an area of several square miles. The

seismic crew normally consists of three or more persons with several vehicles,
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including a small drill rig or truck-mounted auger. Some clearing of vegeta

tion may be required to provide access for vehicles and to position the

geophones.

3.7.1.4.2 Resistivity Surveys. The electrical resistivity survey

usually consists of generating alternating electrical current, applying it to

the ground through two electrodes, and measuring the potential drop between a

second pair of electrodes.

The electrodes, usually from 1 to 1.5 feet in length and 0.5 inch in

diameter, are driven into the ground with a sledgehammer. Wires connect the

electrodes with the power source and resistivity meter, usually contained in

the same box. Data derived from the resistivity survey are used to: (1)

evaluate the relative lithology of the subsurface geologic formations, and (2)

determine the position and form of the various formations.

3.7.1.4.3 Gravity and Magnetic Surveys. A gravity survey detects

underground geologic structures by the variations in the earth's gravitational

field. Gravimeters are designed to measure directly small differences in

gravitation field strength. Typically, gravity measurements are taken at dis

crete locations within the area of investigation. The locations are usually

defined by a grid system (typically 200 ft x 200 ft) established for the area.

Considerable surveying and some geological reconnaissance may be required in

the area of investigation prior to initiating the gravity survey. If the area

of investigation covers several square miles, a helicopter-mounted gravimeter

may be used.

Magnetic surveys detect geologic structures by the variations in the

earth's magnetic field. Field crews may conduct magnetic surveys from ground

level, or may equip airplanes such that surveys can be taken from the air.

Field techniques used for magnetic surveys are identical to those for gravity

surveys and the methods of presentation and interpretation of the data are

similar.

3.7.1.5 Geologic Mapping. Geologic reconnaissance and mapping pro

grams supplement and integrate information about areas under investigation.
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Geologic mapping usually is accomplished by two or three geologists using

aerial reconnaissance and detailed field mapping techniques. Subsurface in

vestigations may require limited trenching with a backhoe and/or bulldozer.

Trenches are used to investigate shallow soil/rock profiles for: (1) ident

ifying, classifying, and sampling the soil and (2) determining if displacement

of soil or rock has occurred. The latter information is used in conjunction

with other studies to investigate faulting.

The dimensions of a trench are dependent on the depth of the soil/

rock profiles to be evaluated. Dimensions of a typical trench range from 2 to

200 feet in length and width and 3 to 10 feet in depth.

3.7.2 Environmental Activities

In contrast to the geotechnical activities, many of the environmental

field activities described in this section have not yet been conducted in

DOE's siting efforts. These field activities, or in some cases, mitigation

measures required for geotechnical activities, are required by a variety of

federal (and sometimes state and local) authorities. Relevant federal

environmental requirements are listed in Table 3-3.

3.7.2.1 Socioeconomic Studies. The socioeconomic data needed to

characterize and to select sites for further detailed study include demo

graphic characteristics, lahor force characteristics, and information on

community facilities and land use.

Most of this information can he ohtained through literature re

views, studies of local and regional plans and records, and through meetings

and interviews with people and groups familiar with the community.

3.7.2.2 Ecosystem Studies. Studies of major terrestrial and aquatic

communities and habitats and of agricultural resources will he undertaken.

Region and area study phases require only literature reviews of ecological

data. The location phase studies will include:

• Identifying the representative important species, including rare

and endangered species



TABLE 3-3. FEDERAL ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS

Federal Regulations/Statutes

1. Air Quality

a. Clean Air Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. § § 7401-7642
(Supp. 1979)

b. Prevention of Significant Deterioration, 40 C. F. R. § §
51.24,52.25 (1980)

2. Cultural Resources

a. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended,
16 U.S.C. § § 470-470t (Supp. 1979)

b. Protection and Enhancement of Cultural Environment,
Exec. Order No. 11593, 36 Fed. Reg. 8921
(May 15, 1971)

c. Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties, 36 C.F .R.
§ § 800.1 - 800.15 (1980)

d. Antiquity Act of 1906, 16 U.S.C. § § 432-433 (1970
& Supp. 1979)

e. Historic Sites, Buildings and Antiquities Act, as amended,
(Historic Sites Act). 16 U.S.C. § § 461-469i (1970 &
Supp.1979)

f. Archaeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974,
16 U.S.C. § § 469-469c (Supp. 1979)

g. Archaeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, 16
U.S.C. § § 470aa-47011 (Supp. 1979)

3. Ecology/Wildlife Protection

a. Endangered Species Act, as amended, 16 U.S.C. § §
1531-1543 (1970 & Supp. 1979)

b. National Wildlife Refuge Systems Administration Act
of 1966, 16 U.S.C. § § 668-668ee (1970 & Supp. 1979)

c. Migratory Bird Treaty Act, as amended, 16 U.S.C. § §
703-711 (Supp. 1979)

d. Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. § §
668-668d (1970)

e. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Coordination Act, as amended,
16 U.S.C. § § 661-666c (1970)

f. Animal Damage Control on Federal Lands, Exec. Order
No. 11870, 40 Fed. Reg. 30611 (July 18, 1975) as
amended by Exec. Order No. 11917,41 Fed. Reg. 22239
(June 2, 1976)

g. Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Act, as amended,
16 U.S.C. § § 1331-1340 (1970 & Supp. 1979)

h. Wild Free-Roaming Horses and Burros Protection Act.
Management and Control, 43 C.F.R. § § 4700.1-1
4760.2 (1978)

i. Range Management - Management of Wild Free-Roaming
Horses and Burros, 36 C.F.R. § § 22.20-222.36 (1980)

4. Hydrology and Water Quality

a. Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (Refuse Act) 33 U.S.C.
§ § 401-413 (1970)

b. Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended by the
Clean Water Act of 1971, 33 U.S.C. § § 1251-1376
(SuPp. 1979)

c. EPA Administered Permit Programs: The National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System; The Hazardous
Waste Permit Program; and The Underground Injection
Control Program, 40 C.F .R. § § 122.1-122.66 (1980)

d. EPA General Provisions for Effluent Guidelines and
Standards, 40 C.F.R. §§ 401.1-401.15 (1980)

e. EPA Water Quality Criteria, 1976; Quality Criteria for
H20, EPA No. 055-001'-0149-4 (July 1976)

f. EPA Toxic Pollutant Effluent Standards, 40 C.F.R.
RR 129.1-129.105 (1980)

g. Safe Drinking Water Act, 42 U.S.C. § § 300f-300j-10
(1970 & SuPp. 1979) (Underground Injection)

h. EPA Underground Injection Control Program: Criteria
and Standards, 40 C.F .R. § § 146.1-146.52 (1980)

5. Land Use

a. Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976,
43 U.S.C. § § 1701-1782 (Supp. 1979)

b. Special Land Use Permits, 43 C.F .R. § § 2920.0
2-2923.4-2 (1978)

N
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c. Leasing and Permitting, 25 C.F.R. §§ 131.1-131.20
(1980)

d. Wilderness Act of 1964,16 U.S.C. §§ 1131-1136 (1970)
e. Prime and Unique Farmland, 7 C.F.R. § § 657.1-657.5

(1980)
f. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, as amended, 10 U.S.C. § §

1271-1287 (1970 and Supp. 1979)
g. Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, 16 U.S.C. § §

1451-1464 (Supp. 1979)
h. National Forest Management Act of 1976, 16 U.S.C. § §

1600-1676 (Supp. 1979)
i. U.S. Forest Service: Land Use 36 C.F.R. § §

251.1-251.64 (1980)
j. U.S. Forest Services: Minerals, 36 C.F.R. § §

252.1-252.15 (1980)
k. Protection of Wetlands, Exec. Order No. 11990,42 Fed.

Reg. 26961 (May 25,1977)
I. DOE-Compliance With FloodplainslWetland Environmen

tal Review Requirements, 10 C.F .R. § § 1022.1-1022.21
(1980)

m. Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace, 14 C.F .R. § §
77.1-77.75 (1980)

n. Floodplain Management, Exec. Order No. 11988,42 Fed.
Reg. 26951, (May 25,1977) as amended by Exec. Order
No. 12148,3 C.F.R. 418 (1979 compilation)

o. Use of Off-Road Vehicles on the Public Lands, Exec.
Order No. 11644,37 Fed. Reg. 2877 (Feb. 9, 1972) as
amended by Exec. Order No. 11989, 42 Fed. Reg. 26959
(May 25, 1977)

p. Use of Motor Vehicles Off Forest Development Roads,
36 C.F.R. §§ 295.1-295.6 (1980)

q. Off-Road Vehicles (BLM) 43 C.F.R. § § 6290.0-1-6295.3
(1978)

6. Noise

a. Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 U.S.C. § § 4901-4918
(1970)

b. Noise Emission Standards for Construction Equipment,
40 C.F .R. § § 204.1-204.59 (1980)

7. Waste Disposal

a. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976,
42 U.S.C. § § 6901-6987 (Supp. 1979)

b. Solid Waste Disposal Act, as amended by Resource Con
servation and Recovery Act, 42 U.S.C. § § 6901-6987
(Supp. 1979)

8. Aesthetics

a. Visibility Protection for Federal Class I Areas, 40 C.F .R. §
51.302 (1980)

N
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• Identifying species that migrate through the area but are not

generally considered permanent residents. The importance of the

area as a spawning and/or nursery ground is also addressed.

• Identifying, where possible, food chains and interspecific

relationships of important species.

3.7.2.3 Climatology and Air Quality Studies. Local data on hydro

carbons, sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide levels, particulates,

and average wind speed and direction will be necessary to establish local

baseline conditions. If these data are not available from the Air Quality

Maintenance District (AQMD), periodic measurements will be made in order to

establish background levels. Although onsite meteorological and air quality

data are to be gathered during detailed site studies, meteorological towers

may be erected at some locations prior to the detailed study phase. A minimum

of one year of onsite meteorological air quality data will eventually be re

quired to characterize the meteorology and air quality at potential sites.

These data, along with long-term weather records, are needed to meet regula

tory and licensing requirements. These data are also used in designing repos

itory pollution control equipment and predicting air pollution dispersion.

One or more meteorological towers (typically 60m in height) will be

needed to record the variability of meteorological conditions at candidate

sites. It may also be necessary to establish several small climatological

data stations to measure temperature, precipitation, and other parameters.

3.7.2.4 Cultural Resources Studies. Unique cultural resources are

those resources that have significant scientific, education, historical, pre

historic, archaeological, architectural and/or recreational value and are

judged worthy of preservation and/or study. These resources may have research

value, cultural and historical significance, may be used in teaching aids for

field studies, or may be of recreational value.

Cultural resource investigations begin with an analysis of available

published and unpublished literature on known historical, scientific, and

archaeological sites in the area. Local experts will also be consulted to

locate potential cultural resources. Identified sites will be field verified.
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Later (detailed site) phases will include the following activities:

• A field survey of probable areas of unidentified cultural

resources. This is typically a walk-over survey but may include

some non-intrusive instrument readings (e.g., magnetometer).

• Field verification of the location and extent of previously

identified sites.

• Sampling of some sites to determine their archaeological value.

All action taken to identify archeological and historic resources is

directed by a qualified archaeologist and coordinated with the state historic

preservation officer.

3.7.2.5 Hydrology and Water Quality Studies. Data on hydrology and

surface-water quality and quantity may be required to help screen from loca

tions to sites. These data are generally available in the open literature.

If these data are available, field studies will be necessary.

3.7.2.6 Background Noise and Radiation Studies. The extent and var

iation of background noise and radiation within a location will be determined.

General information on background noise levels can be obtained by monitoring

at selected locations on and around the site using portable or hand-held sound

level meters. The intervals over which sound levels are monitored are depen

dent upon both the nature of the site and the nature of the activity which is

to be carried out. Frequency and sound pressure level are the variables gen

erally recorded for background noise studies.

General information on background radiation levels in the air will be

obtained by placing air samplers and thermoluminescent dosimeters or pressur

ized ionization chambers at locations that are being monitored for meteorolog

ical and air-quality information. Information on radioactive levels in water

will be obtained by analyzing ground water and surface waters that occur in or

flow through the location and its environs. No radioactive materials are used

or are on site during the siting process.
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4.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

The shaded portions of Siting Plan Figure 5-5 indicate places in

which DOE is currently conducting screening activities. Surveys at the

Hanford Site, Nevada Test Site, Paradox Basin, Permian Basin, and Gulf Coast

Salt Domes are in, or will soon be in, the location step of the screening

phase. Regional studies have been performed in the Salina Basin. The envi

ronmental characteristics of these six major regions are summarized in Table

4-1. Detailed description of the environments of most of these regions have

been documented in characterization and recommendation reports.(29-33) In

addition, DOE is beginning regional surveys in the USGS Province 9, the Lake

Superior region, and the Appalachian region shown in Siting Plan Figure 5-5.

These regions display a wide range of environments, from the arid environments

of Hanford and Nevada to the humid Gulf Coast.

Potentially sensitive issues in an arid or semiarid habitat, such as

those found in the Paradox, Permian, Hanford, and Nevada regions include: (1)

the fragile nature of the soil and its susceptibility to erosion by wind or

water, (2) the potential lack of revegetative capacity of the area due to in

frequent rainfall, (3) the visual impact of equipment in areas where there are

few trees or hills, and (4) water consumption in areas with little water.

Potentially sensitive issues in a wet, poorly drained environment

such as is found in portions of the Gulf Coast, Lake Superior, the northern

and southern Appalachian regions include: (1) the potential for wind or water

erosion of disturbed, uncovered ground or spoil piles; (2) the effects of fug

itive dust on a large variety and number of organisms, including threatened or

endangered species or their habitat; (3) nearness of the water table to the

surface, making construction more difficult; and (4) the saturated nature of

the soil in lowland areas, necessitating the use of fill materials (for road

construction, etc.) that can result in changing water courses or drying up of

water bodies.

Potentially sensitive issues in wet, well drained environments, such

as may be found in portions of the Salina, Lake Superior, and northern and

southern Appalachian regions, include: (1) the potential for wind or water

erosion of disturbed, uncovered ground or spoil piles (2) contamination of

nearby streams from construction runoff, and (3) the effects of fugitive

Preceding Page Blank



TABLE 4-1. SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERIStICS OF GEOLOGIC REGIONS CURRENTLY IN THE SCREENING PHASE.

--- ---_._- -----_._------- ----- - --.------"_._._--_._._-
Characterist ic Hanford Reservation Nevada Test Site Parauox Basin Permian Hasin Sa I ina l3as in CuIf COilS t Region

------------ _._-------------_ ..._--- -- - --- ------ ------- ... '- --_ .... ----.. --_. -. - - ----- _. .._-.-- _.- ---- -+-- --_.- - +._--,----~---- ------

Geologic Medium

Location

Phys iographic
Designation

Land Surface Form

Surface Soils

Precipitation

Runoff

Flooding

Surface Water
Availability

Vegetation

Game Animals

Threatened and
Endangered Species

Air Pollution
Potential

Winds (mi/hr)

Land Use

Transporta tion

Population Density/
sq mi

Cultural Resources

Flow basalt

SE central Washington

Columbia Plateau

Gently sloping plains
and tablelands

Sand and cobble

5-8 in.

in.

None

Poor

Shrub steppe

Few

Few transient

Moderately low

6-9
Frequent dry gusts

Controlled access

Adequate

o

Loca lized

Welded tuff

Southern Nevada

Bas in and Range

Plains with low
mountains

Sand and cobble

4-10 in.

< 1 in.

None

Poor

Desert-shrub/
shrub-steppe

Few

Few state listed

Moderate

8
Monthly dry gusts

Contr()l,led ilccess

Adequate

o

LOCil} ized

Bedded sal t

Southeastern Utah

Colorado Plateaus

Rugged tablelands

Rocky/clay

8-16 in.

1 in.

Cloudburst, lowland
flooding infrequent

Poor

Blackbrush
Juniper-pinyon

Fu rbea re rs
Big and sma II gamc'

Some listed

Moderate

9-16
Infrequent gusts

Mos t Iy f ede ra I,
limited use

Limi ted

5

Several tlesi~nateu

t r i ha 1 .1 n'<lS

Bedded salt

Texas panhill1d Ie

(;reat Plains

Smooth plains

Si I ts/ clay

16-30 In.

1 in.

Spring and summer
milH)r flash rlolJus

Intermittent slreilnlS
and ponds

Grasslands

Several kinds

Few 1 I sted

L{}w

10-20
Dry gllStS ill sunlnler

50-60 percent irri
ga ted e rop lanus

Cood

10
Sea t tereu sllla 11
urban art.'as

Some LIes i gn;l leu .:1 n.'ilS

Bedded sa 1 t

Michigan, Ohio
New York

Centrill Lowlands

Smon l h to gt:.>n t Ly
roll ing plains

Luams

30-40 ill.

10-20 in.

Sprin~ iItld SlImmer
Ininor flilstl flouds
f requen t

Good

Oak, It iekory,
beech, maple

Deer, small game,
fishing

f'ew I is ted

High

10
(;usls with fain

Numerous pot en l ia 1
conf! iels

Very gooJ

100
~Iajur urb;:lll are.:lS

Sevt'rill dl'sign':llL'u

.:lrL';ls

Domal salt

Texas, Louisiana,
Mississippi

(;ulf COilS tal Plain

Irregular plains

Silnd s/ clay s

45-60 in.

10-20 in.

Heavy low land
flooding frequent

Vl'ry good

Southern mixed
forest

I~urbearers, deer,
small game, fishing

Sevl'ral listed

Muuera le

Custs wit Ii rain

i~hlstJy scattered
r0 re s t / l' rop 1and s

l~ood

50
St've ral sma 11 u rball
.:Irt'as

S(\llIl' Jl'sigllilll'd

,I rl';IS

N
C1'
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dust on a large variety and number of organisms, including threatened or en

dangered species or their habitat.

When field work is being planned in any of these types of environ

ments, sensitive areas are avoided through application of the site performance

criteria (Appendix A of the Plan). Additionally, environmental checklists are

used to assure that specific environments and their biota will not be ad

versely affected by activities such as borehole drilling. If the environ

mental checklist should indicate a potential environmental problem at a site

where field activities are scheduled, the activities will be moved to a

different site, or a NEPA review will be conducted to determine if the impacts

are significant and if mitigation measures are appropriate.

Preceding Page Blank
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5.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE
PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

This section presents an assessment of the environmental impacts

which may result from implementing the proposed action or alternatives to it.

The field activities which may result in potential environmental impact were

descrihed in Chapter 3. Although the same field activities must he conducted

under each alternative, differences in environmental impact may he realized

hecause the numher, location, and intensity of the field activities required

under each alternative is different. The potential environmental impacts that

may result from conducting field activities are discussed in this chapter and

are summarized in Tahle 5-1 (see Page 40 of this EA).

Future activities that would result from implementation of the pro

posed action would include environmental haseline surveys, constructing an

exploratory shaft, testing at-depth, taking land protection measures, and site

selection. Impacts of these activities will be evaluated at each individual

site in suhsequent site-specific environmental documents. (The NEPA imple

mentation plan for these activities is discussed in Section 4.5 of the Plan.)

A hrief discussion of prohahle activities and potential impacts is provided

helow.

Potentially significant socioeconomic impacts may result from the

influx of workers to a site undergoing detailed site studies. Environmental

impacts may be expected during detailed site studies in the areas of air

quality and noise (from vehicles), water quality and quantity (from equipment

operation and transportation and runoff from spoils piles), solid waste

(spoils disposal), energy (equipment fuel and transportation needs), and land

use (restriction on uses).

Undertaking land protection measures and site selection. activities

may have many environmental impacts; one impact of which is on land use. An

interest in the land may be acquired via lease, purchase, or land withdrawal

for purposes of protecting the integrity of the potential site. Site selec

tion will involve acquiring full ownership of a site. Land use conflicts will

he minimized through use of the screening criteria, hut the potential exists

for temporary or permanent loss of a resource (i.e., grazing or farm land) and

Preceding Page Blank
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a change in land use. Suitable sites not selected for the first repository

site may be retained for consideration for future repository sites. Main

taining these sites may also result in a temporary or permanent loss of a

resource, changes in land use, and other possible socioeconomic impacts to

nearby residents.

Construction and operation of a test and evaluation facility is con

sidered an engineering development step and not a siting step. Impacts of

construction and operation of the facility are expected to include the types

of impacts listed in the previous two paragraphs, plus additional impacts due

to transportation, emplacement, and retrieval of several hundred canisters of

radioactive wastes.

Generic impacts of constructing and operating a repository were

examined in the Final Environmental Impact Statement: Management of

Commercially Generated \Jaste. (21)

5.1 Impacts of Field Activities Common to
the Proposed Action and Alternatives

This section describes the potential impacts that may result from the

types of field activities common to all the alternative siting strategies

analyzed in this EA. Many of these field activities have previously been

evaluated and have been found to result in no significant environmental

impact. (3-15)

5.1.1 Air Quality

Emissions from internal combustion engines used in the variety of

screening activities will not be significant. All vehicle and station&ry

engines will comply with applicable federal and state emission control laws.

Most exploratory activities are anticipated to occur in rural areas.

Except for occasionally exceeding particulate and hydrocarbon standards, these

areas have clean air. Even in nonattainment areas, the emissions from explor

atory activities would represent only a small increase over background levels

and normally would not be large enough to trigger new source review. Because

of the small overall size of the deep drilling operation and resultant emis

sions (SOX, NOX' CO, and particulate emissions of less than 50 tons per

year), certification under the Clean Air Act of 1977 will not be required.
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Fugitive dust will be controlled by the use of sprinklers or water

trucks. Any open burning at the drill site will conform to local regulations.

5.1.2 Hydrology and Surface Water Quality

For deep drilling operations, a water source is required to supply

water for drilling fluids, fugitive dust suppression, potable water, and

revegetation. Water demands are low, typically less than 5 gpm with instan

taneous peaks of up to 10 gpm for brief periods. These water requirements are

primarily limited to the duration of the drilling activity; however, addi

tional water is sometimes needed for revegetation subsequent to termination of

the testing operations.

Even if water requirements are small, they may in some cases influ

ence the quantity and quality of water available for other uses. To meet

water demands, water rights can be acquired or water can be purchased else

where and transported (by pipeline or tanker) to the site.

In arid areas, the use of water necessary for wildlife and aquatic

species survival should be avoided. Activities that can affect surface-water

quality include site clearing, grading, filling, and pit excavation. These

operations may alter site drainage patterns and increase erosion rates. To

reduce the degree of such impacts, contractors are required to use approved

construction practices, including proper soil compaction, reseeding, and

proper slope design dur ing site preparation activities. Care will be taken to

ensure that access roads follow the contour of the land whenever practicable

and that steep roadway cuts or rechanneling or diverting of streams are

avoided or kept to a minimum. Road culverts can be used to maintain flows at

creeks and major drainage crossings.

Cleared areas susceptible to erosion can be properly graded, stabi

lized and r.eseeded as rapidly as possible. Terraces and water barr.iers such

as hay bales can be placed at strategic locations when required. Buffer

strips of vegetation can be left along waterways whenever feasible. Even with

implementation of these measures, some temporary increases in sediment load

and turbidity in site surface waters are unavoidable during construction.

However, these increases are not likely to be significant. Proper care during

construction and operation can assure that siltation will be temporary and

turbidity levels within acceptable limits.
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Liquids used during and resulting from the exploration activities can

be characterized as sanitary wastes, diesel fuel, lubricating oils, and

drilling fluids. Drilling fluids contain weighting agents and viscosifiers,

dispersants, fluid loss reducers, defoamers, flocculants, and bacteriocides.

These liquids will be carefully controlled and disposed of properly. }~nage

ment and disposal of these liquids will be in compliance with applicable

regulations and good construction practices.

Exploration sites are selected and designed to minimize the possibil

ity of damage from flooding. Storage pits will be sized to allow for the

receipt of a 24-hour, ten-year frequency rainfall without overtopping.

Any changes in local water drainage, water quality, and/or water

quantity caused by exploratory activities will be short-term and largely rem

edied by regrading and revegetating. The activity should not result in sig

nificant or long-term adverse impacts to local hydrology or the quality of the

wa ter • (3-15 )

5.1.3 Ground-Water Quality

In areas of highly porous soil, pit seepage or accidental spills of

liquids are more likely to affect shallow ground-water aquifers than surface

waters. Infiltration is prevented by lining pits or storing liquid wastes in

covered containers. Any accidental spills are anticipated to be of small

volume and to have insignificant effects on the ground water.(3-15)

Deeper ground-water impacts could occur during the course of borehole

drilling if several different water-bearing or hydrocarbon-bearing strata are

penetrated. Significant adverse impacts could result if hydraulic connections

between different strata occur. Freshwater aquifers could be contaminated by

infiltration of hydrocarbons or saline water through the borehole. The poten

tial for these adverse effects to occur is greatly reduced by proper drilling

techniques. Drilling, casing, and plugging techniques are designed and per

formed to minimize the potential for contamination of water-bearing strata

from petroleum and natural gas reservoirs or salt deposits. Borehole plugging

and capping techniques are designed to minimize contamination of the subsur

face resources by inadvertent surface drainage into the borehole and
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transmission of water hetween different water hearing units. In addition,

applicahle federal and state standards and regulations are designed to prevent

contamination of potahle suhsurface water supplies and other resources.

5.1.4 Land Use

Borehole drilling activities require the commitment of from 1 to 13

acres of land for several months or longer. This land is cleared of all vege

tation, the topsoil may be removed and stockpiled, and a level drilling site

is constructed.

At the end of the drilling operation and associated geophysical ac

tivities, the area will he restored to its former use to the extent allowed hy

law, unless the landowner's agreement specifies otherwise. All decommission

ing activities will he in compliance with applicahle regulations and permit

requirements.

The clearing of site and access road areas and digging of the re

quired pits necessitate a limited amount of grading, excavation (possihly

hlasting), and in some cases, filling. Construction activities themselves are

not large-scale; the drilling rig or platform is delivered to the site in pre

assemhled modules requiring final assemhly on site.

Construction of a meteorological tower for gathering meteorological

and air quality data is not required during the screening phase. However, due

to timing considerations, one or more such towers may he constructed prior to

the start of the detailed site study phase. This is the only environmental

characterization activity which requires the dedication of any quantity of

land. Erecting a meteorological tower would involve the clearing and leveling

of approximately one acre of land. An electrical power source and periodic

access for maintenance and repair are also required. The area taken up hy the

tower, including guys and appurtenant facilities, is fenced, thus removing the

land from alternative land uses from one to several years.

The potential impacts of these and other characterization efforts on

land use include farm land diversion and soil erosion.

Good construction practices can prevent or mitigate these im

pacts.(34-35) Therefore, the impacts of characterization activities on land

use are expected to he minimal.
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5.1.5 Terrestrial and Aquatic Ecology

Thrilling rigs and other geologic and geophysical activities may have

an adverse effect on the local terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. These im

pacts are limited to the site of the activity, access roads, and their immedi

ate vicinity.

These adverse effects can be minimized by using existing roadways

whenever possible; limiting any filling, grading, and clearing to the extent

required for the characterization activity; and by prohibiting unnecessary

driving over the terrain.

Wildlife in the area may be affected or have their behavior modified

by vegetation removal, increased vehicle traffic, noise, lights, water use,

and the continual presence of people in the area. Animals that are displaced

by habitat destruction are normally lost because similar nearby habitats are

usually filled and suitable territories are unavailable. Increased traffic in

the area will also take its toll of wildlife. Animal population numbers

should return to normal levels after the activity has ceased and the area is

restored.

Restoration of any disturbed area by grading, ensuring proper drain

age, and reseeding will accelerate the return of the area to its former condi

tion. In some areas however, the changes resulting from the geologic explor

atory and other screening activities can be long lasting. For example, as the

result of clearing and restoration, and at the landowner's request, former

rangeland and forestland may be converted to cropland. Heavy equipment opera

tion can result in long-lasting changes in the surface characteristics of cer

tain desert soils.

Impacts on aquatic ecosystems or specific aquatic biota may be caused

by changing watercourses or by accidentally discharging sediment or harmful

chemicals into existing surface waters. Impacts are typically greater in wet

environments such as the Gulf Coast Region because of the greater potential

for erosion and the increased variety and extent of surface waters.

Implementation of the erosion control measures discussed previously

will greatly reduce the erosion potential. The site and access road selection

will be made to minimize possible impacts to aquatic resources.
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5.1.5.1 Rare, Endangered, and Protected Species. Early characteri

zation of the region and area will indicate the possihle presence of rare,

threatened, or endangered species or their hahitat. Federal and state wild

life authorities will he contacted prior to any activity that could affect

these species.

If a protected species lives in a proposed drill site or in the vi

cinity of other planned activities, the recommendations of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service(36) will he followed. Modifications of the activities,

timing, or location are all possible mitigative measures.

5.1.6 Socioeconomics

Almost every aspect of the siting process will utilize the data, ad

vice, and expertise of regional and state agencies and organizations to char

acterize the location.

County and community government agencies may he unahle or unwilling

to meet the additional demand on their time that these data gathering efforts

might involve. Local regulations or practices may limit access to files or

official records. Grants to states for dishursement to government agencies

and institutions are already anticipated (see Section 3.1.2 of the Siting

Plan). Proper timing of these grants could mitigate many of the difficulties.

Officials of local and regional special interest groups are also an

ticipated to be a good source of information. However, providing data, an

swering questions, reviewing documents, and attending meetings may all take

time away from their other obligations. Hiring local people to assist in the

screening efforts could reduce these impacts and help to integrate the char

acterization force into the local community.

Additional business will be generated by geologic and environmental

screening activities. The socioeconomic impacts of screening activities

should be short-lived and to a large extent can be mitigated. With proper

planning, overall impacts should be small and acceptable.
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5.1.7 Aesthetics

The degree of undesirahle aesthetic effects from drilling activity is

dependent on the number of people who may view the activity, the duration of

the activity, and the nature of the activity itself. Because exploration

activities are usually located in sparsely populated areas, the potential for

affront to large numhers of people is small. Similarly, the limited duration

of exploration activities should not make aesthetic concerns a major issue.

There may he cases in which maintenance of an uninterrupted view is

an overriding concern. Thus, where there is judged to he a scenic resource,

recreational area, or historically significant landmark that would visually in

teract with the drilling operation in an adverse manner, efforts are made to

minimize the aesthetic effects by carefully planning the location of equipment

and activities.

The flexibility of siting and preplanning should avoid most aesthetic

impacts. Any unavoidable impacts should be of short duration, and small.

5.1.8 Cultural Resources

Prior to the initiation of any ground disturbing activities, a qual

ified archaeologist will determine the need for an onsite cultural resources

survey. Because of the flexibility of the siting process and of the geolog

ical and environmental exploratory activities, damage to significant histor

ical or archaeological sites identified during planning will be avoided or

mitigated.

If such sites or artifacts are encountered during screening

activities, the following steps will be taken:(37,38)

• All activities involving ground disturbance of the cultural site

will cease

• The find will he reported to the state historic preservation

officer or equivalent authority to determine its significance

• No additional work will be performed at that cultural site without

the clearance of the U.S. National Park Service or the state

historic preservation officer.
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The impacts of cultural resources surveys are primarily related to

sampling of identified sites. This involves minor disturbances of ground

cover and wildlife. Identification and open publiciaton of the location of

archaeological sites has the beneficial impact of expanding knowledge in this

field, but also could result in destruction of the site by artifact hunters.

Most adverse impacts on cultural resources fr.om siting activities can

be avoided or mitigated. The unavoidable adverse impacts are expected to be

small. Some impacts (e.g., discovery and preservation) may be beneficial.

5.1.9 Noise and Radiation

The major source of noise during the characterization phases will be

deep drilling. Sound above ambient level is associated with most aspects of

the site preparation and drilling operations. Field meas~ements near large

operating drill rigs in the NWTS program indicate that noise levels at 1 meter

from the source average 100 to 200 dB(A). Field measurements, however, indi

cate a rapid attenuation with distance resulting in noise levels of 70 dB(A)

at 100 to 150 meters. Exceptions to this level do occur, particularly in

arid, sparsely vegetated locations.

Should unacceptable noise levels be observed, a numb~r of mitigative

measures are available to reduce the levels to meet state and EPA gudielines.

Muffling systems can be upgraded to reduce noise, baffles can be added to

absorb much of the noise produced, or an insulated building can be constructed

around the primary noise-producing equipment.

Field sampling techniques for assessing ambient noise levels and

background radiation are not expected to have adverse environmental impacts.

Sampling for background radiation levels involves no use of radioactive

materials.

5.2 Impacts of the Proposed Action

Implementation of the proposed site screening phase of the Plan will

result in the impacts of field activities (as described in Section 5.1) being

experienced at up to 10 locations before October, 1983. Activities to take
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place in the detailed site study phase will impact three potential sites in

fiscal years 1984 and 1985. The impacts of these activities will be evaluated

on a site-specific basis when knowledge of the planned activities and sites

are more specific. Siting costs through site selection under the proposed

Plan are estimated at 1.8 hillion dollars for fiscal years 1981 to 1987.

5.3 Impacts of Alternative 1: No Action 
Siting Without A Plan

Considering the need for and complexity of coordinating technology

development, site selection studies, institutional frameworks, the cost of the

program, and the degree of puhlic sensitivity and controversy surrounding the

siting process and decisions, DOE does not consider this alternative to be

reasonable.

5.4 Impacts of Alternative 2:
Choose the First Site Now

Although the first site chosen would be the subject of intense char

acterization efforts, that site would not be ready for submission to NRC

licensing procedures qny earlier than the first site to he chosen using the

proposed Plan. Choosing a site for exploratory shaft construction is on the

critical path under the proposed Plan.

This scenario, however, conflicts with current NRC regulations,(22)

which require that at least three sites in two media be characterized before

DOE applies for a construction authorization. If NRC regulations were

changed, this alternative would assume the risk that if subsequent investiga

tions showed the site to be unacceptable, the search for other suitable sites

would have to be restarted. Interim changes could reduce the number of avail

able suitable sites in a region. For example, potential repository locations

might become unavailable because of change in land uses. Assuming a change in

NRC requirements, and that the selected site would be shown to be suitable,

this alternative would result in the same type of impacts as those discussed

for the proposed Plan; however, the impacts would occur in only one area in

stead of many (see Table 5-1). If investigation of other sites were stopped

or delayed under this alternative, it would result in lower costs for the
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siting portion of the NUTS program in the near term. Costs of siting through

1987 would be approximately 1/3 of projected siting costs under the proposed

plan, or about $600 million. DOE would, however, lose the ability to compare

potential environmental impacts at various sites to the same degree in making

site selection decisions.

5.5 Impacts of Alternative 3: Siting
Within Predetermined Regions

This alternative would require the sane activities as described for

the proposed Plan. The impacts from these activities would again be of the

same type for this alternative as was described for the proposed Plan. Under

this alternative, however, more sites may have to be investigated, resulting

in an increase in the costs and in the number of sites where impacts would be

expected (s~e Table 5-1). A potential benefit of the regionalization alterna

tive is a perceived increase in equity resulting from each region accepting

the benefits and risks associated with nuclear power generation and waste

disposal.

Because of the nature of this alternative, it is appropriate to dis

cuss potential repository operation phase impacts. Under this alternative, a

potential decrease in transportation impacts could be expected if several

repositories were begun nearly simultaneously(39), as transportation dis

tances and associated impacts on the public would be expected to decrease.

Operation of regional repositories over time would not change transportation

impacts from those expected for the proposed action. In any case, the ex

pected radiological impacts to the public from transporation would be very low

and the expected radiological impacts would be exceeded in magnitude by the

non-radiological impacts (i.e., the normal accidents and injuries that would

occur whether or not a radioactive material is being hauled). In effect,

regionalization would reduce the already very low impacts to even lower

levels.

5.6 Impacts of Alternative 4: Judging Site
Suitability Earlier in the Siting Process

This alternative requires that activities similar to those in the

proposed Plan be conducted, but is different in an important respect: the
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Table 5-1. Comparison of the Potential Impacts of
Alternatives Relative to Impacts of
the Proposed Action

Al ternative Alt. Alt. Alto Alt.
Type of Impact 1 2 3 4 5

Air Quality NA + + 0

Hydrology and Surface Water NA + + 0
Quality

Ground-water Quality NA + + 0

Land-Use NA + + 0

Socioeconomic NA + + 0

Terrestrial & Aquatic Ecology NA + + 0

Aesthetics NA + + 0

Cultural Resour.ces NA + + 0

Noise and Radiation NA + + 0

Transportation* NA 0 Ii. 0 Ii.

==::='"=.=-=:S::-==-==-=-__,=-:'-=:':=: :c.:.=::=:=..===:::z:==,.=-.:=.=:-_=-=-=:z:.=.==:-=.....

Key + Additional impacts of this type are anticipated due to activities being
car.ried out at more sites.

- Fewer impacts of this type are anticipated due to activities being
carried out at fewer sites.

o no difference in impacts of this type are anticipated

Ii. Fewer impacts are anticipated because transportation distances may
decrease.

* Applicable only after site selection phase.
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suitahility determination at each potential site would he made earlier, per

haps without data which can he ohtained by constructing at-depth exploratory

shafts.

These changes would not result in suhstantial differences in the time

necessary to select a repository for licensing proceedings, but would affect

the numher of locations which would he characterized in detail. From 5 to 10

locations would he studied in the next two years, and an as yet undetermined

number of locations would he studied in the following years. All of these

locations would experience the impacts of the activities descrihed in Chapter

3. Additionally, more horeholes, trenching, and seismic tests would he re

quired and a complete environmental haseline survey would he done at each

location. On the other hand, an exploratory shaft would not he constructed at

each site; only at those sites which could not be determined to he suitahle

from surface studies.

It is difficult to determine whether costs would increase or decrease

under this alternative, hecause the numher of sites at which an exploratory

shaft would be necessary is unknown. NRC regulations now require construction

of exploratory shafts and at-depth testing at all potential repository sites

before suitahility can be determined. (22)

5.7 Impacts of Alternative 5: Providing
More Alternative Sites for the
First Selection Decision

The advantages of this alternative include the potential of finding a

site closer to the source of waste and therefore reducing the transporation

impact, and of making availahle additional alternative sites and rock types

from which the site selection could be made. Alternative 5 however, could

result in a delay of the siting decision. Such a delay could result in in

creased impacts of interim radioactive waste storage. For example, it places

some hurdens on utilities to rerack storge pools, huild additional facilities,

or ship wastes to storage facilities other than utility fuel pools. These

wastes would then he shipped twice under this option.

While this alternative does not increase environmental impacts or

overall siting costs relative to the proposed action, (because the exploration

of other media is planned under the proposed action) the environmental impacts

and incurred costs may occur sooner. If selection of the first site was de

layed, the impacts of increasing storage requirements and time would increase.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

Five alternatives to the proposed action have been evaluated. None

were found to offer a more reasonable approach for finding repository sites or

a significant reduction in environmental impact.

• No Action - Proceeding without a plan, Alternative No.1, is not

cosidered appropriate in that siting a repository is a complex

process requiring a systematic approach in order to find an

acceptable site. Proceeding without a plan would also make it

difficult for DOE to comply with NRC licensing requirements. The

lack of a plan may result in a lack of alternatives being avail

able for comparison, and may not provide the reasonable assurance

of safety NRC requires to issue a construction authorization and

license to operate.

• Choosing the first site now, Alternative No.2, would perhaps

yield fewer impacts on the environment and cost less, because

fewer sites would undergo detailed site characterization. How

ever, this immediate henefit may be negated by potential program

delays, if the site is not found to be acceptable and time is lost

in identifying a second viable alternative.

• Dividing the country into service regions before starting the

characterization process, Alternative No.3, would result in addi

tional environmental impact, because more sites would need to be

identified prior to site selection than in the proposed action.

Transportation of waste during repository operation, however, may

be lessened under this alternative, assuming simultaneous opera

tion of regional repositories. The near-term additional cost and

impacts of characterizing additional sites and simultaneously con

structing regional repositories do not appear warranted at the

present time.

• Alternative No.4, judging site suitability earlier in the siting

process, will likely result in environmental impacts being

experienced at more sites than would be expected under the

proposed action, and would not adequately respond to the

requirements for in situ testing in 10 CFR 60.

Preceding Page Blank
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• Delaying the decision of the first site selection until a site in

granite or other rock type is available, Alternative 5, will not

result in impacts being experienced at fewer or more sites than is

anticipated under the proposed Plan. However, impacts resulting

from increased storage requirements at reactor sites and away from

reactor facilities is potentially increased. On the other hand,

the location of an eventual site closer to a source of waste would

reduce the potential transportation impact.

The proposed Plan places a high priority on technical considerations,

and encourages public or state involvement in information collection, anal

ysis, and reporting. \fuile other approaches are available, none result in a

significant reduction of environmental impacts.
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